


UNITED STATES 

SECURITIES A N D  EXCHANGE COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549 

OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL September 25,2008 

To: 	 Chairman Christopher Cox 
Erik Sirri, Director, Division of Trading and Markets 
Lori Richards, Director, Office of Compliance Inspections and 

Examinations 
John White, Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
Jonathan Sokobin, Director, Office of Risk Assessment 

From: 	 H. David Kotz, lnspector Gene ra&$$  

Subject: 	 Audit of SEC's Oversight of Bear Stearns and Related Entities: The 
Consolidafed Supervised Entity Program, Report No. 446-A 

This memorandum transmits the Securities and Exchange Commission, Office of 
lnspector General's (OIG) final report detailing the results of our audit on the 
SEC's Oversight of Bear Steams and Related Entities: The Consolidated 
Supervised Entity Program. This audit was conducted pursuant to a 
Congressional request from Ranking Member Charles E. Grassley of the United 
States Senate Committee on Finance. 

The final report consists of 26 recommendations that are addressed primarily to 
the Division of Trading and Markets (TM). Recommendations 18 and 25 are also 
addressed to the Office of Compliance lnspections and Examinations (OCIE) and 
Recommendation 19 is also addressed to the Office of Risk Assessment (ORA). 
Recommendations 20 and 21 are addressed to the Division of Corporation 
Finance (CF), Recommendation 17 is addressed to CF and TM, and 
Recommendation 22 is addressed to Chairman Cox. 

In response to the draft report, responsible management officials agreed with 21 
out of 26 recommendations. TM concurred with 20 of 23 recommendations 
addressed to them and disagreed with Recommendations 13,15, and 16. OCIE 
concurred with both recommendations addressed to them. CF concurred with 
Recommendation 17, but disagreed with Recommendations 20 and 21. 

Your written responses to the draft report, dated August 18,2008, are included in 
their entirety in Appendices VI and VII. In addition, OIG's response to Chairman 
Cox's and Management's comments are included in Appendix VIII. 



Should you have any questions regarding this report, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. During this audit we appreciate the courtesy and cooperation that 
you and your staff extended to our auditors. 

Attachment 
cc: 	 Peter Uhlmann, Chief of Staff, Chairman's Office 

Diego Ruiz, Executive Director, Office of the Executive Director 
Brian Cartwright, General Counsel, Office of General Counsel 
Andrew Donohue, Director, Division of Investment Management 
John Nester, Director Office of Public Affairs 
William Schulz, Office of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs 
Bob Colby, Deputy Director, TM 
Daniel Gallagher, Deputy Director, TM 
Shelley Parratt, Deputy Director, CF 
Michael Macchiaroli, Associate Director, TM 
Mary Ann Gadziala, Associate Director, OCIE 
Matthew Eichner, Assistant Director, TM 
John Walsh, Chief Counsel, OCIE 
Thomas K. McGowan, Assistant Director, TM 
Herb Brooks, Assistant Director, TM 
William Lenox, Ethics Counsel, Office of General Counsel 
Denise Landers, Legal Counsel, TM 
Juanita Bishop Hamlett, Branch Chief, OCIE 
Darlene L. Pryor, Management Analyst, Office of the Executive Director 
Other staff who participated in the audit 

Rick Hillman, Managing Director of Financial Markets and Community 
Investment, GAO 
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The CSE Program (Including Reviews Performed 
on Bear Stearns) 

Executive Summary 

Background. During the week of March 10, 2008, rumors spread about liquidity 
problems at The Bear Stearns Companies, Inc. (Bear Steams).l As the rumors 
spread, Bear Steams was unable to obtain secured financing from 
counterparties. This caused severe liquidity problems. As a result, on Friday 
March 14,2008, JP Morgan Chase & Co. (JP Morgan) provided Bear Steams 
with emergency funding from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY).2 
According to Congressional testimony,3 after the markets closed on March 14, 
2008, it became apparent that the FRBNY's funding could not stop Bear Steams' 
downward spiral. As a result, Bear Stearns concluded that it would need to file 
for bankruptcy protection on March 17, 2008, unless another firm purchased it. 
On Sunday March 16,2008, (before the Asian markets opened), Bear Steams' 
sale to JP Morgan was announced with financing support from the FRBNY. In 
May 2008, the sale was completed. 

Because Bear Steams had collapsed, at the time of our fieldwork, there were six 
holding companies in the Securities and Exchange Commission's (Commission) 
Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) program. ln addition to Bear Steams, 
these six holding companies include or included Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. 
(Goldman Sachs), Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch & Co. (Merrill Lynch), Lehman 
Brothers Holdings Inc. (Lehman Brothers), Citigroup Inc. and JP Morgan. On 
September 15, 2008, Lehman Brothers announced that it would file for 
bankruptcy protection and Bank of America announced that it agreed to acquire 
Merrill ~ ~ n c h . ~  Both firms had experienced serious financial difficulties. Finally, 
on September 21,2008, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
(Federal Reserve) approved, pending a statutory five-day antitrust waiting period, 
applications from Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley to become bank holding 
companies with the Federal Reserve as their new principal regulator. As a 
result, the future of the CSE program is uncertain. 

See Acronyms used in Appendix I. 
The funding was from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY) through JP Morgan Chase & Co. 
(JP Morgan) to The Bear Steams Companies, Inc. (Bear Steams) because JP Morgan, unlike Bear 
Steams, could borrow money from the FRBNY. 
Timothy Geithner (President and Chief Executive Officer, FRBNY) and Alan Schwartz (President and 
Chief Executive Officer of Bear Steams) before U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban 
Affairs on Turmoil in U.S. Credit Markets: Examinina the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Reaulators 
dated A ~ r i l  3, 2008. 
The audit fieldwork was completed prior to these events on September 15,2008. 
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Of the seven original CSE firms, the Commission exercised direct oversight over 
only five firms (Bear Stearns, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch, 
and Lehman Brothers), which did not have a principal regulator. The 
Commission does not directly oversee Citigroup Inc. and JP Morgan because 
these firms have a principal regulator, the Federal Reserve. 

The CSE program is a voluntary program that was created in 2004 by the 
Commission pursuant to rule amendments under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934.~ This program allows the Commission to supervise these broker-dealer 
holding companies on a consolidated basis. In this capacity, Commission 
supervision extends beyond the registered broker-dealer to the unregulated 
affiliates of the broker-dealer to the holding company itself. The CSE program 
was designed to allow the Commission to monitor for financial or operational 
weakness in a CSE holding company or its unregulated affiliates that might place 
United States regulated broker-dealers and other regulated entities at risk. 

A broker-dealer becomes a CSE by applying to the Commission for an 
exemption from computing capital using the Commission's standard net capital 
rule, and the broker-dealer's ultimate holding company consenting to group-wide 
Commission supervision (if it does not already have a principal regulator). By 
obtaining an exemption from the standard net capital rule, the CSE firms' broker- 
dealers are permitted to compute net capital using an alternative method. The 
Commission designed the CSE program to be broadly consistent with the 
Federal Reserve's oversight of bank holding companies. 

Bear Steams' main activities were investment banking, securities and derivatives 
sales and trading, clearance, brokerage and asset management. Bear Steams 
was highly leveraged with a large exposure (i.e.,concentration of assets) in 
mortgage-backed securities. Bear Steams had less capital and was less 
diversified than several of the other CSE firms. 

The Commission stated that Bear Steams' unprecedented collapse was due to a 
liquidity crisis caused by a lack of confidence. Chairman Christopher Cox 
described Bear Steams as a well-capitalized and apparently fully liquid major 
investment bank that experienced a crisis of confidence, denying it not only 
unsecured financing, but short-term secured financing, even when the collateral 
consisted of agency securities with a market value in excess of the funds to be 
b~rrowed.~ 

Source: Final Rule: Alternative Net Capital Reauirements for Broker-Dealers That Are Part of 
Consolidated Suoervised Entities (69 Fed Reg. 34.428). Securities and Exchange Commission 
(Commission). 21 June 2004. 
~http://www.sec.gov/rules/fina1/34-49830.htm>. 
Source: Turmoil in U.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before United states (U.S.) Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 1lothCong. (April 
3, 2008) (statement of Christopher Cox, Chairman, Commission). 
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Congressional Request. On April 2, 2008, the Office of lnspector General 
(OIG) received a letter from Ranking Member Charles E. Grassley of the United 
States Senate Committee on Finance, requesting that the OIG analyze the 
Commission's oversight of CSE firms and broker-dealers subject to the 
Commission's Risk Assessment program.' This letter noted that the 
Commission's Division of Trading and Markets (TM) was responsible for 
regulating the largest broker-dealers, and their associated holding companies. 
The letter requested a review of TM's oversight of the five CSE firms it directly 
oversees, with a special emphasis on Bear Stearns. The letter requested that 
the OIG analyze how the CSE program is run, the adequacy of the 
Commission's monitoring of Bear Stearns, and make recommendations to 
improve the Commission's CSE program. 

The United States Senate Committee on Finance letter also requested that the 
OIG provide an update of findings made in its previous audit report on the 
Commission's Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment Program (Broker-Dealer Risk 
Assessment Program, Report no. 354, issued on August 13,2002).~ 

Audit Objectives. In response to the April 2, 2008 Congressional Request, the 
OIG conducted two separate audits with regard to the Commission's oversight of 
Bear Steams and related entities. This audit's objectives were to evaluate the 
Commission's CSE program, emphasizing the Commission's oversight of Bear 
Steams and to determine whether improvements are needed in the 
Commission's monitoring of CSE firms and its administration of the CSE 
program. 

The OIG performed a second audit on the Commission's Broker-Dealer Risk 
Assessment Program to follow up on the current status of recommendations 
made in the OIG's prior audit report of the Risk Assessment Program (Broker- 
Dealer Risk Assessment Program, Report no. 354, issued on August 13,2002) 
and to examine the Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment program to determine 
whether improvements are needed. The Commission's Risk-Assessment 
program tracks the filing status of 146 broker-dealers that are part of a holding 
company structure and have at least $20 million in capital. The Risk 
Assessment Program report found that TM is not fulfilling its obligations in 
accordance with the underlying purpose of the Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment 
program in several respects. TM has failed to update and finalize the rules 
governing the program, TM has not enforced the filing requirement incumbent on 
broker-dealers, resulting in the failure of nearly one-third of the required firms to 
file 17(h) documents, TM has not yet determined whether the two remaining 
Bear Stearns' broker-dealers are obligated to file Form 17-H, and TM only 

A copy of this request letter is attached to this report in full in Appendix II. 
* The U.S. Senate Committee on Finance letter also requested that the Office of lnspector General (OIG) 

conduct an investigation into the facts and circumstances surrounding the Commission's decision not to 
pursue an Enforcement Action against Bear Steams. This issue will be addressed in an OIG 
investigative report to be issued on September 30, 2008. 
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conducts an in-depth review of the filings for six of the 146 filing firms that TM 
determined are most significant, based on their free credit balances and 
customer accounts. Audit report number 446-B examining the Commission's 
Risk Assessment program contains 10 recommendations and was issued on 
September 25, 2008. 

Retention of an Expert. Given the complexity of the subject matter, the' OIG 
retained an expert, Albert S. (Pete) Kyle to provide assistance with this audit. 
Professor Kyle joined the University of Maryland faculty as the Charles E. Smith 
Chair Professor of Finance at the Robert H. Smith School of Business in August 
2006. He earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics from Davidson 
College in 1974, studied Philosophy and Economics at Oxford University as a 
Rhodes Scholar and completed his Ph.D. in Economics at the University of 
Chicago in 1981. He was a professor at Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson 
School from 1981-1 987, at the University of California's Haas Business School in 
Berkeley from 1987-1 992, and at Duke University from 1992-2006. 

Professor Kyle is a renowned expert on many aspects of capital markets, with a 
particular focus on market microstructure. He has conducted significant 
research on such topics as informed speculative trading, market manipulation, 
price volatility, and the information content of market prices, market liquidity, and 
contagion. His paper "Continuous Auctions and Insider Trading" (Econometrica, 
2005) is one of the mostly highly cited papers in theoretical asset pricing. 

Professor Kyle.was elected a Fellow of the Econometric Society in 2002. He 
was also a board member of the American Finance Association from 2004- 
2006. He served as a staff member of the Presidential Task Force on Market 
Mechanisms (Brady Commission), after the stock market crash of 1987. During 
his career, he has worked as a consultant on finance topics for several 
government agencies, in addition to the Commission, including the Department 
of Justice, the Internal Revenue Service, the Federal Reserve and the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

Professor Kyle's Curriculum Vitae appears in Appendix Illof this report. 

In this audit, Professor Kyle analyzed TM's oversight of the CSE firms, with a 
particular focus on Bear Stearns. Professor Kyle reviewed TM's internal 
memoranda on the CSE firms, which documented TM's assessment of the CSE 
firms' operations and reviewed data in the CSE firms' monthly and quarterly CSE 
program filings. 

From this information, Professor Kyle analyzed the firms' financial data, holdings, 
risk management strategies, tolerance for risk and assessed the adequacy of the 
firms' filings. In particular, Professor Kyle analyzed Bear Stearns' capital, 
liquidity, and leverage ratios, access to secured and unsecured financing, and its 
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compliance with industry and worldwide standards such as the Basel standardsg 
Professor Kyle analyzed how TM supervised or oversaw Bear Stearns' 
mortgage-backed securities portfolio, its use of models to measure risk, the 
adequacy of its models, its model review process, the relationship between its 
traders and risk management department, and its risk-management scenarios. 
Professor Kyle also examined how TM supervised Bear Stearns' internal 
operations, including its funding of two prominent hedge funds that collapsed in 
the summer of 2007. 

Audit Conclusions and Results. The CSE program's mission (goal) provides 
in pertinent part as follows: 

The regime is intended to allow the Commission to monitor for, and 
act quickly in response to, financial or operational weakness in a 
CSE holding company or its unregulated affiliates that might place 
regulated entities, including US and foreign-registered banks and 
bro ker-dealers, or the broader financial system at risk.'' [Emphasis 
added] 

Thus, it is undisputable that the CSE program failed to carry out its mission in its 
oversight of Bear Stearns because under the Commission and the CSE 
program's watch, Bear Steams suffered significant financial weaknesses and the 
FRBNY needed to intervene during the week of March 10,2008, to prevent 
significant ham to the broader financial system." 

This audit was not intended to be a complete assessment of the multitude of 
events that led to Bear Stearns' collapse, and accordingly, does not purport to 
demonstrate any specific or direct connection between the failure of the CSE 
Program's oversight of Bear Steams and Bear Steams' collapse. However, we 
have identified serious deficiencies in the CSE program that warrant 
improvements. Overall, we found that there are significant questions about the 
adequacy of a number of CSE program requirements, as Bear Steams was 

"The Base1 Committee on Banking Supervision (Base1 Committee) seeks to improve the quality of 
banking supervision worldwide, in part by developing broad supervisory standards. The Base1 Committee 
consists of central bank and regulatory officials from 13 member countries: Belgium, Canada, France, 
Germany, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and 
United States. The Base1 Committee's supervisory standards are also often adopted by nonmember 
countries." Source: Government Accountability Office. Bank Reaulators Need to lm~rove Trans~arency 
and Overcome lm~ediments to Finalizina the P ~ O D O S ~ ~  Basel I1Framework. Report No. 07-253, February 
15, 2007. 

lo Source: SEC [Commission] Consolidated Su~ervision of Broker-Dealer Holdina Com~anies Proaram 
Overview and Assessment Criteria. Commission. 16 Mar 2007. 
~http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/cseoverview.htm>. 

l1 The Commission established criteria (the link is provided below) for measuring the success of the 
Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) program. While the CSE program may have been successful in 
achieving its established criteria, none of the criteria standards directly related to the failure of a CSE firm 
and its effect on the broader financial system (as stated in the CSE program's goal statement). 
Source: SEC [Commission] Consolidated Su~ervision of Broker-Dealer Holdina Com~anies Proaram 
Overview and Assessment Criteria. Commission. 16 Mar 2007. 
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compliant with several of these requirements, but nonetheless collapsed. In 
addition, the audit found that TM became aware of numerous potential red flags 
prior to Bear Stearns' collapse, regarding its concentration of mortgage 
securities, high leverage, shortcomings of risk management in mortgage-backed 
securities and lack of compliance with the spirit of certain Basel II standards, but 
did not take actions to limit these risk factors. 

In addition, the audit found that procedures and processes were not strictly 
adhered to, as for example, the Commission issued an order approving Bear 
Stearns to become a CSE prior to the completion of the inspection process. 
Further, the Division of Corporation Finance (CF) did not conduct Bear Steams' 
most recent 1 O-K filing review in a timely manner. 

The audit also identified numerous specific concerns with the Commission's 
oversight of the CSE program, some of which are summarized as follows:12 

(a) 	 Bear Stearns was com liant with the CSE program's capital and 
liquidity requirements; 1Phowever, its collapse raises questions 
about the adequacy of these requirements; 

(b) 	 Although TM was aware, prior to Bear Steams becoming a CSE 
firm, that Bear Steams' concentration of mortgage securities was 
increasing for several years and was beyond its internal limits, and 
that a portion of Bear Steams' mortgage securities (e.g., adjustable 
rate mortgages) represented a significant concentration of market 
risk, TM did not make any efforts to limit Bear Stearns' mortgage 
securities concentration; 

(c) 	 Prior to the adoption of the rule amendments which created the 
CSE program, the broker-dealers affiliated with the CSE firms were 
required to either maintain: 

A debt to-net capital ratio of less than 15 to I(after their first 
year of operation); or 

Have net capital not less than the greater of $250,000 or two 
percent of aggregate debit items computed in accordance 
with the Formula for Determination of Reserve Requirements 
for Broker- Dealers. 

However, the CSE program did not require a leverage ratio limit for 
the CSE firms. Furthermore, despite TM being aware that Bear 
Stearns' leverage was high, TM made no efforts to require Bear 

l2We have no specific evidence indicating whether any of these issues directly contributed to Bear Steams' 
collapse since our audit scope did not include a determination of the cause of Bear Steams' collapse 
(see Appendix IV). 

l3 As discussed in the Scope and Methodology section (see Appendix IV), we did not independently verify 
(i.e., recalculate and determine the accuracy) Bear Steams' capital or liquidity amounts. 
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Stearns to reduce its leverage, despite some authoritative sources 
describing a linkage between leverage and liquidity risk; 

(d) . TM became aware that risk management of mortgages at Bear 
Stearns had numerous shortcomings, including lack of expertise by 
risk managers in mortgage-backed securities at various times; lack 
of timely formal review of mortgage models; persistent 
understaffing; a proximity of risk managers to traders suggesting a 
lack of independence; turnover of key personnel during times of 
crisis; and the inability or unwillingness to update models to reflect 
changing circumstances. Notwithstanding this knowledge, TM 
missed opportunities to push Bear Stearns aggressively to address 
these identified concerns; 

(e) 	 There was no documentation of discussions between TM and Bear 
Steams of scenarios involving a meltdown of mortgage market 
liquidity, accompanied by a fundamental deterioration of the 
mortgages themselves. TM appeared to identify the types of risks 
associated with these mortgages that evolved into the subprime 
mortgage crisis yet did not require Bear Steams to reduce its 
exposure to subprime loans; 

(f) 	 Bear Steams was not compliant with the spirit of certain Basel II 
standards and we did not find sufficient evidence that TM required 
Bear Stearns to comply with these standards; 

(g) 	 TM took no actions to assess Bear Steams' Board of Directors' and 
senior officials' (e.g., the Chief Executive Officer) tolerance for risk 
although we found that this is a prudent and necessary oversight 
procedure; 

(h) 	 TM authorized (without an appropriate delegation of authority) the 
CSE firms' internal audit staff to perform critical audit work involving 
the risk management systems instead of the firms' external 
auditors as required by the rule that created the CSE program; 

(i) 	 In June 2007, two of Bear Steams' managed hedge funds 
collapsed. Subsequent to this collapse, significant questions were 
raised about some of Bear Stearns' senior managements' lack of 
involvement in handling the crisis. However, TM did not reassess 
the communication strategy component of Bear Steams' 
Contingency Funding Plan (CFP) after the collapse of the hedge 
funds, and very significant questions were once again raised about 
some of Bear Stearns' managements' handling of the crisis during 
the week of March 10,2008; 

(j) 	 The Commission issued four of the five Orders approving firms to 
use the alternative capital method, and thus become CSEs 
(including Bear Stearns) before the inspection process was 
completed; and 
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(k) 	 CF did not conduct Bear Stearns' most recent 10-Kfiling review in 
a timely manner. The effect of this untimely review was that CF 
deprived investors of material information that they could have 
used to make well-informed investment decisions (i.e., whether to 
buylsell Bear Stearns' securities). In addition, the information (e.g., 
Bear Stearns' exposure to subprime mortgages) could have been 
potentially beneficial to dispel the rumors that led to Bear Stearns' 
collapse. 

Recommendations. We identified 26 recommendations (see Appendix V) that 
should significantly improve the Commission's oversight of CSE firms. Chairman 
Cox's and Management's comments are attached in Appendix VI and VII, 
respectively. Our recommendations include: 

(a) 	 A reassessment of guidelines and rules regarding the CSE firms' 
capital and liquidity levels; 

(b) 	 Taking appropriate measures to ensure that TM adequately 
' incorporates a firm's concentration of securities into the CSE 
program's assessment of a firm's risk management systems and 
more aggressively prompts CSE firms to take appropriate actions 
to mitigate such risks; 

(c) 	 A reassessment of the CSE program's policy regarding leverage 
ratio limits; 

(d) 	 Ensuring that: (I)the CSE firms have specific criteria for reviewing 
and approving models used for pricing and risk management, (2) 
the review and approval process conducted by the CSE firms is 
performed in an independent manner by the CSEs' risk 
management staff, (3) each CSE firm's model review and approval 
process takes place in a thorough and timely manner, and (4) limits 
are imposed on risk taking by firms in areas where TM determines 
that risk management is not adequate; 

(e) 	 Being more skeptical of CSE firms' risk models and working with 
regulated firms to help them develop additional stress scenarios 
that have not already been contemplated as part of the prudential 
regulation process; 

(f) 	 Greater involvement on the part of TM in formulating action plans 
for a variety of stress or disaster scenarios, even if the plans are 
informal; 

(g) 	 Taking steps to ensure that mark disputes do not provide an 
occasion for CSE firms to inflate the combined capital of two firms 
by using inconsistent marks; 

(h) 	 Encouraging the CSE firms to present Value at Risk and other risk 
management data in a useful manner, which is consistent with how 
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the CSE firms use the information internally and allows risk factors 
to be applied consistently to individual desks; 

(i) 	 Ensuring (in accordance with Basel II) that the Consolidated 
Supervised Entities take appropriate capital deductions for illiquid 
assets and appropriate capital deductions for stressed repos, 
especially stressed repos where illiquid securities are posted as 
collateral; 

(j) 	 Greater discussion of risk tolerance with the CSE firms' Boards of 
Directors and senior management to better understand whether the 
actions of CSE firms' staff are consistent with the desires of the 
Boards of Directors and senior management; 

(k) 	 Requiring compliance with the existing rule that requires external 
auditors to review the CSE firms' risk management control systems 
or seek Commission approval in accordance with the 
Administrative Procedures Act for this deviation from the current 
rule's requirement; 

(I) 	 Ensuring that reviews of a firm's CFP includes an assessment of a 
CSE firm's internal and external communication strategies; 

(m) 	 Developing a formal automated process to track material issues 
identified by the monitoring staff to ensure they are adequately 
resolved; 

(n) 	 Ensuring that they complete all phases of a firm's inspection 
process before recommending that the Commission allow any 
additional CSE firms the authority to use the alternative capital 
method; 

(0) 	 Improving collaboration efforts among TM, CF, the Office of 
Compliance lnspections and Examination (OCIE), and the Office of 
Risk Assessment (ORA); 

(p) 	 The development by CF of internal guidelines for reviewing filings 
timely and tracking and monitoring compliance with its internal 
guidelines; and 

(q) 	 The creation of a Task..Force led by ORA with staff from TM, the 
Division of Investment Management, and OCIE to perform an 
analysis of large firms with customer accounts that hold significant 
amounts of customer funds and have unregulated entities, to 
determine the costs and benefits of supervising these firms on a 
consolidated basis. 

The final report consists of 26 recommendations that are addressed primarily to 
the Division of Trading and Markets (TM). Recommendations 18 and 25 are also 
addressed to the Office of Compliance lnspections and Examinations (OCIE) 
and Recommendation 19 is also addressed to the Office of Risk Assessment 
(OR.). Recommendations 20 and 21 are addressed to the Division of 
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Corporation Finance (CF), Recommendation 17 is addressed to CF and TM, and 
Recommendation 22 is addressed to Chairman Cox. 

In response to the draft report, responsible management officials agreed with 21 
out of 26 recommendations. TM concurred with 20 of 23 recommendations 
addressed to them and disagreed with Recommendations 13, 15, and 16. OClE 
concurred with both recommendations addressed to them. CF concurred with 
Recommendation 17, but disagreed with Recommendations 20 and 21. 
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Background and Objectives 

Background 
General Background Information. The Division of Trading and Markets (TM)'~ 
is responsible for regulating broker-dealers, which includes administering the 
Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) and Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment 
programs. The Office of Compliance lnspections and Examinations (OCIE) has 
responsibility within the Securities and Exchange Commission (Commission) for 
conducting the inspections15 of broker-dealers, including broker-dealers that are 
affiliated with CSE firrnsI6 (i.e., investment banks).I7 The following TM offices 
are directly involved in th.ese programs: 

Office of Financial Res~onsibilitv: This office is responsible for 
administering the financial responsibility regulations (e.g., net capital rule" 

l4 See Acronyms used in Appendix I. 
l5 	The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) uses the term "inspectionsn, however, the Office of Compliance 

Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) uses the term "examinations". For purposes of this audit report, we 
use the term "inspections" to refer to both. In addition, for purposes of this audit report, OCIE also 
includes the Inspection staff in the Commission's regional offices. 

l6 During our audit fieldwork, there were four Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firms whose principal 
regulator (as discussed below) was the Commission: Goldman Sachs Group, Inc., Lehman Brothers 
Holdings Inc. (Lehman Brothers), Menill Lynch & Co., Inc., and Morgan Stanley. On September 15, 
2008, Lehman Brothers announced that it would file for bankruptcy protection and Bank of America 
announced that it agreed to acquire Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. On September 21,2008, the Federal 
Reserve approved, pending a statutory fiveday antitrust waiting period, applications from Goldman 
Sachs and Morgan Stanley to become bank holding companies. The Bear Steams Companies, Inc. 
(Bear Steams) was also a CSE firm (approved in November 2005) until its collapse. In addition, JP 
Morgan Chase & Co. (JP Morgan) and Citigroup Inc. have been approved to use the alternative method 
for their broker-dealer capital requirements, but the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
(Federal Reserve) is their principal regulator (le., is responsible for the consolidated entity) but the 
Commission is responsible for the oversight of their brokerdealers. As a result, the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (Commission) defers oversight (of the consolidated entity) of JP Morgan and 
Citigroup to the Federal Reserve to avoid duplicative or inconsistent regulation. 

l7 In 2007, in response to a Government Accountability Office (GAO) report Financial Market Reaulation: 
Aaencies Enaaaed in Consolidated Supervision Can Strenathen Performance Measurement and 
Collaboration. Report 07-154, March 15, 2007 (as discussed in the Prior Audit Coverage section of the 
Scope and Methodology - see Appendix Ill); the Chairman (in consultation with the other Commissioners) 
transferred the responsibility for conducting inspections of the consolidated entity from OCIE to TM. 
OCIE retained (within the Commission) responsibility for conducting inspections on the CSE's broker- 
dealers. The Self Regulatory Organizations (SRO) have the primary inspection responsibility for the 
registered broker-dealers. OCIE has oversight responsibility of these broker-dealers and conducts 
periodic inspections. The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) is the primary regulator of 
approximately 5,000 broker-dealers registered in the United States (U.S.). 

Is "The net capital rule focuses on liquidity and is designed to protect securities customers, counterparties, 
and creditors by requiring that broker-dealers have sufficient liquid resources on hand at all times to 
satisfy claims promptly". Source: GAO Report Risk-Based Capital Reaulatorv and lndustrv Approaches 
to Ca~ital and Risk, Report No. GGD-98-153, July 20, 1998. 



and customer prote~tion'~). These regulations are intended to protect 
customers and financial institutions. This office also oversees the 
Securities Investor Protection Corporation and has approximately nine 
staff.20 

Office of Prudential Supervision and Risk Analvsis: The staff (referred to 
as "monitorsJ1) in this office work in teams of three to review each CSE 
firm. They perform their work mainly through periodic meetings and 
informal discussions with CSE staff. The staff also review CSE required 
financial filings. The staff have backgrounds in economics, accounting, 
and finance and expertise in credit, market, or liquidity risk. Approximately 
13 individuals comprise the staff. 

Office of CSE Inspections: This office is responsible for conducting the 
inspections on the CSE firms. They have seven staff who are located in 
both Washington D.C. and New York. 

CSE Program. In 2004, the Commission adopted rule amendments under the 
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934,21 which created the voluntary CSE 
program. This program allows the Commission to supervise certain broker- 
dealer holding companies on a consolidated basis. In this capacity, Commission 
supervision extends beyond the registered broker-dealer to the unregulated 
affiliates of the broker-dealer and the holding company itself. The CSE program 
was designed to allow the Commission to monitor for financial or operational 
weakness in a CSE holding company or its unregulated affiliates that might place 
United States (U.S.) regulated broker-dealers and other regulated entities at risk. 

A broker-dealer becomes a CSE by applying to the Commission for an 
exemption from the Commission's standard net capital rule? and the broker- 
dealer's ultimate holding company consenting to group-wide Commission 
supervision, if it does not already have a principal regulator. By obtaining an 
exemption from the standard net capital rule, the CSE firms' broker-dealers are 
permitted to compute net capital using an alternative method.23 

'9 	The customer protection rule "is designed to ensure that customer property (securities and funds) in the 
custody of broker-dealers is adequately safeguarded." 
Source: GAO Report Risk-Based Ca~ital  Reaulatorv and lndustrv A~~roaches  and Risk, to Ca~ital  

Report No. GGD-98-153, July 20, 1998. 


20 The Securities Investor Protection Act of 1970, 15 U.S.C. 5 78aaa et. seq., as amended, was enacted to 
protect customers from losses resulting from a broker-dealers' failure, thereby promoting investor 
confidence in the securities markets. The Securities lnvestor Protection Corporation was created by the 
Act to pay investor claims. (See 15 U.S.C. 5 78ccc). 

21 Source: Final Rule: Alternative Net Ca~ital  Reauirements for Broker-Dealers That Are Part of 
Consolidated Su~ewised Entities (69 Fed Reg. 34.428). Commission. 21 June 2004. 
~http://www.sec.gov/rules/fina1/34-49830.htm>. 

22 See 17 C.F.R. g 2401 5c3-1. 
23 The alternative capital method is based on mathematical models and scenario testing, while broker- 

dealers operating under the standard net capital rule must meet certain ratios and maintain minimum net 
capital levels based on the type of securities activities they conduct. (See 17 C.F.R. 240.15~3-l(a)(7)). 
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The Commission designed the CSE program to be broadly consistent with the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System's (Federal Reserve) 
oversight of bank holding companies. However, the CSE program "reflects the 
reliance of securities firms on mark-to-market accounting as a critical risk and 
governance control. Second, the design of the CSE regime reflects the critical 
importance of maintaining adequate liquidity in all market environments for 
holding companies that do not have access to an external liquidity provider." 24 

The CSE application process includes TM reviewing a firm's application25 (for an 
exemption from the net capital rule) and makes a recommendation to the 
Commission. Approval of the firm's application is contingent on the firm agreeing 
to group-wide Commission supervision of the consolidated entity (including 
unregulated affiliates), if the firm does not already have a principal regulator. In 
addition, CSE firms must agree to: 

"Maintain and document an internal risk management control system for 
the affiliate 

"Calculate a group-wide capital adequacy measure consistent with the 
international standards adopted by the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision [27] ('Basel ~tandards') ."~~ The CSEs are required to maintain 
an overall Base1 capital ratio2' of not less than the Federal Reserve's 10 
percent "well-capitalized" standard for bank holding companies. The CSE 
must notify the Commission (e.g., file an Early Warning Notice) if the 10 
percent capital ratio is or is likely to be ~iolated,~' or if tentative net capital 
of the broker-dealer falls below $5 bi~lion;~' 

24 Source: Examining Regulation and Supervision of Industrial Loan Companies Before US Senate 
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 110" Cong. (October 4,2007) (statement of Erik 
Sini, Director of TM, Commission). 

25 The application process includes inspections whose purpose is to verify the information the firms 
provides during the application process and to "assess the adequacy of the implementation of the firm's 
internal risk management policies and procedures." 
Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Comoanv Su~ervision Proaram Descriotion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http://www.sec.govldivisionslmarketreglhcsupe~ision.htm~. 

26 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Com~anv Suoervision Proaram Descri~tion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http://www.sec.govldivisionslmarketreglhcsupervision.htm~. 

27 'The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Base1 Committee) seeks to improve the quality of 
banking supervision worldwide, in part by developing broad supervisory standards. The Basel Committee 
consists of central bank and regulatory officials from 13 member countries: Belgium, Canada, France, 
Germany, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and 
United States. The Basel Committee's supervisory standards are also ofien adopted by nonmember 
countries." Source: GAO. Bank Reaulators Need to lmorove Trans~arencv and Overcome lmoediments 
to Finalizina the Prooosed Basel II Framework. Report No. 07-253, February 15,2007. 

28 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Comoanv Suoervision Proaram Descriotion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http:llwww.sec.govldivisions/marketreglhcsupervisio.htm. [footnote added] 

29 The Basel capital ratio is capital divided by risk weighted assets. 
30 We are aware of one instance where this occurred. In our opinion, TM acted reasonably. 
3 l  Sources for the information include: 

Risk Management and its lmplications for Systemic Risk Before U.S. Senate Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 110'~ Cong. (June 19, 2008) (statement of Erik Sini, Director 
of TM, Commission); and 
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Maintain "sufficient stand-alone liquidity and sufficient financial resources 
to meet its expected cash outflows in a stressed liquidity environment 
where access to unsecured funding is not available for a period of at least 
one year. Another premise of this liquidity planning is that any assets held 
in a regulated entity are unavailable for use outside of the entity to deal 
with weakness elsewhere in the holding company structure, based on the 
assumption that during the stress event, including a tightening of market 
liquidity, regulators in the U.S. and relevant foreign jurisdictions would not 
permit a withdrawal of capital;"32 

"Consent to Commission examination [inspection] of the books and 
records of the ultimate holding company [i.e., the consolidated entit 
its affiliates, where those affiliates do not have principal regulators;" !l

and 

"Regularly report on the financial and operational condition of the holding 
company, and make available to the Commission information about the 
ultimate holding company or any of its material affiliates that is necessary 
to evaluate financial and operations risks within the ultimate holding 
company and its material affi~iates;"~~ and 

"Make available [examination] inspection reports of principal regulators for 
those affiliates that are not subject to Commission [examination] 
inspection."35 

The firms agreed to consolidated supervision because of the preferential capital 
treatment under the alternative method and international requirements. The 
European Union's (EU) Conglomerates Directive required that affiliates of U.S. 
registered broker-dealers demonstrate that they were subject to consolidated 
supervision by a U.S. regulator or face significant restrictions on their European 
operations.36 

Final Rule: Alternative Net Caoital Reauirements for Broker-Dealers That Are Part of Consolidated 
Suoervised Entities (69 Fed Rea. 34-428). Commission. 21 June 2004. 
<http:llwww.sec.gov/rules/finalI34-49830.htrw. 

32 	Source: Risk Management and ifs Implications for Systemic Risk Before U.S. Senate Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 110" Cong. (June 19,2008) (statement of Erik Sini, Director of TM, 
Commission). 

33 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Comoanv Su~ervision Proararn Descriotion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/h~upervision.htm~~ 

34 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Comoanv Suoervision Proaram Descriotion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http://www.sec.govldivisions/marketreg/hcsupervision.htm~. 

35 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Comoanv Suoervision Proaram Descriotion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/hcsupervision.htm~. 

36 	According to the CSE final rule, "EU [European Union] 'consolidated supervision' consists of a series of 
quantitative and qualitative rules, imposed at the level of the ultimate holding company, regarding firms' 
internal controls, capital adequacy, intra-group transactions, and risk concentration. Without a 
demonstration of 'equivalent' supervision, U.S. securities firms have expressed concerns that an affiliate 
institution located in the EU either may be subject to additional capital charges or be required to form a 
sub-holding company in the EU.' See 'Directive 2002/87/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 16 December 2002." Source: Final Rule: Alternative Net Caoital Reauirements for Broker- 
Dealers That Are Part of Consolidated Suoervised Entities (69 Fed Reg. 34.428). Commission. 21 June 
2004. ~http://www.sec.gov/rules/fina1/34-49830.htmP42 10820>. 
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Mortgage Loans. Beginning around late 2004, lenders offered mortgages to 
individuals who did not meet the normal qualifications (e.g., income or credit 
history). Many of these loans had teaser rates andlor were interest only. These 
more risky loans are referred to as "subprime mortgages." The theory behind 
approving these risky loans was that the homeowner would be able to refinance 
the loan in a few years because of the increased growth in home values and the 
individual's improved credit rating. Banks converted these loans into securities 
and sold the securities to other firms (known as the securitization process). 

Once home values began to decrease, mortgage loan defaults started to 
increase, causing the market value of the mortgage securities to decrease. In 
the ensuing months, the financial services industry wrote-down billions of dollars 
in the value of all types of mortgage se~uri t ies.~~ 

Bear Stearns' The Bear Steams Companies, Inc. (Bear Steams) 
was a holding company that had two registered broker-dealers. Its main 
activities were investment banking, securities and derivatives sales and trading, 
clearance, brokerage and asset management.39 Bear Steams was highly 
leveraged" with a large exposure (Le., concentration of assets) in mortgage- 
backed se~urities.~' Bear Steams also had less capital and was less diversified 
than several of the CSE firms. 

In June 2007, two of Bear Steams' managed hedge funds collapsed because of 
subprime mortgage losses.42 Nearly a year later, during the week of March 10, 
2008, rumors spread about liquidity problems at Bear Steams. Due to Bear 
Steams' lenders not rolling over secured financing, Bear Stearns faced severe 
liquidity problems on March 14, 2008 .~~  As a result, on March 14, 2008, JP 
Morgan Chase & Co. (JP Morgan) provided Bear Steams with emergency 

37 	In accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, the securities must be valued at fair 
market value (i.e., mark to market accounting). 

38 Sources for this information include: 
Turmoilin U.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 1 1 0 ~  Congress (April 3, 
2008) (statement of Timothy Geithner, President and Chief Executive Officer, Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York (FRBNY); 
Turmoil in U.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 1 lothCongress (April 3, 
2008) (statement of Jamie Dimon (Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, JP Morgan); and 
Turmoil in U.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 1 1 0 ~  Congress (April 3, 
2008) (statement of Alan Schwartz (President and Chief Executive Officer, Bear Steams). 

39 Source: 2006 Bear Steams' Annual Report (page 32). 
40 There are many definitions of leverage. A simple definition of leverage is assets divided by capital. Bear 

Steams' gross leverage ratio was about 33-1. See Appendix IX. 
41 Depending on the definition used to classify a mortgage as "subprime", Bear Steams' exposure to 

subprime mortgages varied. However, it clearly had a large exposure to mortgage securities overall. 
42 Bear Steams' direct exposure to these hedge funds was minimal. 
43 A pledge of collateral supports secured financing. 
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funding." According to Congressional te~ t imony ,~~  after the markets closed on 
March 14,2008, it became apparent that FRBNY's funding could not stop Bear 
Steams' downward spiral. As a result, Bear Stearns concluded that it would 
need to file for bankruptcy protection on March 17, 2008, unless another firm 
purchased it.46 On March 16, 2008, Bear Stearns' sale to JP Morgan was 
announced with financing support from the FRBNY. In May 2008, the sale was 
completed. 

In testimony given before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and 
Urban Affairs on April 3, 2008, Chairman Christopher Cox stated that Bear 
Stearns' collapse was due to a liquidity crisis caused by a lack of ~onf idence.~~ 
Chairman Cox described Bear Steams' collapse as a "run on the bank48 which 
occurred exceptionally fast and in an already distressed market environment 
(i.e., the credit crisis). Specifically, Chairman Cox testified as follows: 

What happened to Bear Steams during the week of March 10th 
was likewise unprecedented. For the first time, a major investment 
bank that was well-capitalized and apparently fully liquid 
experienced a crisis of confidence that denied it not only unsecured 
financing, but short-term secured financing, even when the 
collateral consisted of agency securities with a market value in 
excess of the funds to be borrowed. Counterparties would not 
provide securities lending services and clearing services. Prime 
brokerage clients moved their cash balances elsewhere. These 
decisions by counterparties, clients, and lenders to no longer 
transact with Bear Steams in tum influenced other counterparties, 
clients, and lenders to also reduce their exposure to Bear 
steams4' 

44 The funding was from FRBNY through JP Morgan to Bear Steams because JP Morgan could borrow 
money from FRBNY. 

45 Source: Turmoil inU.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 110" Congress (April 3,2008) 
(statements of Timothy Geithner, President and Chief Executive Officer, FRBNY) and Alan Schwartz, 
President and Chief Executive Officer, Bear Steams). 

46 Source: Turmoil in the U. S. Credit Markets: Examining the Regulation of Investment Banks by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission Before the U.S. Senate on Securities, Insurance, and Investment 
1lothcong. (May 7, 2008) (statement of Erik Sirri, Director of TM, Commission). 

47 Source: Turmoil in U.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 11 othCong. (April 3, 2008) 
(statement of Christopher Cox, Chairman, Commission). 

48 	 Source: Turmoil in U.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before US.. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 110th Cong. (April 3,2008) 
(statement of Christopher Cox, Chairman, Commission). 

49 Source: Turmoil in U. S. Credit Markets: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 1 lothCong. (April 3, 2008) 
(statement of Christopher Cox, Chairman, Commission). 
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According to a Commission press release,50 TM monitored Bear Stearns' capital 
and liquidity daily since Bear Stearns' hedge funds collapsed. According to data 
(provided to TM by Bear Stearns), there was adequate capital at the holding 
company level and at Bear Stearns' two registered broker-dealers prior to and 
during the week of March 10, 2008. In addition, the Commission stated that 
Bear Stearns was compliant with the $5 billion liquidity req~irement.~' 
Furthermore, according to data we reviewed, Bear Stearns had significantly 
increased its liquidity levels since May 2 0 0 7 . ~ ~  

The Commission stated that neither the CSE program nor any regulatory model 
(i.e., the Basel ~ t anda rds )~~  used by commercial or investment banks considered 
the possibility that secured financing, even when backed by high-quality 
collateral could become completely unavailable. Instead, the CSE program only 
considered that a deterioration of secured financing could occur (e.g., that 
financing terms could become less favorable) and that unsecured funding could 
be unavailable for at least one year. 

The Commission's Response to Bear Stearns' Collapse. In the aftermath of 
Bear Steams' collapse, the Commission has: 

Supported the work of the Base1 Committee on Banking Supervision 
regarding their planned updated guidance (i.e., strengthening the 
standards applicable to liquidity risks) on liquidity management;54 

Supported legislation to make the CSE program mandat~ry.'~ At a recent 
Congressional hearing before the Committee on Financial Services, 
House of Representatives, July 24, 2008, Chairman Christopher Cox 
stated: 

50 Source: Statement of SEC Division of Tradina and Markets Reaardina The Bear Steams Com~anies. 
Commission. 14 March 2008. ~http:/lwww.sec.govlnews/press/2008/20084.htm. The Chairman also 
made similar statements in his letter to the Basel Committee regarding liquidity management; and 
testimony (Turmoil inU.S. Credit Market: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 110th Cong. (April 3,2008) 
(statement of Christopher Cox, Chairman, Commission)). 

51 As discussed in the Scope and Methodology section (see Appendix IV), we did not independently verify 
(i.e., recalculate and determine the accuracy) Bear Steams' capital or liquidity amounts. 

52 According to the Commission, Bear Steams had a high of $21 billion (in liquidity) in early March 2008, 
(i.e., before the week of March 1 O), compared to $7.6 billion in May 2007 according to TM data. 
Source: Chairman Cox Letter to Base1 Committee in S u ~ ~ o r t  of New Guidance on Liauiditv Management. 
Commission. 14 March 2008. ~http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-48.htm~. 

53 The CSE firms operate under the Basel II standards. 
54 Source: Chairman Cox Letter to Basel Committee in S u ~ ~ o r t  of New Guidance on Liauiditv Management. 

Commission. 14 March 2008. ~http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-48.htm~. 
55 Sources of this information include: 

Risk Management and its Implications for Systemic Risk Before U.S. Senate Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 1lothcong. (June 19, 2008) (statement of Erik Sini, Director 
of TM, Commission); and 
Systemic Risk and the Financial Markets Before U.S. House of Representatives Committee on 
Financial Services, 1lothcong. (July 24, 2008) (statement of Christopher Cox, Chairman, 
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The mandatory consolidated supervision regime for 
investment banks should provide the SEC 
[Commission] with several specific authorities. 
Broadly, with respect to the holding company, these 
include authority to: set capital and liquidity 
standards; set recordkeeping and reporting 
standards; set risk management and internal control 
standards; apply progressively more significant 
restrictions on operations if capital or liquidity 
adequacy falls, including requiring divestiture of lines 
of business; conduct examinations and generally 
enforce the rules; and share information with other 
regulators. Any future legislation should also establish 
a process for handling extraordinary problems, 
whether institution-specific or connected with broader 
market events, to provide needed predictability and 
certainty.56 

Requested dedicated Congressional funding for the CSE program and 
increased CSE staffing from about 25 to 40 people;57 

Consulted with the CSE firms on their liquidity situation (e.g., funding 
plans). Specifically, the Commission worked with the firms to: 

o 	increase their liquidity levels;58 

o 	 lengthen the terms of their secured and unsecured financing;59 

o 	 review their risk practices and models;60 

o 	 discuss their long-term funding plans, including plans for raising 
new capital by accessing the equity and long-term debt market^;^' 

o 	 increase their public disclosures of their capital and liquidity;B2 

56 Source: Systemic Risk and the Financial Markets Before U.S. House of Representatives Committee on 
Financial Services, 110" Cong. (July 24,2008) (statement of Christopher Cox, chairman, Commission). 

57 Source: Risk Management and its implications for Systemic Risk Before U.S. Senate Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 11 0" Cong. (June 19, 2008) (statement of Erik Sini, Director of TM, 
Chairman, Commission). 

58 Source: Turmoil in U.S. Credit Market: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators, 
Before the U.S. Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 110" Cong. (April 3,2008) 
(statement of Christopher Cox, Chairman, Commission). 

59 Source: Turmoil in the U.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Regulation of lnvestment Banks by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission Before the U.S. Senate on Securities, insurance, and lnvestment 
110" Cong. (May 7,2008) (statement of Erik Sini, Director of TM, Commission). 
Source: Turmoil in the U.S. Credit Markets: Examining the Regulation of lnvestment Banks by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission Before the U.S. Senate on Securities, Insurance, and lnvestment 
1lothCong. (May 7,2008) (statement of Erik Sim, Director of TM, Commission). 

61 Source: Svstemic Risk and the Financial Markets Before U.S. House of Re~resentatives Committee on 
Financial services, 1 lothCong. (July 24, 2008) (statement of Christopher COX, Chairman, Commission). 
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Invited FRBNY examiners to review.the CSE firms' funding and how the 
firms are managing their funding;63 and 

In July 2008, the Commission and the Federal Reserve agreed on a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) involving coordination and 
information sharing.64 

0bjectives 
As a result of the collapse of Bear Stearns in March 2008, we received a 
Congressional request to perform this audit of the Commission's CSE Program, 
in addition to an audit of the Commission's Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment 
Program (see Appendix II). 

The objectives of this audit were to evaluate the Commission's CSE program, 
emphasizing the Commission's oversight of Bear Stearns and to determine 
whether improvements are needed in the Commission's monitoring of CSE firms 
and its administration of the CSE program. 

The objectives of the audit on the Commission's Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment 
Program were to follow up on recommendations made in the Office of Inspector 
General's (OIG) prior audit report of the Risk Assessment Program (Broker- 
Dealer Risk Assessment Program, Report No. 354, issued on August 13,2002) 
and to examine the Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment process to determine 
whether improvements are needed. Audit report number 446-B discusses the 
Risk Assessment Program in detail and addresses these objectives. 

62 Source: Speech by SEC [Commission] Chairman: Address to the Security Traders 12th Annual 
Washington Conference. Commission. 7 May 2008. 
~http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/2008/spch050708cc.htm>. 

63 Source: Turmoil in U.S. Credit Market: Examining the Recent Actions of Federal Financial Regulators 
Before US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 11 othCong. (April 3, 2008) 
(statement of Christopher Cox, Chairman, Commission). 

64 SEC ICommissionl, FRB Sian Aareement to Enhance Collaboration. Coordination and Information 
Sharina. Commission. 7 July 2008. chttp://www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-134.htm~. 
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Findings and Recommendations 

Finding 1: Bear Stearns Was Compliant With The 
CSE Program's Capital Ratio And Liquidity 
Requirements, But The Collapse Of Bear Stearns 
Raises Questions About The Adequacy Of These 
Requirements 65 

Bear Steams was compliant with the capital and liquidity 
requirements; however, its collapse raises serious questions about 
the adequacy of these requirements. 

Capital " 
Adequacv of Capital Levels 

In 2004, the Commission adopted rule amendments under the Securities and 
Exchange Act of 1934, which created the CSE program and allowed broker- 
dealers to apply for an exemption from the net capital rule and instead use the 
alternative capital method.67 The Commission designed the CSE program to be 
broadly consistent with the Federal Reserve's oversight of bank holding 
companies. However, the CSE rogram "reflects the reliance of securities firms 
on mark-to-market accounting [B5 as a critical risk and governance control. 
Second, the design of the CSE regime reflects the critical importance of 
maintaining adequate liquidity in all market environments for holding companies 
that do not have access to an external liquidity provider." 69 

If approved, a firm must comply with capital requirements at both the holding 
company and the broker-dealer levels. The CSEs at the holding company level 
are required to maintain an overall Basel capital ratio of not less than the Federal 

65 The capital ratio requirement is stipulated by Base1 11, which TM incorporated into the CSE program. TM 
developed the CSE program's liquidity requirements. 

66 Capital is the difference between a firm's assets and liabilities. 
Source: Answers to Freauentlv Asked Investor Questions Reaardina The Bear Steams Com~anies, Inc. 
Commission. 8 March 2008. ~http:/lwww.sec.gov/newslpress/200812008-46.htm~. 

67 The alternative capital method is based on mathematical models and scenario testing while broker- 
dealers operating under the standard net capital rule must meet certain ratios and maintain minimum net 
capital levels based on the type of securities activities they conduct. 

68 Mark-to-market accounting refers to a requirement that the securities must be valued at fair market value 
in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. 

69 Source: Examining Regulation and Supervision of Industrial Loan Companies Before U.S. Senate 
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 1lothCong. (October 4, 2007) (statement of Erik 
Sini, Director of TM, Commission). 
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Reserve's 10 percent "well-capitalized" standard for bank holding companies.70 
In addition, a broker-dealer calculating its capital using the alternative method 
must maintain tentative net capital7' of at least $1 billion and net capital of at 
least $500 million. If the tentative net capital of a broker-dealer using alternative 
method falls below $5 billion, it must notify the omm mission.^^ 

According to Bear Stearns' data, it exceeded the required capital amounts at the 
holding company and broker-dealer level the entire time it was in the CSE 
program, including during the week of March 10, 2008 .~~  Although Bear Stearns 
was compliant with the capital requirements, there are serious questions about 
whether the capital requirement amounts were adequate.74 For instance, some 
individuals have speculated that Bear Steams would not have collapsed if it had 
more capital than was required by the CSE program. In fact, a former Director of 
TM has stated:75 

The losses incurred by Bear Stearns and other large broker-dealers 
were not caused by 'rumors' or a 'crisis of confidence,' but rather by 
inadequate net capital and the lack of constraints on the incurring 
of debt. 

Increased Access to Secured Financing 

Notwithstanding the fact that Bear Steams was compliant with the CSE 
program's capital requirements, there are serious questions about whether Bear 
Steams had enough capital to sustain its business model. As the subprime crisis 
unfolded, Bear Stearns' cost of unsecured financing tended to increase. For 
example, by March 2008, a ten-year bond which had recently been issued at a 
spread of 362 basis points over Treasury rates was trading at 460 basis points 
over Treasury rates. The high spread indicates that market participants believed 
that Bear Steams' creditworthiness was deteriorating in a manner consistent with 
downgrades by ratings agencies. According to the expert retained by the OIG in 
connection with this audit,76 the high cost of financing tended to undermine the 

70 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Com~anv Suoervision with Resoect to Ca~ital  Standards and 
Liauiditv Planning. Commission. 7 Mar 2007. ~http://www.sec.gov/divisions/marketreg/hcliquidity.htm~. 
Tentative capital is net capital before deductions for market and credit risk. 

72 Source: Final Rule: Alternative Net Ca~ital  Reauirements for Broker-Dealers That Are Part of 
Consolidated SIJDervi~ed Entities (69 Fed Reg. 34.428).Commission. 21 June 2004. 
~http:/lwww.sec.govlruleslfinaI/34-49830.htmz. 

73 Source: Chairman Cox Letter to Basel Committee in S u ~ ~ o r t  of New Guidance on Liauiditv Management. 
Commission. 14March 2008. ~http:/lwww.sec.govlnewslpress/2008/2008-48.htm~. 

74 It is worth noting that prior to the current mortgage crisis, a main concern surrounding the securities 
industry was a reallperceived lack of competitiveness with overseas markets. One specific area of 
concern was that U.S. firms were potentially at a competitive disadvantage because U.S. regulators were 
requiring excessive capital compared to foreign banks. Source: Sustaining New York's and the US' 
Global Financial Services Leadership (Recommendation 6, page 24)by McKinsey & Company. 

' 5  Source: Pickard Lee. "SEC's [Commission] Old Capital Approach Was Tried-and-True." American Banker 
August 8,2008. 
Professor Albert S. (Pete) Kyle was retained by the Oftice of Inspector General (OIG) to provide 
assistance with this audit. See Appendix Ill for Professor Kyle's Curriculum Vitae and the Methodology 
section of Appendix IV. 
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viability of Bear Stearnsl business model, which relied heavily on leverage. 
Therefore, to preserve the viability of its business model, Bear Stearns had a 
strong incentive to lower its financing costs. One way to lower borrowing costs is 
to raise new equity capital, thus providing a larger equity cushion to protect 
unsecured lenders. To the extent that secured financing was cheaper than 
unsecured financing, another way for Bear Stearns to lower its borrowing costs 
was to shift its funding model from unsecured to secured financing. 

From April 2006 to March 2008, Bear Stearnsl Basel capital ratio 
77 

'. in March 2008, TM 
inquired about whether Bear Steams was contemplating capital infusions, but i 

I does not suggest that TM exerted influence over Bear Steams to 
raise additional capital." The OIG expert was unable to find 

1 that TM had formally required or informally pressured Bear Stearns to 
raise additional equity capital prior to March 2008. In this sense, TM acted as 
though it did not believe it had a mandate to compel Bear Steams to raise 
additional capital as long as its Basel capital ratio was greater than 10%. In fact, 
Bear Steams did not raise additional capital during this time in 2007 or 2008. 

.-
, in 

November 2006, Bear Stearns ~niirarea a plan to Increase its availability of 
secured funding at the holding company One component of this plan 
involved a tri-party repurchase agreements0 with secured lenders, giving Bear 
Steams access to Bear Steams' secured 
borrowings were initially for terms of , with the goal of extending the 
terms to By May 2007, Bear Steams' short-term 
borrowin was . secured and by September 2007, it was 
~ecured?~Finall b March 2008, Bear Steams1 short-term borrowing was 

secured.& Nevertheless, Bear Steams was still unable to obtain 
adequate secured funding to save the firm in March 2008. 

In a tri-party rep0 arrangement, a third party 1 I ' acts as a custodian for loans 
between Bear Steams and other lenders. The custoalan holds Bear Steams assets as collateral for the 
loans from the other lenders. Bear Steams used this tri-party repurchase agreement (repo) facility to 
finance assets which were otherwise difficult to fund. 

-. 
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Bear Stearns' increasing reliance on secured funding indicates that, although it 
appeared to be compliant with CSE program's capital requirement, the market 
did not perceive it to be sufficiently capitalized to justify extensive unsecured 
lending. In this sense, Bear Stearns was not adequately capitalized. 

These facts illustrate that although Bear Stearns was compliant with the CSE 
program's ten percent Basel capital requirement, it was not sufficiently 
capitalized to attract the funding it needed to support its business model. 
Although the Commission has maintained that liquidity (not capital) problems 
caused Bear Stearns' collapse, this audit found that it is entirely possible that 
Bear Stearns' capital levels could have contributed to its collapse by making 
lenders unwilling to provide Bear Stearns the funding it needed. 

The fact that Bear Stearns collapsed while it was compliant with the CSE 
program's capital requirements raises serious questions about the adequacy of 
the CSE program's capital ratio requirements. 

The CSE capital requirements are broadly consistent with the Basel II 
framework. The Basel IIframework is based on three pillars: (1) minimum 
capital requirements, (2) supervisory review, and (3) market discipline in the form 
of increased public disc~osure.~~ CSE firms calculate their capital ratios in a 
manner consistent with a models-based approach of pillar 1. Under pillar 2, 
supervisors are required to ensure that banks comply with the minimum capital 
requirements of pillar 1 ;address risks not fully captured by pillar 1, including 
liquidity risk and credit concentration risk; and encourage good risk management 
practices. Under pillar 2, supervisors should expect banks to operate above the 
minimum regulatory capital ratios, and should intervene at an early stage to 
prevent banks from falling below minimum levels required to support the risk 
characteristics of a particular bank, including requiring banks to raise additional 
capital immediately.86 Pillar 3 establishes disclosure requirements that aim to 
inform market participants about banks' capital adequacy in a consistent 
framework that enhances comparability." The Basel IIframework does not 
dictate a maximum capital ratio, but instead gives the supervisor the ability to set 
a high enough capital ratio to be consistent with the characteristics of the banks 
it regulates. 

Recommendation 1: 

The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Board of Governors 

of the Federal Reserve System and the Basel Committee should: (1) reassess 

the guidelines and rules regarding the Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) 


S5 Source: GAO. Bank Requlators Need to Improve Transparencv and Overcome Impediments to Finalizinq 
the Pro~osed Base1 I1Framework. Report No. 07-253, page 20. February 15,2007. 

86 Source: Base1 Committee on Banking Supervision. International Converqence on Capital Measurement 
and Capital Standards, June 2006, paragraphs 9 and 756-760. < http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbsl28.pd~. 

87 Source: GAO. Bank Reaulators Need to Improve Trans~arencv and Overcome lm~ediments to Finalizinq 
the Proposed Basel I1Framework. Report No. 07-253, page 91. February 15,2007. 
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firms' capital levels; and (2) identify instances (e.g., a firm's credit rating is 
downgraded, or its unsecured debt trades at high spreads over Treasuries) when 
firms should be required to raise additional capital, even if the firm otherwise 
appears to be well capitalized according to CSE program requirements. 

Liquidity 88 

The Commission designed the CSE program to ensure that, in,a stressed 
environment, a firm could withstand the loss of its unsecured financing for up to 
one year," under the assumption that secured funding for liquid assets would be 
available. In addition, the liquidity analysis assumes that any assets held in a 
regulated entity are unavailable for use outside of the entity to deal with liquidity 
issues elsewhere in the consolidated entity.g0 The CSE program's guidelines on 
liquidity implement supervisory principles concerning liquidity in a manner that 
attempts to be consistent with pillar 2 of Basel 11 .~ '  

According to agreements between the Commission and the United Kingdom's 
Financial Services Authority entered into in April 2006, each CSE is required to 
maintain a liquidity portfolio of cash or highly liquid debt and equity securities of 
$10 billion, with the exception of Bear Stearns, which was required to maintain a 
liquidity portfolio of $5 billion. The liquidity requirement for Bear Stearns was 
lower because it was the smallest CSE. Bear Stearns was continuously 
compliant with this requirement. 

Bear Stearns initiated a plan in November 2006 to increase its liquidity levels and 
in fact (according to TM data), it significantly increased its liquidity levels from 

88 According to the Commission, "Lilt is important to realize capital is not synonymous with liquidity. A firm 
can be highly capitalized, that is, can have more assets than liabilities, but can have liquidity problems if 
the assets cannot quickly be sold for cash or alternative sources of liquidity, including credit, obtained to 
meet other demands. While the ability of a securities firm to withstand market, credit, and other types of 
stress events is linked to the amount of capital the firm possesses, the firm also needs sufficient liquid 
assets, such as cash and U.S. Treasury securities, to meet its financial obligations as they arise. 

Accordingly, large securities firms must maintain a minimum level of liquidity in the holding company. 

This liquidity is intended to address pressing needs for funds across the firm. This liquidity consists of 

cash and highly liquid securities for the parent company to use without restriction." 

Source: Answers to Freauentlv Asked Investor Questions Reaardina The Bear Steams Com~anies, Inc. 

Commission. 18 March 2008. ~http:llwww.sec.govlnews/press/2008/2008-46.htm~. 


89 	Source: Risk Management and its Implications for Systemic Risk Before the U.S. Senate 

Subcommittee on Securities, Insurance, and Investment Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban 

Affairs, 1lothCong. (June 19,2008) (statement by Erik Sini, Director of TM, Commission). 


90 	 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Com~anv Su~ervisionProaram Descri~tion. Commission. 5 June 

2008. ~http:llwww.sec.govldivisions/marketreglhcsupervision.htm~. 


9l Sources for this information include: 

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. International Converaence on Ca~ital Measurement 

and Ca~ital Standards, June 2006, paragraphs 738 and 741. 

c http:/lwww.bis.org/publ/bcbsl28.pd~;and 
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. Sound Practices for Manaaina Liauiditv in Banking 
Oraanizations, February 2000. chttp:/lwww.bis.orglpubl/bcbs69.pdf?nofr. 
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May 2007 until it suddenly collapsed during one week in March 2008.'~ 
According to the Commission, Bear Stearns collapsed because it experienced a 
liquidity crisis when it lost its secured financing. The collapse of Bear Stearns 
thus indicates that the CSE program's liquidity guidelines (implementing the spirit 
of pillar 2 of Basel II) are inadequate in two respects. First, the time horizon over 
which a liquidity crisis unfolds is likely to be significantly less than the one-year 
period. Second, secured lending facilities are not automatically available in 
times of stress. 

Bear Steams' liquidity planning indicates that Bear Steams was well aware of 
these impractical aspects of the CSE program's approach to liquidity more than a 
year before it failed. ', Bear Stearns 

it had developed a 60-day cash inflow and oufflow analysis that it 
could use to track cash flows on a daily basis.93 the 
60-day stress test "provides a detailed cash inflows and outflows analysis during 
the most critical part of a liquidity The 60-day analysis, however, did not 
assume that secured funding was always available. Instead, the analysis 
assumed the availability of existing credit lines." A 60-day period corresponds 
more closely than a one-year period to the timeframe over which a liquidity crisis 
unfolds. A 60day period also corresponds to a time period over which a firm 
can raise new equity capital in an orderly manner. In this sense, Bear Stearns 
realized that the one-year period was not realistic and also recognized that 
secured funding might not be available in times of stress. 

In November 2006, Bear Steams also undertook efforts to line up committed 
secured lending facilities. The fact that Bear Steams made a special effort to 
line up committed secured lending facilities indicates that Bear Stearns did not 
think that such facilities would automatically be available in a stressed 
environment. ' the secured funding initiative was 
improving the firm's performance in the 60-day stress scenarios, because the 60- 
day stress scenarios did not assume that secured funding would always be 
available as contemplated by the CSE program's one-year liquidity stress test. 
Bear Steams planned to extend its 60-day stress model to one year and to 
modify its analysis to include unused credit lines only to the extent that they were 
committed." As part of its secured funding initiative, Bear Stearns planned to 
use uncommitted lines of credit on an ongoing basis, thus increasing its access 

92 According to the Commission, Bear Steams had a high liquidity level of $21 billion in early March 2008 
(i.e., before the week of March 10) compared to $7.6 billion in May 2007 (according to TM data). Bear 
Stearns' renuired liquidity was $5 billion. 
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to credit in a stressed environment where uncommitted lines might not be 
a~ailable.'~ 

TM believed that the secured funding 
initiative helped Bear Stearns weather the credit difficulties it faced during the 
summer of 2007, when two hedge funds sponsored by Bear Stearnsy Asset 
Management (BSAM) failed. 

An 
evergreen facility allows a borrower to lock in funding for a predetermined 
minimum period of time. For example, in a six-month evergreen facility, the 
lender must give notice to terminate the facility six months before being entitled 
to start getting its money back. If Bear Stearns had such facilities, which were 
terminated, such terminations would have created potential financial stress for 
Bear Steams with a known, contractually predetermined time lag. Therefore, it 
would have been important for TM to know about such terminations, in order for 
TM to anticipate the potential financial stress. OIG has asked TM for information 
concerning whether TM knew about terminations of any evergreen facilities 
providing secured collateralized lending to Bear Steams, but OIG has been 
unable to determine what additional information TM had about any such 
facilities, including terminations. 

To summarize, as early as November 2006, Bear Steams was implementing a 
more realistic approach to liquidity planning than contemplated by the CSE 
programsy liquidity stress test. While this more realistic approach may have 
helped Bear Steams in the summer of 2007, it was not sufficient to save the firm 
in March 2008. Bear Steams' initiative to line up secured funding indicates that 
the crisis which occurred in March 2008 was not totally unanticipated by Bear 
Steams, in that Bear Steams had been taking specific steps to avoid such a 
crisis for more than a year before it occurred. 

According to the expert retained by OIG in conjunction with this audit, the need 
for Basel IIfirms to undertake specific efforts to line up committed secured 
funding in advance of a stressed environment depends on the extent to which 
the Basel I1firms can rely on secured lending facilities from the central bank 

- .  - -
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during a liquidity crisis. On the one hand, if it is assumed that secured lending 
facilities will always be available from the central bank, lining up committed 
secured lending facilities is not necessary. In this case, a liquidity stress test, 
which assumes that secured lending facilities will automatically be available is 
appropriate. On the other hand, if it is assumed that collateralized central bank 
lending facilities might not be available during a time of market stress, Basel II 
firms have incentives to line up committed secured lending facilities, in advance, 
from other sources. In the context of CSE firms which are not banks, the policies 
of the Federal Reserve towards making collateralized loans to non-banks 
becomes an important element of their liquidity planning process. 

Subsequent to the collapse of Bear Stearns, the Basel Committee released a 
draft set of updated guidelines concerning supervision of liquidity.gg 

Recommendation 2: 
The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System, should reassess pillar 2 of the Basel II 
framework and the Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) program guidelines 
regarding liquidity and make appropriate changes to the CSE program's liquidity 
requirements. Changes should describe assumptions CSE firms should be 
required to make about availability of secured lending in times of stress 
(including secured lending from the Federal Reserve) and should spell out 
circumstances in which CSE firms should be required to increase their liquidity 
beyond levels currently contemplated by CSE program liquidity requirements. 

Finding 2: TM Did Not Adequately Address 
Several Significant Risks That Impact The Overall 
Effectiveness Of The CSE Program 

TM did not adequately address several significant risks, which 
affected the overall effectiveness of the CSE program. 

-

indicate that TM 
often discussed risks, which turned out to be relevant, but the 
discussions did not prompt TM to exert sufficient influence over 
Bear Stearns to make changes as a result of the risks identified. 

Concentration of Assets 
Bear Stearns had a high concentration of mortgage securities. Prior to Bear 
Stearns becoming a CSE, TM was aware that its concentration of mortgage 
securities had been steadily increasing. For instance, 

99 Source: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. Princi~les for Sound Liauiditv Risk Manaaement and 
Su~ervision. June 2008-Draft for Consultation. ~http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbsl38.pdf?noframes=l~. 
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TM staff even found that the amount of mortgage securities was occasionally 
For instance, 

Furthermore, according to TM's own documentation, 

In the course of their activities, supervisors should assess the 
extent of a bank's credit risk concentrations, how they are 
managed, and the extent to which the bank considers them in its 
internal assessment of capital adequacy under Pillar 2. Such 
assessments should include reviews of the results of a bank's 
stress tests. Supervisors should take appropriate actions where the 
risks arising from a bank's credit risk concentrations are not 
adequately addressed by the bank.lo2 

Yet, notwithstanding . and warnings in the 
Basel standards, TM did not make any efforts to limit Bear Steams' mortgage 
securities concentration. 

Recommendation3: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that it adequately 
incorporates a firm's concentration of securities into the Consolidated Supervised 
Entity (CSE) program's assessment of a firm's risk management systems (e.g., 
internal controls, models, etc.) and more aggressively prompts CSE firms to take 
appropriate actions to mitigate such risks. 

102 Source: as el Committee on an king Supervision: International Converaence on Capital Measurement 
and Capital Standards, June 2006,paragraph 777. < http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbsl28.pdf~. 
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Leverage 
Prior to the adoption of the rule amendments which created the CSE program, 
the broker-dealers affiliated with the CSE firms were required to either maintain: 

A debt to net capital ratio of less than 15 to l(after their first year of 
operation); or 

Have net capital not less than the greater of $250,000 or two percent 
of aggregate debit items computed in accordance with the Formula for 
Determination of Reserve Requirements for Broker-Dealers. 

However, the CSE program did not require a leverage ratio limit for the CSE 
firms. As a result, Bear Steams was highly leveraged, with a gross leverage ratio 
of approximately 33 to 1 prior to its collapse.'03 Leverage can affect liquidity risk. 
For instance: 

The Counterparty Risk Management Policy Group (in June 1 999)'04 
stated: 

The link between leverage and funding liquidity risk is 
relatively straightforward: leverage amplifies funding 
liquidity risk.. . 

The President's Working Group (PWG) on Financial ~arkets'" Regort 
(in April 1999) on Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) stated:' 

In addition, the liquidity risk of a hedge fund interacts 
with and is magnified by leverage, most clearly in 
distressed market circumstances.'07 

Although TM has maintained that leverage is not directly related to liquidity, it is 
clear that if a firm experiences a lack of confidence, its liquidity can be adversely 
affected and that leverage can influence confidence levels. Thus, it is entirely 

103 There are many definitions of leverage. Other firms also had high gross leverage amounts (i.e., assets 
divided by stockholders' equity). See Appendix VI. 

104 uln January 1999, a group of 12 major, internationally active commercial and investment banks 
announced the formation of a Counterparty Risk Management Policy Group (CRMPG). The objective of 
the Policy Group, whose formation was endorsed by Chairman Greenspan [then Federal Reserve 
Chairman], Chairman Levitt [then Commission Chairman] and Secretary Rubin [then Secretary of the 
U.S. Department of Treasury], has been to promote enhanced strong practices in counterparty credit 
and market risk management." Improving Counterparty Risk Management Policies, Counterparty Risk 
Management Policy Group 2 (June 1999). 

105 In 1988, Executive Order 12631 established the President's Working Group (PWG). The PWG's 
purpose is "...enhancing the integrity, efficiency, orderliness, and competitiveness of our nations 
financial markets and maintaining investor confidence ..." The PWG members are: the Chairmen of the 
Commission, the Commodities Futures Trading Commission, and the Federal Reserve; and the 
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Treasury. 

106 Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) was a very large U.S. hedge fund that collapsed in 1998. 
However, apparently some counterparties treated LTCM as an investment bank and not a hedge fund. 

107 Although, Bear Steams was not a hedge fund, we believe ttiat the concept of leverage's relationship to 
liquidity still applies, especially since apparently some counterparties treated LTCM as an investment 
bank and not a hedge fund. 
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possible that Bear Stearns' high leverage contributed to a lack of confidence in 
the firm (including unsubstantiated rumors) which had an impact on its collapse. 
In fact, TM believed in early 2006 that Bear Stearns was still managing its 
balance sheet at quarter end, a practice which suggests that Bear Stearns was 
aware that its leverage ratios affected market perceptions.'08 Although banking 
regulators have established a leverage ratio limit, the CSE program has not 
established a leverage ratio limit.log The adoption of leverage limits must be 
reassessed in light of the circumstances surrounding the Bear Steams' collapse, 
especially since some individuals believe that this policy failure directly 
contributed to the current financial crisis. 

Recommendation4: 
The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System, should reassess the Consolidated Supervised 
Entity (CSE) program's policy regarding leverage ratio limits and make a 
determination as to whether, and under what circumstances, to impose leverage 
ratio limits on the CSEs. 

Bear Stearns' Model Review Process and Risk Management 
Staffing Were Inadequate in the Area of Mortgage Backed 
Securities 
Prior to Bear Steams' approval as a CSE in November 2005, OClE found 

' I 0  nor did it 
- . Further, OClE found 

- . - . - . . 

. Itwas critically imperative for Bear Steams' risk managers to review 
mortgage models because its primary business dealt with buying and selling 
mortgage-backed securities. 

During the initial CSE a~~l icat ion, TM staff 

lo9 However, there are some fundamental differences between commercial and investment banks. For 
instance, unlike investment banks, commercial banks rely on customer deposits. 

110"Value at Risk (VaR) is the maximum loss not exceeded with a given probability defined as the 
confidence level, over a given period of time." Source: Wikipedia- The Free Encvclo~edia. 

ehttp:llen.wikipedia.nm/wikiNalue a t  risk>. 
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At a meeting with TM on September 20, 2006, Bear Stearns' risk managers 
provided TM with 

According to the OIG expert, 
this information is consistent with the interpretation that pricing at Bear Steams 
was based more on looking at trading levels in the market than on looking at 
models. This information is also consistent with the interpretation that traders 
used their own models (perhaps empirically based) for hedging purposes and not 
the ones that the risk managers were reviewing. When markets are liquid and 
trading is active, market prices can be used to value assets accurately. In times 
of market stress, trading dries up and reliable price information is difficult to 
obtain. Models therefore become relatively more important than market price in 
times of market stress than in times when markets are liquid and trading actively. 
Such stressed circumstances force firms to rely more on models and less on 
markets for pricing and hedging purposes. 

- . - . Traders often 
combine long and short positions together, using the short positions to hedge out 
some of the risks associated with long positions. For example, a trader might 
short a government bond to hedge the interest rate risk associated with a 
mortgage-backed security. To construct an appropriate hedge ratio, traders use 
information such as the sensitivity of the value of the assets to interest rate 

-

changes or interest rate spreads. 

A VaR model is intrinsically based on more infohation than a 
sensitivity of value to interest rate spread. A VaR model also incorporates an 
assumption about the ratio of spread changes in one asset to spread changes in 
another. A VaR model can therefore tell the trader an appropriate hedge ratio to 
use to reduce risks associated with fluctuations in spreads. i - .  

----...-...- 4 . m . .  
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- - - - - - 

.'I5 Since VaR measures of risk reported to 
TM are based on the risk managers1 models and not the traders' models, the 
reported VaR numbers suggested a risk that was different than the risks the 
traders thought they were bearing. 

.- raises the question of whether V ~ Rrisk measures were 
taken seriously enough by Bear Stearns' traders. 

The OIG expert believes that interest rate and spread sensitivities were actively 
used as part of the discussion between risk managers and traders at Bear 
Steams, but the OIG expert did not see evidence that the 
additional modeling assumptions incorporated into VaR models added much to 
these discussions. 

-I6Model validation personnel, 
modelers, and traders all sat together at the same desk."' According to the OIG 
expert, sitting together at the same desk has the potential advantage of 
facilitating communication among risk managers and traders but has the 
potential disadvantage of reducing the independence of the risk management 
function from the trader function, in both fact and appearance. 

In 2006, the expertise of Bear Steams' risk managers was focused on pricing 
exotic derivatives and validating derivatives models. At the same time, Bear 
Steams' business was becoming increasingly concentrated in mortgage 
securities, an.area in which its model review still needed much work. The OIG 
expert concluded that, at this time, the risk managers at Bear Steams did not 
have the skill sets that best matched Bear Steams' business model. 

For instance, TM's discussions with risk managers in 2005 and 2006 indicated 
that. - - - -- -- . . 

-

- - , it would 
have been difficult for risk managers at Bear steams to advocate a bigger focus 
on default risk in its mortgage models. 

There was also turnover of Bear Stearns' risk management personnel at critical 
times. - - . - - - -

-. 

- 119 At exactly this point in time, Bear Steams had a 
tremendous'need to rethink its mortgage models and lacked key senior risk 
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modelers to engage in this process 
According to the OIG expet$ this 

disarray in risk management tended to give trading desks more power over risk 
managers. In fact, there are indications I. 

t- ... 121 In 
the opinion bthe OIG expe>, difficulties in communication are a potential red 
flag indicating that a risk manager could be telling the traders to take on less risk 
than they would otherwise choose to do (i.e., information that the traders would 
presumably not want to hear). 

. . . -. . . 

As a result, the 
OIG expert concluded that the reviews of mortgage models that should have 
taken place before the subprime crisis erupted in February 2007 appears to have 
never occurred, in the sense that it was still a work in progress when Bear 
Steams collapsed in March 2008. 

To summarize, TM was aware that risk management of mortgages at Bear 
Steams had numerous shortcomings, including lack of expertise by risk 
managers in mortgage-backed securities at various times; lack of timely formal 
review of mortgage models; persistent understaffing; a proximity of risk 
managers to traders suggesting lack of independence; turnover of key personnel 
during times of crisis; and an inability or unwillingness to update models quickly 
enough to keep up with changing circumstances. In 2006, TM missed an 
opportunity to push Bear Steams aggressively to add expertise in mortgage 
modeling to the risk management staff, to review mortgage models in a timely 
manner, to add incorporate default rates into mortgage modeling, and to make 
sure that mortgage risk management could function efficiently in a stressed 
environment. 
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Recommendation 5: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) should ensure that: (1) the 
Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firms have specific criteria for reviewing 
and approving models used for pricing and risk management, (2) the review and 
approval process conducted by the CSE firms is performed in an independent 
manner by the CSEs' risk management staff, (3) each CSE firms' model review 
and approval process takes place in a thorough and timely manner, and (4) 
impose limits on risk taking by firms in areas where TM determines that risk 
management is not adequate. 

Risk Scenarios . 

When Bear Stearns applied to be a CSE, TM reviewed the independent risk 
management function at Bear Steams in 2005.'~~In addition to VaR, Bear 
Stearns used stress scenarios to capture risks associated with history-based and 
hypothetical scenarios. TM reviewed a sample of a " 

Most of these proposed scenarios related to the 
market for residential mortgages. For example, the proposed scenarios 
contemplated shocking the credit spreads for both high grade and high yield 
mortgage-backed securities separately. 

Bear Steams' VaR models did not capture risks associated with credit spread 
widening of non-agency mortgages that are prime or near-prime (Alt-A).128 Thus, 
the residential mortgage stress tests were potentially beneficial in that they 
quantified potential risks not otherwise captured. The OIG expert did not find 
documentary evidence indicating that these scenarios were actually 
implemented or subsequently discussed with TM until 2007. Furthermore, the 
OIG expert believes that meaningful implementation of high grade and high yield 
mortgage credit spread scenarios requires both a measure of sensitivity of 
mortgage values to yield spreads as well as a model of how fundamental 
mortgage credit risk factors make yield spreads fluctuate. These fundamental 
factors include housing price appreciation, consumer credit scores, patterns of 
delinquency rates, and potentially other data. These fundamental factors do not 
seem to have been incorporated into Bear Stearns' models at the time Bear 
Stearns became a CSE. 

...... ,..-F-. .. 
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The presence of the proposed mortgage scenarios in the materials TM reviewed 
in 2005 indicates that both TM and Bear Stearns knew that incorporating these 
features into Bear Stearns' risk management was important for effective risk 
management. The absence of their implementation suggests that Bear Stearns 
did not have in place in 2005 the risk management technology needed to 
implement the scenarios in a meaningful manner. 

The OIG expert 
concluded that Bear Stearns' risk 
managers analyzed these risks carefully. Additionally, TM collected a great deal 
of information on other aspects of risk management, including the organizational 
structure of the risk management process, model verification, and price 
verification. 

The OIG expert however, also concluded that the internal TM memoranda 
provide no discussion of the most serious fonvard-looking risk scenario that Bear 
Steams might face, which was a complete meltdown of mortgage market liquidity 
accompanied by fundamental deterioration in the mortgages themselves, 
resulting from falling housing prices. 

In April 2006 through June 2006, 

a
.- - - - . 131 In 
rocusing on Bear ~tearns'iroblehs wit{ this subsidiary, the UIG expert believes 
that in 2006, TM identified precisely the types of risks that evolved into the 
subprime crisis in the U.S. less than one year later. Yet, TM did not exert 
influence over Bear Stearns to use this experience to add a meltdown of the 
subprime market to its risk scenarios. Moreover, TM did not use this event to 
exert influence on Bear Stearns to reduce its exposure to subprime loans, as 
previously discussed on page 17. 

-

3 2006. 
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In terms of large drops in market prices and large asset write-downs on 
mortgage-backed securities, the subprime crisis began to affect the U.S. around 
December 2006. The drop in prices tended to hit residuals from mortgage 
securitizations first. When mortgages or other assets are securitized, the 
tranches, which have the highest certainty of payment, typically receive "AAA" 
ratings. The tranches with lowest credit quality are called "residuals," and these 
tranches bear credit losses before the higher rated tranches bear credit losses. 
In February 2007, Bear Stearns told TM that it had written ' 

j down by ,after writing the residuals down 
by 

$2 Additional write-downs the following month 
brought total losses on second lien inventory t 

A 

Iand total losses on 
residential mortgage backed securities and structured products to 
rni11ion.l~~ 

. .
The write-downs during this quarter were mostly on I. 


w w-. .- -- - - - - - -, - ---I- w-a--- ""TM
.. - - - -----
described the residual write-downs as a meltdown that was worse than what 
Bear Steams could have predicted over a year before Bear Steams collapsed.'37 

.# by 

Prior to these write-downs, I.._.._ ._..._ .- - . _ , ... . ..... . - _ _.- - - -.. -. . ;risks 
. . - . .. . . . . 

The OIG expert believes that the greater risk was that the mortgage market 
would deteriorate further, with losses spreading from sub-prime loans to Alt-A 
loans and even to higher rated agency sec~r i t ies. '~~ In fact, this scenario did 
unfold. T 
.A- -. .-.-- - - However, TM did 
not appear to have sufficiently encouraged ear ~te;rns to incorporate into its 
risk management forward-looking risk scenarios based on risks identified and 
discussed during the regular monthly meetings between TM and Bear Steams. 
Such scenarios could have included the consequences of much higher 
delinquencies on subprime and Alt-A mortgages, the consequences of rating 

..-...- . 
.-.",.m.-d-w m ,, 
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downgrades on mortgage-backed securities, contagion and loss of liquidity from 
losses on mortgage-backed securities. By July 2007, deterioration of mortgages 
had spread to highly rated securities such as AAA paper backed by Alt-A 
mortgages, and Bear Stearns reported $570 million in losses for the month.I4* 

Towards the end of 2007, Bear Stearns incorporated measures to reflect house 
price appreciation or depreciation into its mortgage models. It also developed a 
housing led recession scenario which it could incorporate into risk management 
and use for hedging purposes. By this time, Bear Stearns had large inventories 
of mortgage related assets, which had lost both their value and their liquidity. 
Since it was difficult for Bear Stearns to reduce its inventory by selling assets, 
this scenario helped Bear Steams focus its attention on ways to hedge its 
mortgage risk by using more liquid instruments. 

It is not the purpose of this discussion to claim that Bear Stearns' use of scenario 
analysis was better or worse than other CSE firms. TM asserts that Bear 
Steams' use of scenario analysis was consistent with industry practices and the 
entire banking sector failed to anticipate the magnitude and scope of the housing 
decline that is still ongoing. 

Recommendation 6: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should be more skeptical of Consolidated 
Supervised Entity firms risk models and work with regulated firms to help them 
develop additional stress scenarios that may or may not have not have been 
contemplated as part of the prudential regulation process. 

Recommendation 7: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) should be involved in formulating 
action plans for a variety of stress or disaster scenarios, even if the plans are 
informal, including plans for every stress scenario that the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity (CSE) firms use in risk management, as well as plans for 
scenarios that TM believes might happen but are not incorporated into CSE 
firms' risk management. 

Non-compliance with Basel I I  
Mark Disputes 
The subprime mortgage crisis began to affect the U.S. economy around 
December 2006. As the subprime crisis continued into the summer of 2007, TM 
learned that mark disputes were becoming more common.'" A mark dispute 
can occur when two parties to a derivatives transaction, such as a swap, 
disagree over the value of the derivative. A mark dispute can also occur in a 
repurchase agreement (repo) transaction, when the borrower and the lender 
disagree over the value of the collateral. Mark disputes can lead the two parties 

142 Source: TM's internal credit meeting memorandum with Bear Stearns dated July 2007. 
143 Source: TM's internal credit meeting memorandum with Bear Steams dated July 2007. 
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to a swap or financing transaction to each make margin calls on the other. 
. . 

_ TM says that mark 
disputes are an unavoidable issue faced by all dealers (particularly when 
markets for underliers become less liquid), and the total disputed numbers at 
Bear Steams are much smaller than at other institutions. 

-- . 7 A Sa 


This 
practice allows two traders at different firms to record a gain at the expense of 
the other, despite the fact that the zero-sum nature of trading requires the net 
nain to be zero. 
...---. .- - - - - . It is inconsistent with the 
spirit of Basel IIfor two firms to use a mark dispute as an occasion to increase 
their combined capital, as would occur when both parties to a trade book profit at 
the expense of the other simply because they each mark positions favorably for 
themselves. '. - . -

- , _ .-- -.- , ---Us the OIG 
expert found no evidence a that TM 
encouraged the CSE firms to adopt mutually consistent marking practices that 
avoid the use of collateral disputes to create apparent capital in a manner 
inconsistent with Basel 11. Since mark disputes tend to occur on illiquid positions 
that are hard to value, conservative valuation adjustments consistent with Basel 
1 1 ' ' ~ ~should theoretically result in a situation where the long side of a trade is 
carried at a lower value than the short side; i.e., when netted across two firms 
with offsetting long and short positions, appropriately conservative valuations 
should appear to reduce capital, not increase it. 

- . . -PT \ l lsz l r l r l  I . , , ~ , ,  E n . , .  ...-.....-..-. -nvrir \c.Vi! Ill' 

"-
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Recommendation 8: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should take steps to ensure that mark 
disputes do not provide an occasion for Consolidated Supervised Entity firms to 
inflate the combined capital of two firms by using inconsistent marks. 

Inconsistent Va R Numbers .. . . . . -- -

-. - . - -
. - .. 

S For example, when markdowns on assets occurred, 
Bear Stearns' risk managers had difficulty explaining whether the markdowns 
were a delayed response to market moves resulting in changes in VaR risk 
factors or updates based on asset specific information (such as delinquency 
rates on individual assets). 

In some cases, Bear Stearns' risk managers had difficulty explaining how 
firmwide VaR numbers were related to desk-specific VaR numbers. The OIG 
expert believes that this occurred because each of Bear Steams' trading desks 
evaluated profits and risks individually, as opposed to relying on one overall firm- 
wide approach. On some occasions, Bear Steams' several trading desks had 
opposite positions in various instruments (e.g., some desks were long sub-prime 
while other desks were short sub-prime), and Bear Steams used VaR numbers 
more for regulatory reporting than for intemal risk management. This 
inconsistency between use of VaR for internal and regulatory reporting purposes 
does not comport with the spirit of Basel IIand makes it harder for TM to 
understand what is going on inside the firm. TM encouraged Bear Steams to do 
a better job of presenting risks in a manner that made it easier to understand the 
relationship between firm-wide desk-level risks. Bear Steams' risk management 
was working on improved reporting, perhaps influenced by TM's encouragement. 

Recommendation 9: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should encourage the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity (CSE) firms to present VaR and other risk management data 
in a useful manner, which is consistent with how the CSE firms use the 
information internally and which allows risk factors to be applied consistently to 
individual desks. 

Bear Stearns' Cai~ital Requirements for Illiquid Assets and Stressed R e ~ o s  
Require Careful Oversiaht. 

As the subprime crisis worsened in June 2007, the market began to freeze up 
and formerly liquid assets lost much of their liquidity. 

-- - - . .. 

. TM stated that, in 
some instances, TM required a full deduction for certain illiquid assets, such as 
mortgage residuals. Since the decline in liquidity of many mortgage-related 
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assets was so unprecedented, and the decline in liquidity increased the 
difficulties associated with valuing such illiquid assets, it would have been 
prudent for TM to consider expanding the list of assets that require a full 
deduction from capital. The OIG expert was unable to find documentary 
evidence that TM considered expanding the list of assets that required a 100% 
capital deduction. 

When the Basel Standard is operating correctly, firms take markdowns on the 
value of trading book assets as the value of the assets decline. When market 
illiquidity increases and assets become more difficult to value, these markdowns 
should include valuation adjustments which not only take account of declining 
market values but also add an element of conservatism based on widening bid- 
ask spreads and the high costs that would be been incurred by a firm to liquidate 
its assets in a stressed en~ironment.'~~ These markdowns result in a decline in 
Tier 1 capital. 

At times of market stress, when banks often need to take large markdowns, 
raising additional Tier 1capital is often very expensive, due to factors such as a 
bank's falling stock price and negative signaling concerns, which could cause a 
bank's stock price to fall even further. In such circumstances, banks have a 
perverse incentive (associated with what is called "moral hazard") to postpone 
taking markdowns that would require the banks to raise additional capital. As an 
alternative to taking markdowns while continuing to hold assets whose value is 
questionable, banks have an incentive to consider selling such assets into the 
market. When selling an asset, Tier 1capital is reduced by the amount of losses 
on the sale, but capital requirements are also reduced by removing the asset 
from the bank's portfolio. A bank looking to improve its Basel capital ratios by 
selling assets therefore has a perverse incentive not to sell assets that have 
modest capital requirements relative to the markdowns the banks should have 
taken but has not yet taken. This perverse incentive tends to amplify the 
tendency for markets to freeze up and become illiquid by reducing trading 
volume that would othennrise occur as banks sell losing positions into the market. 
On the one hand, these perverse incentives are mitigated to the extent that 
capital requirements on such assets are high and valuations are appropriately 
conservative. For assets that face a 100% capital haircut, for example, the bank 
gains no improvement in its capital ratios by avoiding taking a markdown, and 
the bank increases its capital by the proceeds of any asset sales. On the other 
hand, these perverse incentives are worsened to the extent that supervisors 
allow banks to avoid marking assets down quickly enough, to avoid taking 
appropriate valuation adjustments in a timely manner, or to understate assets' 
risks. 

As the subprime crisis worsened, numerous Bear Stearnsl rep0 counterparties, 
such as hedge funds with positions in mortgage related assets, suffered losses 

149 Source: Basel Committee on Banking Supervision: International Converaence on Caoital Measurement 
and Caoital Standards, June 2006,paragraph 700. < http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbsl28.pdf~. 
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and demands for redemptions. Some of these hedge funds became financially 
distressed. 7'-' ' ' ' " 

.-- - - . . - .. - - -

. . Consistency with the spirit of ase el II requires thif ihe 
capital for a stressed rep0 counterparty (with no assets other than the collateral it 
has posted) be at least as great as the capital requirement Bear Stearns would 
face if it purchased the collateral for the amount owed on the rep0 transaction. 
The OIG expert believes that suggest that Bear Stearns 
may have been taking a smaller capital charge than Basel II requires. In 
addition, do not indicate that TM pressured Bear 
Steams to take more aggressive capital charges on stressed repos. 

Lastly, BSAM's "High Grade" hedge fund became a very large, stressed rep0 
counterparty to Bear Steams during the summer of 2007.'~' As of June 2007, 
Bear Steams loaned .o BSAM's "high grade" fund. The loan was 
collateralized with assets estimated to be worth ' 3y the end of 
June 2007, asset sales had reduced the amount loaned to the fund down to 

~ l t h o u ~ hthe BSAM investors may have benefited to some extent from increases 
in the value of the collateral, Bear Steams bore all risks associated with the 
downside. Since Bear Steams bore all downside risks, sound risk management 
(consistent with Basel II)requires that the impact on Bear Steams' capital 
associated with these repos should have been at least as great as the impact 
Bear Steams would incur if it held the assets in its own trading book at the end of 
June 2007. 

According to the OIG expert, a stressed rep0 is conceptually similar to a portfolio 
with a call option written against it, where the portfolio is the rep0 collateral and 
the call option is the upside gains to the stressed counterparty. Such a stressed 
rep0 is worth less than the portfolio itself, since the call option might have some 
value. In addition, the value of this stressed rep0 should have reflected the 
possibility that Bear Steams might not benefit fully from potential upside gains in 
the value of the collateral. Furthermore, to the extent that the 
collateral was illiquid and would take time to liquidate, Bear Stearns should have 
valued the collateral conservatively, reflecting appropriate valuation adjustments. 

.... 
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..- - - A,- , ,  J --
-- -,- - This arrangement is similar to a 
portfolio with'a call option written against it. 

The OIG expert did not find any evidence suggesting that TM exerted influence 
on Bear Stearns to take significantly larger capital charges in conjunction with 
the BSAM financing than would have been appropriate if the rep0 were not 
stressed. For instance, i - .- .-- - .- . -

TM staff could have used much tougher language to describe (to senior TM 
management) the very risky situation in which Bear Steams had put itself and 
exerted influence over Bear Steams accordingly. For example, TM staff could 
have stated that Bear Steams' financing of the High Grade fund appeared to 
have allowed Bear Steams to delay taking a huge hit to its capital, as required by 
Basel II. 

Bear Steams' financing of the BSAM funds is conceptually similar to implicit 
support. According to Basel II, "Implicit support arises when a bank provides 
support to a securitization in excess of its predetermined contractual 
obligation."'55 Although the BSAM funds are not themselves, literal 
securitizations, the funds invested in securitizations, and Bear Stearns' financing 
of the BSAM funds is a form of support in excess of Bear Steams' contractual 
obligations to the funds. The rep0 structure created the potential for Bear 
Steams to overstate the amount of risk bome by BSAM and understate its own 
exposure; as a result, Bear Steams' capital calculation would understate its true 
risk.'56 Basel IIalso requires that "When a bank has been found to provide 
implicit support to a securitization, it will be required to hold capital against all of 
the underlyin 
securitized."' 8 exposures associated with the structure as if they had not been 

In the opinion of the OIG expert, it would have been appropriate 
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for TM to have treated the BSAM financing in a manner parallel to the way in 
which Basel IImandates that implicit support be treated. 

In fact, Bear Stearns eventually acquired much of the remaining portfolio and 
wrote its value down by 

Recommendation 10: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity take appropriate valuation deductions for illiquid, hard-to-value 
assets and appropriate capital deductions for stressed repos, especially stressed 
repos where illiquid securities are posted as collateral. 

Tolerance for Risk 
TM1s oversight of the CSE firms did not include assessing the risk tolerance 
(e.g., concentration of assets) of the CSEsl Boards of Directors and other senior 
management (e.g., CEO). In fact, TM staff never contacted these individuals 
about any matters relating to risk tolerance at any of the CSE firms, including 
Bear Steams prior to its collapse. 

We conclude based on our research that discussing risk management practices 
and risk tolerance with the CSEs' Boards of Directors is a prudent oversight 
procedure.'" This type of assessment would assist TM staff to evaluate 
governance issues in the CSE firms. For example, in the case of Bear Steams, 
an assessment could have been useful when there was evidence that the staff 
kept increasing the firm's exposure to mortgage securities. TM staff could also 
assess whether firms are inappropriately increasing leverage to help meet a 
revenue level that is tied to compensation that is provided to the CSEs' senior 
officers.'60 

Recommendation II: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM), in consultation with the Chairman's 
Office, should discuss risk tolerance with the Board of Directors and senior 
management of each Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firm to better 
understand whether the actions of CSE firm staff are consistent with the desires 
of the Board of Directors and senior management. This information would 

159 Sources for this information include: 
Risk Management and its Implications for Systemic Risk Before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on' 
Securities, Insurance, and Investment Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 1 loth 
Cong. (June 19, 2008) (statement of Erik Sini Director of TM, Commission); 
The Comptroller of the Currency. Liauiditv and Funds Manaaement Manual, February 2001, page 
27; and 
The Counterparty Risk Management Policy Group. Containina Svstemic Risk: The Road to 
Reform. August 6,2008, page 18. 

-
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enable TM to better assess the effectiveness of the firms' risk management 
systems. 

Finding 3: TM, Without Explicit Authority, Allowed 
The CSE Firms' Internal Auditors To Perform 
Critical Work 

TM, without explicit authority, allowed the firms' internal auditors to 
perform critical work involving the risk management control 
systems. As a result, there are significant questions as to whether 
the work that TM relied upon in fulfilling its oversight role was as 
thorough or meaningful as the Commission intended in approving 
the rule amendments. 

The CSE firms are required by the rule amendments which created the CSE 
program (see 1 7 CFR s240.15~3-I g(b)(l )(iii)(B)) to have their external auditors 
report161on the firms' risk management control systems. This review is critical 
because TM designed the CSE program to focus on a firm's risk management 
systems (e.g., internal controls, models) and their financial condition (e.g., 
compliance with capital and liquidity requirements), which was to be the focus of 
the external auditors' work. However, after the Commission approved the rule, 
TM decided that the firms' internal auditors could perform this critical work, 
instead of the external auditors. 

We reviewed the delegations of authority from the Commission to TM and found 
no explicit authority for TM to approve this change. In addition to the apparent 
lack of TM's legal authority, there are serious questions about the wisdom of this 
decision. The rule's requirement that external auditors perform the risk 
management work helps to ensure the independence and quality of this critical 
audit work. The external auditors' work is more strictly regulated as the Public 
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) regulates external a~d i t0 rs . I~~  

161 The report is referred to in the rule as the "Accountant's Report on Internal Risk Management Control 
System." 

162 The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX), P~~b l ic  Law No. 107-204, was enacted in July 2002 in response 
to numerous financial statement accounting scandals involving public companies (e.g., Enron and 
WorldCom) and their auditors (e.g,, Arthur Andersen). Among other reforms, SOX established the 
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) as a nonprofit corporation. The PCAOB's 
statutory mission is "to oversee the audits of public companies that are subject to the securities laws, 
and related matters, in order to protect the interests of investors and further the public interest in the 
preparation of informative, accurate, and independent audit reports for companies the securities of which 
are sold to, and held by and for, public investors." (Section 101(a) of SOX, 15 U.S.C $721 l(a)). SOX 
requires that accounting firms be registered with the PCAOB, if they "prepare or issue, or participate in 
the preparation or issuance of, any audit report with respect to any issuer" as defined in Section 3 of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 
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As a result of TM's decision to allow CSE firm's internal auditors to perform the 
work, there are significant questions as to whether this work that TM relied upon 
was as thorough or meaningful as the Commission intended in approving the 
rule. 

Recommendation 12: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should require compliance with the existing 
rule that requires external auditors to review the Consolidated Supervised Entity 
firms' risk management control systems or seek Commission approval in 
accordance with the Administrative Procedures A C ~ ' ~ ~for this deviation from the 
current rule's requirement. 

Finding 4: TM Did Not Review The 
Communications Strategy Component Of Bear 
Stearns' Contingency Funding Plan After The 
Collapse Of Two Of Its Managed Hedge Funds 

TM did not review the communications strategy component of Bear 
Steams' Contingency Funding Plan (CFP) after two of its managed 
hedge funds collapsed in June 2007. Questions regarding Bear 
Steams' effectiveness in communicating with its investors and the 
public were raised after the collapse of its hedge funds and again 
after the firm collapsed in March 2008. 

163 Given the scope of our audit, we have no evidence linking these "significant deficiencies" with the cause 
of Bear Steams' collapse. 

164 The Administrative Procedures Act (5 U.S.C. $500 et. seq.,) sets forth the basic procedural requirements 
for agency rulemaking. It generally requires (1) publication of a notice of proposed rulemaking in the 
Federal Register, (2) opportunity for public participation in rulemaking by submission of written 
comments, and (3) publication of a final rule and accompanying statement of basis and purpose not less 
than 30 days before the rule's effective date. 
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TM reviewed Bear Stearns' CFP during its application process. The review 
included an assessment of its internal and external communications strategies. 
According to TM: 

The goal of the contingency funding plan is to manage liquidity risk 
and communicate effectively with creditors, investors, and 
customers during a funding crisis.'65 

In June 2007, two of Bear Stearns' managed hedge funds collapsed. After the 
collapse, questions were raised about the lack of involvement by some of Bear 
Stearns senior management in handling the crisis. For instance, according to 
media reports, at an August conference call with investors, the conduct of a 
senior Bear Stearns official (i.e., their lack of involvement in the telephone. call) 
did not apparently help to restore confidence in the firm (which was the purpose 
of the meeting). 

TM did not reassess the communication strategy component of Bear Stearns' 
CFP after the collapse of its hedge funds. Although there was contact between 
TM and Bear Stearns (about many issues) after the June 2007 collapse of its 
hedge funds, at no point did TM discuss Bear Stearns' communication strategy. 
This proved particularly problematic as questions were once again raised about 
some of Bear Stearns' management'66 regarding its handling of the crisis during 
the week of March 10,2008. 

Conversely, some individuals praised Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. (Lehman 
Brothers) management for its handling of a crisis it previously experienced (e.g., 
Lehman Brothers provided talking points to its traders to use with its trading 
partners). In fact, some of these individuals credited Lehman Brothers' 
management with helping to save the firm duringlaround the week of March 10, 
2008, when Bear Stearns collapsed.'67 

It is undisputed that a firm's communication strategy can affect confidence levels 
in the firm. Bear Stearns' collapse illustrated the importance of confidence for an 
investment bank's survival. 

Recommendation 13: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that reviews of a firm's 
Contingency Funding Plan include an assessment of a Consolidated Supervised 
Entity firm's internal and external communication strategies. 

165 " ---. . 

166 vve  ala nor asses the performance of Bear Stearns' management during the collapse of the hedge funds 
or Bear Stearns. 

167 While Bear Stearns collapsed in March 2008, concerns about Lehman Brothers' survival began to 
circulate and on September 15,2008, Lehman Brothers announced that it would file for bankruptcy. 
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Finding 5: TM's Monitoring Staff Do Not 
Adequately Track Material Issues 

TM's monitoring staff identify numerous issues involving internal 
risk management systems (e.g., the adequacy of CSE staffing 
levels in various departments, the functioning of the internal audit 
office, and the adequacy of documented policies and procedures) 
which require action by the CSEs and a resolution. However, TM 
does not adequately track the issues. 

Develop a Formal Automated Tracking Process 

TM's monitoring staff does not have a formal process (e.g., automated) to track 
material issues to ensure that they are adequately resolved. The monitoring staff 
mainly identify issues through meetings with CSE firm staff. Currently, TM staff 
document some issues (e.g., the adequacy of the CSE staff levels in various 
departments, the functioning of the internal audit office and the adequacy of 
documented policies and procedures) in e-mails and organizes them by firm 
while other issues are documented in monthly memoranda to senior 
management (e.g., the Division ~ i rec to r ) . ' ~~  

However, these current methods are not reliable and do not provide an audit 
trail. Our review of TM's documentation supports this assertion because we 
assessed twenty issues'69 that TM and OClE identified with the CSE firms and 
we asked TM to explain how the issues were resolved. In some instances, the 
staff needed to perform detailed research in order to determine how the issues 
were eventually resolved. For example, OClE staff found that Bear Steams' 
Legal & Compliance group did not have any formal documentation that identified 
and assessed all of the applicable rules, laws, regulations, requirements and 
risks pertaining to the entire organization. TM could not readily tell us how and 
whether this issue was resolved. The follow-up of issues that OClE identified is 
further discussed on page 38. 

In a somewhat similar recent situation, the Government Accountability Office 
(GAO) criticized OClE for its informal method of tracking recommendations 
regarding its Self Regulatory Organization (SRO) inspections. GAO stated: 

OCIE's informal methods for tracking inspection recommendations 
contrast with the expectations set by federal internal control 
standards for ensuring that management has relevant, reliable, and 

169 As discussed in the Scope and Methodology Section (see Appendix Ill). 
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timely information regarding key agency activities. These standards 
state that key information on agency operations should be recorded 
and communicated to management and others within the entity and 
within a time frame that enables management to carry out its 
internal control and other responsibilities. 170 

Given all the facts discussed above, TM cannot provide reasonable assurance 
(consistent with internal control standards) that issues are adequately resolved. 
Furthermore, we believe that the risk of an issue being overlooked (ie., not 
adequately resolved by a firm) increases if, the CSE program receives additional 
staff (as requested by Chairman Cox) because presumably more issues will be 
identified and require resolution. 

Recommendation14: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should develop a formal automated process 
to track material issues identified by the monitoring staff to ensure that they are 
adequately resolved. At a minimum, the tracking system should provide the 
following information: 

The source of the issue; 

When the issue was identified; 

Who identified the issue; 

The current status of the issue (e.g., new developments); 

When the issue was resolved; and 

How the issue was resolved. 

Follow-Up on Prior OClE Findings 

Prior to July 2007, OClE was responsible for conducting inspections of the CSE 
firms at the holding company level, while TM was responsible for monitoring the 
CSE firms at the holding company level. In July 2007, Chairman Cox transferred 
the inspections authority from OClE to TM, thus consolidating the oversight of 
the CSEs at the holding company level within TM.'~' OClE continues to perform 
inspections of the CSEs' broker-dealers. 

Source: GAO. Securities and Exchanae Commission: Oooortunities Exist to lmorove Oversiaht of 
Self-Reaulatorv Oraanizations, Report 08-33, November 15, 2007. 
The transfer was in response to a GAO audit report (Financial Market Reaulation: Aaencies Enaaaed in 
Consolidated Suoervision Can Strenathen Performance Measurement and Collaboration. Report 07- 
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. . . ... ..-....- . - -.- .- - ...- ..-.... -u . - . -

--L- .,....- --,-, TM stated thkafter chairman Cox ' 

transferred the inspectionauthority from OClE to TM, it t . . not to follow-up 
on issues that OClE identified because they did not view the OClE issues as 
material and they assumed that these issues were OCIE's responsibility. OClE 
stated that they did not follow-up (i.e., conduct a new inspection) on the issues 
because it was no longer their responsibility once Chairman Cox transferred the 
inspections authority to T M . ' ~ ~  .-Although TM stated that it had communicated with 
Bear Stearns about resolving this issue, TM ti-..._. 

Bear Steams' assertions that it had addressed this issue. ~urther,OClE -.. . - .  - - - ..~ 

As discussed in the Scope and Methodology section in Appendix IV, we 
performedtesting on TM's tracking of material issues. Our testing found 
instanceswhere TM's monitoring staff failed to ensure that issues identified by 
OClE were adequately resolved. 

154, March 15,2007) recommendation. In responseto the report Chairman Cox told GAO: "To 
implement this recommendation, Ihave carefully consideredthe question of which organizational 
structurewill best achieve the goal of the CSE program. Ihave concludedthat the success of the CSE 
programwill be best ensured if the supervision of the CSE firms is fully integrated with, rather than 
merely coordinatedwith, the detailed onsitetesting that is done of the documentedcontrols at CSE 
firms. As a result, I have decided to transfer responsibility for on-site testing of the CSE holding 
company controls to the Divisionof Market Regulation [now calledTM]. This will better align the testing 
and supervision components of the CSE program, will strengthen its prudential character, and will most 
efficiently utilizethe Commission's resources. With the new structure, ongoing supervision activitieswill 
be more directly informed by the resultsof focused testing of controls, and field inspections will be more 
preciselytargeted using informationfrom ongoing supervisorywork. In addition, the Commission's 
expertise related to the prudential supervision of securities firms will be concentrated in the Division of 
Market Regulation, which will foster improvedcommunicationand coordination among the staff 
responsible for administering various componentsof the CSE program." The Chairman made his 
decision after carefully evaluating proposals from TM and OCIE, and after consulting with the four other 
Commissioners,who unanimously supportedthe decision to consolidate CSE oversight under TM. 
After the Orders allowing the firms to use the alternative capital methodwere issued (from December 
2004 to November2005), OClE retained the inspection authority up until July 2007. 

'73 These issueswere identifiedin a memorandumfrom OClE to TM dated November 4,2005. 
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wuU. V.Uu..... .-.. . The OIG expert found 
similar problems with ~ear'stearns' VaR models, which raised serious questions 
about TM1s oversight of Bear Stearns. 

As a result, it is possible that other issues identified by OClE were significant and 
were not adequately followed up on by TM. 

Recommendation 15: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should: (1) reassess all the prior Office of 
Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) issues to ensure that no 
significant issues are unresolved (given the belief that OClE followed up); and (2) 
follow up on all significant issues. 

Finding 6: The Commission's Orders Allowing 
Firms (Including Bear Stearns) To Use The 
Alternative Capital Method Were Generally 
Approved Before The Inspection Process Was 
Completed 

The Commission approved firms to use the alternative capital 
method before OClE completed its inspection process. 

OCIE's and TM's inspections of firms are a significant part of the application 
process, and are supposed to be completed prior to a firm's approval as a 
CSE. '~~The purpose of an inspection is to verify the information provided by the 
firm and to "assess the adequacy of the implementation of the firm's internal risk 
management policies and procedures."'75 However, four of five Commission 
Orders approving the firms (those without principal regulators) to use the 
alternative capital method were issued by the Commission before the inspection 
process was completed, thereby rendering the application process less 
meaningful.'" TM acknowledged that they were aware that OClE did not 
complete the inspection process prior to the Commission's approval. Yet, TM 
recommended to the Commission -. 

without first completely verifying the information it was 

17* AS a result of the organizational change atthe Commission, OClE would no longer be involved in the 
application inspection. 

175 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Corn~anv Supervision Proaram Description. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http:llwww.sec.govldivisions/marketreg/hcsupe~ision.htm~. 

176 Other than the inspection performed during Bear Steams' application process, neither TM nor OClE 
performed any additional inspections of Bear Steams involving firm-wide issues (e.g., risk management) 
prior to its collapse. However, this does not include any inspections (e.g., financial and operational) that 
FlNRA performed of Bear Steams' broker-dealers. 
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supposed to be relying upon and without ensuring that the firms had adequately 
implemented internal risk management policies and procedures. 

Specifically, we found that: 

In instances, the Commission approved the Order before OCIE sent ' 

the firms a formal letter (i.e.,the deficiency letter) describing the issues 
that were identified during the inspection. Bear Stearns was one of these 

firms. In fact, as previously discussed in Finding 5, during Bear 
Stearns' inspection, OCIE identified a significant issue involving Bear 
Stearns not retaining internal audit workpapers. In fact, according to an 
internal memorandum, TM and OCIE both agreed that they must reach an 
agreement with Bear Steams on this issue prior to the approval of its CSE 
application. While TM believes that Bear Stearns implemented corrective 
action, TM never verified Bear Steams' assertions that it had resolved this 
issue, as TM did not follow up on many of the OCIE issues. 

In two instances, the Commission approved the Order before the firms 
responded to the deficiency letter. 

TM indicated that they discussed the issues orally with the firms and were 
comfortable with their responses and, as a result, recommended that the 

5 .  OCIE stated that it was not involved in this 
decision process at all. 

Recommendation 16: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that they complete all phases 
of a firm's inspection process before recommending that the Securities and 
Exchange Commission allow any additional Consolidated Supervised Entity firms 
the authority to use the alternative capital method. 

Finding 7: Collaboration Between TM And Other 
Commission DivisionslOffices Should Be 
Significantly Improved 

TM should improve its collaboration with the Division of Corporation 
Finance (CF), OCIE, and the Office of Risk Assessment (ORA) in 
order to achieve efficiencies and the overall effectiveness of 
Commission operations. 

Collaboration with CF 
The CF staff who review company filings (e.g., Form 10-K) are assigned to 
Industry Groups within CF. CF assigns firms to a particular group based on their 
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Standardized Industrial Classification code.I7' Periodically, CF management 
reassigns firms to adjust the staffs workload. During the past two years, CF 
twice transferred the CSE firms to different Industry Groups. 

CF staff stated that they received a briefing from TM regarding how the CSE 
program operates. However, according to CF, TM did not provide any specifics 
regarding the information that the CSE program obtains from the CSE firms. 

We believe that the information that TM obtains could substantially improve CF's 
filing review process. For instance, CF could evaluate whether the information in 
the filing (e.g., mark to market accounting, VaR models, funding sources) is 
consistent with TM's information. Furthermore, as a result of Bear Stearns' 
collapse, CSE firms are now required to disclose additional information regarding 
capital and liquidity. Also, Basel's Pillar 3 standard (when implemented) will 
require additional disclosures regarding capital, risk exposures, and risk 
assessment. TM stated that the CSE firms would incorporate all of these new 
disclosures mainly into their CF filings. These additional disclosures will, 
therefore, increase the need for collaboration between TM and CF. 

Our audit found that CF could not opine on the potential usefulness of TM's 
information on the filing review process since they are not aware of the 
information that TM receives on the CSE firms. The effectiveness of CF's filing 
review is potentially diminished because CF is not incorporating TM's information 
on the CSEs into its review process. 

Recommendation 17: 
The Divisions of Corporation Finance (CF) and Trading and Markets (TM) should 
take concrete steps to improve their collaboration efforts and should determine 
whether TM's information on the Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firms 
could be used by CF in its review of the CSE firms. 

Collaboration with OClE 
GAO found that TM and OClE should improve communication (e.g., information 
sharing) between their offices.'" Although TM and OClE informed GAO during 
its audit in 2007, that they were working on an agreement to improve 
communication, they never finalized the agreement. 

In July 2007, Chairman Cox transferred the responsibility for inspecting the 
consolidated entities from OClE to TM. However, despite this organizational 

177 "The Standard Industrial Classification was created by the United States government as a means of 
classifying industries by the use of a 4-digit coding system to collect economic data on businesses." 
(Source: 

http://www.business.com/directorylmanagementlstrategicglanning/busines~~infomation/industry_resea 
ch/classification~systems/standard~industrial~classification~sic/. 
Source: GAO. Financial Market Reaulation, Aaencies Enaaaed in Consolidated Su~ervision Can 
Strenathen Performance Measurement and Collaboration, Report No. 07-154. March 15,2007. 
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change, TM and OClE could still improve their collaboration involving the broker- 
dealers of the CSE firms. OClE stated that TM does not provide it access to 
information that TM obtains from meetings with CSE staff, filings submitted by 
the CSE firms, and other sources of information. OClE stated that all of this 
information could improve their risk-based broker-dealer inspections. A senior 
staff official at a CSE firm stated there is no coordination between TM and OClE 
and this creates a challenge. OClE stated that it believes that it would still be 
useful to finalize the agreement to improve collaboration and TM has not 
identified any substantive reasons to oppose finalizing the agreement. 

Recommendation 18: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) and the Office of Compliance 
Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) should develop a collaboration agreement 
(e.g., discussing information sharing) that maintains a clear delineation of 
responsibilities between TM and OClE with respect to the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity program. They should inform the Chairman's Office of any 
disagreement(s) so that the issue(s) can be resolved. 

Collaboration with ORA 
The missions of ORA and the CSE programs' have certain similarities. ORA's 
mission includes identifying emerging issues and market risks1" while the CSE's 
program mission states that its purpose is to: 

. . . allow the Commission to monitor for, and act quickly in response 
to, financial or operational weakness in a CSE holding company or 
its unregulated affiliates that might place regulated entities, 
including US and foreign-registered banks and broker-dealers, or 
the broader financial system at risk.I8O [Emphasis added] 

We believe that a formal understanding between ORA and TM would increase 
the likelihood that ORA achieves its mission while potentially minimizing 
duplicative efforts in identifying and analyzing risks. 

Recommendation 19: 
The Division of Trading and Markets and the Office of Risk Assessment should 
develop an agreement outlining their roles and responsibilities, as well as 
methods for information sharing such as communicating project results. These 
two offices should inform the Chairman's Office of any disagreement(s) so that 
the issue(s) can be resolved. 

179 Source: Jonathan Sokobin Named Director of SEC's Office of Risk Assessment. Commission. 28 
February 2008. ~http:llwww.sec.govlnews/press/200812008-24.htm~. 

lgOSource: SEC [Commission] Consolidated Su~ervision of Broker-Dealer Holdina Companies Proaram 
Overview and Assessment Criteria. Commission. 16 Mar 2007. 
~http:llwww.sec.govldivisionslmarketreglcseoverview.htm>. 
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Finding 8: CF's Filing Review Of Bear Stearns' 
2006 IO-K Was Not Timely 

CF is responsible for reviewing filings of all public reporting 
companies, such as Bear Stearns. However, CF's review of Bear 
Stearns' 2006 10-K was not timely. 

Review of Bear Stearns' 10-K Filing 
There are significant issues regarding CF's review of Bear Steams' 2006 10-K 
filing dated November 30, 2006. The filing review emphasized Bear Steams' 
disclosures involving its exposure to subprime mortgage sec~rities.'~' 

Bear Steams submitted its 2006 1O-K filing to the Commission on February 13, 
2007. The CF staff accountant completed the initial review of Bear Stearns' 
2006 1 O-K filing on approximately ' months after Bear Steams 
submitted the filing. Another CF staff accountant completed a second level 
review on September 27, 2007, nearly !months after the initial review. CF 
could not provide a specific reason as to why the second reviewer did not 
perform the review in a timely manner. 

CF sent a comment letter'82 to Bear Steams on September 27,2007, which, 
among other things, requested additional information on Bear Steams' exposure 
to subprime mortgage securities. Thus, it took CF nearly 7% months, after Bear 
Stearns' initial filing, to send a letter to Bear Steams requesting additional 
information. 

CF's policy is to send a comment letter to a firm prior to the firm's next fiscal 
year-end. In the case of Bear Steams, its next fiscal year-end was November 
30,2007 and the Commission received its 2007 10-K on February 13,2007. 
According to CF's policy, CF needed to provide Bear Steams with a comment 
letter before November 30,2007.'~~ In this way, the firm would have an 
opportunity to incorporate appropriate changes into its next year's 10-K filing. 
However, other than this policy, CF does not have any internal guidelines 
regarding timeframes within which to review filings and issue comment letters.'84 

lal CF staff performed a targeted review that focused on subprime mortgage exposure and revenue 
recognition. 

lX2The staff provide firms with a written memorandum (i.e.,a "comment letter") describing the staffs filing 
review comments. 

la3 In this instance, CF met its policy of issuing a comment letter prior to Bear Stearns' fiscal year end. 
la4 The Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 also requires CF to review each public reporting company at least one . -

time every three years. 
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We believe that a five-month timeframe to complete a second review coupled 
with a total time of 7% months to send a comment letter to Bear Stearns was 
simply unacceptable in this particular instance, because this filing review focused 
on the material issue of subprime mortgage securities (which was adversely 
affecting the securities industry worldwide). 

Bear Stearns' response letter (coupled with CF's comment letter) contained 
material information that investors could have used to make well-informed 
investment decision^.'^^ For example, Bear Steams' response letter described 
its criteria for classifying loans as sub-prime, information about its risk 
management philosophy, how it defines non-performing loans and a 
quantification of its investments in securities backed by subprime mortgages. 
The OIG ex ert believes that all of these criteria would have been helpful to 
investors.18B 
We did not perform audit work to determine CF's timeliness in reviewing 10-K 
filings in general. Despite the lack of information about other filings, based upon 
CF's review of Bear Steams' 10-K filing, we believe that the filing review process 
lacks the appropriate intemal controls (i.e., timeframes for conducting second 
level reviews) to ensure timely reviews. 

Recommendation20: 
The Division of Corporation Finance should: (1) develop intemal guidelines for 
reviewing filings in a timely manner, and (2) track and monitor compliance with 
these intemal guidelines. 

Bear Stearns' Response to CF's Comment Letter 
Pursuant to CF policy, firms are supposed to reply within 10 business days to CF 
comment letters. Thus, Bear Stearns' reply was due on October 12, 2007. Prior 
to this due date, Bear Steams asked CF (in writing) and received an extension 
until early November 2007 to file its response. However, Bear Steams did not 
respond by this new due date. Bear Steams then orally asked for and received 
additional extensions. Bear Steams finally submitted its comments to CF on 
January 31, 2008, nearly 3% months after the initial due date.I8' 

As a result of Bear Steams' delays, the CF staff accountant did not complete the 
initial review of Bear Stearns' response until March 4, 2008 and the second 

185 This information was especially material given that Bear Steams' stock price went from a one-year 
closing price high of $158 (April 25, 2007) to a closing price high of $77 the week before March 10, 
2008. The final price was $10, the sale price that JP Morgan paid. 

l g6  CF does not consider its public comment letters and firms' response letters as a means of disseminating 
(i.e.,disclosure) information about public companies. Rather, CF believes that changes to a firm's 
filings, as a result of CF's comment letters, should be the primary disclosure method. In fact, CF does 
not post its public comment letters and a firm's response letters to the public site of EDGAR until an 
issue has been fully resolved. 

187 Two other CSE firms did not respond in a timelv manner to comments on their 2006 10-K filings. These 
filing reviews also emphasized s'ubprime mortgages. 
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reviewer did not complete her review until April 2, 2008, by which time Bear 

Stearns had already collapsed. 


It is our understanding that Bear Stearns' delay in responding to the comment 

letter was not a unique situation and CF routinely grants extensions to firms to 

address CF's comment letters. Further, CF informed us that it only requests a 

firm to contact CF within 10 days of receiving a comment letter and does not 

require a substantive response to the issues within the 10-day timeframe. Thus, 

while CF imposes a timeframe for a firm to contact CF, CF does not have a 

policy prescribing when firms are expected to respond to the issues raised in 

CF's comment letters. 


While there are several consequences that may be imposed on a firm for not 

responding timely (e.g., the firm may be required to make additional disclosures 

in future filings regarding the outstanding staff comments or the staff may refer 

the matter to the Commission's Division of Enforcement for investigation), in the 

case of Bear Stearns, none of these consequences occurred. Furthermore, by 

granting repeated extensions, the filing review was rendered less meaningful 

since the staff completed the filing review after Bear Steams collapsed. As a 

result, we believe that investors could have used this material information to 

make well-informed investment decisions. In addition, the information (e.g., Bear 

Steams' exposure to subprime mortgage securities) could have potentially been 

beneficial to dispel the rumors that led to Bear Steams' collapse. 


Recommendation21: 

The Division of Corporation Finance (CF) should (1) establish a policy outlining 

when firms are expected to substantively respond to issues raised in CF's 

comment letters, and (2) track and monitor compliance with this policy. 


Finding 9: Certain Firms May Pose A Systemic 
Risk Because They Are Not Supervised On A 
Consolidated Basis 

Certain firms may pose a systemic risk because neither the 
Commission nor any other regulator currently supervises them on a 
consolidated basis. 

Several large firms, other than the CSEs, have many customer accounts, hold 
large amounts of customer funds, and have unregulated affiliates. The broker- 
dealer affiliates of these firms are subject to the Risk Assessment program, but 
neither the Commission nor any other regulator supervises these firms on a 
consolidated basis.'88 In most cases, these firms would be ineligible to apply for 

laaSome of the firms are also subject to the lnvestment Advisers Act of 1940 and the Investment Company 
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group-wide supervision under the CSE program. In some cases, these firms 
could voluntarily elect to be supervised under the Commission's CSE program or 
under the statutory supervision regime created by Gramm-Leach-Bliley ~ c t , ' ~ '  
but these firms are not required to elect this supervision. 

Several firms both inside and outside the CSE program collapsed or otherwise 
experienced serious financial difficulties between March and September 2008.190 
As a result, we believe that if one of these other (non-CSE) firms failed or 
experienced another significant problem, the broader financial system could be 
adversely affected, thus impacting the Commission's mission of maintaining fair, 
orderly, and efficient markets. We did not perform an in-depth assessment of 
the risks that these firms present or the costslbenefits of supervising these firms 
on a consolidated basis because of resource constraints. However, we believe 
that in light of the impact of Bear Steams collapse, it would behoove the 
Commission to perform such an analysis. 

Recommendation22: 
Chairman Cox should create a Task Force led by the Office of Risk Assessment 
(ORA) with staff from the Divisions of Trading and Markets, and Investment 
Management, and the Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations. The 
Task Force should perform an analysis of large firms with customer accounts 
that hold significant amounts of customer funds and have unregulated entities, to 
determine the costs and benefits of supervising these firms on a consolidated 
basis. If the Task Force ultimately believes that the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (Commission) should supervise these firms on a consolidated 
basis, it should make a recommendation to the Commission that involves 
seeking the necessary statutory authority to oversee these firms on a 
consolidated basis. 

Act of 1940. As a result, OClE is responsible for inspecting these firms and the Division of lnvestment 
Management is responsible for the regulations. 

lsg"The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 ("Actn) will significantly impact the financial services industry. By 
repealing provisions of the Glass-Steagall Act, the Act facilitates affiliations between banks, securities 
firms, and insurance companies." 
Source: Bankincl Information: Overview of the Gramm-Leach-Blilev Act. Federal Reserve Bank of San 
Francisco. < http://www.frbsf.org/publications/banking/gramm/grammpgl .html>. 

lgO	Between March and September 2008, Bear Steams, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch, mortgage 
originators Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and the American International Group, Inc., all experienced 
major financial difficulties and collapsed, filed for bankruptcy, or were purchased or taken over by 
another entity. 
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Finding 10: TM Should Address Organizational 
Issues Involving The Future Of The CSE Program 

We identified several organizational issues involving the future of 
the CSE Program, which could significantly improve the CSE 
program. 

Changes to the CSE Program 
Due to the collapse of Bear Steams in March 2008, the bankruptcy filing by 
Lehman Brothers, the purchase of Merrill Lynch by Bank of America, the planned 
change in status to bank holding companies for Goldman Sachs and Morgan 
Stanley, 191 and the changing economic environment, the future of the CSE 
program is uncertain. 

Since the collapse of Bear Steams, several aspects of the CSE program's 
oversight activities have changed and other changes are being contemplated, as 
follows: 

The CSE program staff now closely scrutinize the secured funding 
activities of each CSE firm, with a view to lengthening the average term of 
secured and unsecured funding arrangements; 

The CSE program staff now obtain more funding and liquidity information 
for all CSEs; 

TM is in the process of establishing additional scenarios that entail a 
substantial loss of secured funding. The scenario analyses help TM to 
determine whether firms could survive in a stressed environment; 

TM is discussing with CSE senior management their long-term funding 
plans, including plans for raising new capital by accessing the equity and 
long-term debt markets. 

The Commission plans to request legislative authority to regulate the 
CSEs at the holding company level as well as the authority to require 
compliance. Currently, participation in the CSE program is voluntary. TM 
claims that the voluntary nature of the program does not capture all 
systemically important broker-dealer holding companies, as companies 
may not opt for such supervision. Additionally, the ability of a holding 
company to opt out of supervision creates tension when the Commission 
wishes to impose more rigorous requirements or mandate CSEs to 
address specific concerns, according to TM; 

191 On September 21, 2008, the Federal Reserve approved, pending a statutory five-day antitrust waiting 
period, applications from Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley to become bank holding companies. 
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Chairman Cox has discussed the CSEs programs' need to have systems 
in place to systematically unwind or liquidate a failing institution at the 
holding company level. Currently, regulators are only permitted to 
intervene in the liquidation of a holding company's subsidiaries, such as 
broker-dealers and banks. 

According to TM, intervention at the holding company level would allow 
the Commission to operate a failing institution for a limited period of time 
and would protect the institution's customers and counterparties. Such 
holding companies typically have substantial activities outside its U.S. 
bank or broker-dealer. TM believes that the Commission's lack of 
authority to intervene at the holding company level could lead to massive 
liquidations of collateral by counterparties to unregulated or non-U.S. 
regulated affiliates, which in tum, could cause market dislocations and put 
severe stress on other systemically important financial institutions; and 

The Commission has contemplated ways to improve the efficient and 
orderly operation of the tri-party rep0 market. Financial institutions rely on 
the rep0 market to finance proprietary and customer positions. If a rep0 
clearing entity is unable to conduct business in an orderly manner, or if a 
major firm does not have ready access to the rep0 market, it could have 
systemic effects on a large number of financial institutions. Bear Steams 
was not able to access the rep0 market on normal business terms, which, 
according to some accounts, led to its demise. 

Changes to the program will require Chairman Cox, Congress, and TM to re- 
evaluate the needs and priorities of the CSE program. 

Recommendation 23: 
The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Chairman's office, 
should determine what additional changes need to be made to the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity (CSE) program in light of the collapse of Bear Steams and 
changing economic environment. 

Program Staffing 
The CSE program consists of a small number of staff, several of whom have 
worked in the CSE program since its inception in 2004. The Office of CSE 
Inspections currently has only two staff in Washington, DC and five staff in the 
New York regional office. It also does not currently have an Assistant Director 
(i.e.,an office head). 

In July 2007, TM assumed the responsibility for conducting inspections of the 
CSE firms. However, as of mid-September 2008, TM staff had not completed 
any inspections in the 14 months that the office has been operational. Three 
inspections are in varying stages of completion. These inspections act to 
"assess the adequacy of the implementation of the firm's internal risk 
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1'management policies and procedures . 192 No milestones are in place to ensure 
that inspections are completed in a timely manner. 

Furthermore, staff at the CSE firms informed the OIG that the inspections 
information would be useful to them, especially because it would provide the 
CSEs with information regarding best practices and where the firms stand in 
relation to each other. It is imperative to receive this information timely to ensure 
that the information does not become outdated. 

Recommendation 24: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) should fill critical existing positions, 
and consider what any additional staff it believes will be needed to carry out the 
CSE program's function going forward. TM should also establish milestones for 
completing each phase of an inspection and implement a procedure to ensure 
that the milestones are met. 

Ethics Manual 
In 1997, OClE developed an ethics manual for its Inspection staff because it 
wanted to formalize standards of behavior and ensure that inspections are 
conducted in a fair and impartial manner. This manual has been revised and . 
expanded several times since 1997. We believe that a similar manual would be 
beneficial'for TM's monitoring and inspection staff given their close working 
relationship with the CSE staff. 

Recommendation 25: 
The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Office of 
Compliance Inspections and Examinations and the Commission's Ethics office, 
should develop an ethics manual. 

Coordination with Other Regulators 
The CSE program staff are increasingly working with the Federal Reserve and 
other Federal regulators in its administration of the CSE program. Increased 
coordination with the Federal Reserve is particularly important because the 
Federal Reserve, unlike the Commission, is in a position to provide emergency 
funding to distressed firms. Improved communication and information sharing 
among Federal regulators should also reduce overlaps and alleviate the firms' 
need to produce duplicative information for each entity. The memorandum of 
understanding that the Commission and the Federal Reserve entered into in July 
2008 is a positive step. 

Additionally, we believe that the CSE program staff will need to further recognize 
the interconnectedness between securities firms and banks. A general 

lg2Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Comuanv Suuervision Proaram Descri~tion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http://ww.sec.gov/divisionslmarketreglhcsupewision.htm~. 
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perception, as communicated by a staff member at a CSE firm, is that if a 
broker-dealer fails, the Commission seems to worry only about customer assets, 
and if a bank fails, the Federal Reserve seems to worry only about depositors' 
accounts. Neither regulator appears to focus on systemic risk, nor how the 
interconnectivity among securities firms and banks affects the overall landscape. 

Recommendation 26: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should continue to seek out ways to 
increase its communication, coordination, and information sharing with the 
Federal Reserve and other Federal Regulators 
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BDRA 

Bear Stearns 

BSAM 

CF 

CFP 

Commission 

CSE 

EU 

FlNRA 

Federal Reserve 

FRBNY 

GAO 

JP Morgan 

Lehman Brothers 

LTCM 

Merrill Lynch 

MOU 

OClE 

OIG 
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Acronyms 

Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment 

The Bear Stearns Companies, Inc. 

Bear Stearns Asset Management 

Division of Corporation Finance 

Contingency Funding Plan 

Securities and Exchange Commission 

Consolidated Supervised Entity 

European Union 

Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 

Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York 

Government Accountability Office 

JP Morgan Chase & Co 

Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. 

Long-Term Capital Management 

Merrill Lynch & Co 

Memorandum of Understanding 

Office of Compliance Inspections and 
Examinations 

Office of Inspector General 
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ORA 

OTS 

PCAOB 

PWG 

Re po 

SOX 

SRO 

TM 

U.S. 

VaR 

Office of Risk Assessment 

Office of Thrift Supervision 

Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board 

President's Working Group 

Repurchase Agreements 

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 

Self Regulatory Organizations 

Division of Trading and Markets 

United States 

Value at Risk 
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Con~ressionalAudit Request 

April 2,2008 

Via ElectronicTransmission 

The HonorableDavid Kotz 
Inspector O e n d  
US Securitiesand ExchangeCommission 
lOOPStreet,NE 
Washington, DC 20549-2736 

DearInspector GeneralKO&: 

Accordingtuqulatory fihpand aDecember2007 allstreetfmrnalarticle, 
the SECEnforcement Division declined to bring a case againstBear Stearns for 
improperly valuingmortgaga-related investmenis. Given the later collapseand f e d d y  
backed bail-out of Bear Srearns, Congressneedsto understandmore aboutfhis ~ a s eand 
why the SEC~ l y ' s o u g h tno enforcementaction. 

Moreover, I &n-1y interested in this case in lightof the SEC's M e d  
inv&igation of PeqnotCap ' i  Management. As you know, mthe finalreportofthe 
Senate's iaquiry intothatmatter, we fimdtint senior SECofficialsshowed 
sxfmordimry deferenceto aparticularwitness bemse of his "prominencenasthe head 
ofMorgan Stanley. 

Requestfor ][nmMga&n 

In light ofmy earIiererinvestigationI need to knowwhetherthe same problems 
idenfifiedin thePequot investigationwere repeatd in the Bear Steamcase. 
Accordingty, I request thatyouconductathomug4 investigation intothefactsand 
c-cks thedecisiontonot pursueanenfommentactionagainst Bear 
Steams Pleasepmvideah a l  report onwhether therewas any improperactiofi or 
misconductrelatingto SFE iavatigationofBear Steam and its decisionto close the 
investigation. The reportshould also descrii and assess: 

1, the nature, extent, and propriety of communicationsbetweenBear Stems 
executivesor their repiesentatives.andsenior SEC officW, 

2. 	 the.dwision-makingp&ess which led to the SEC's fb3ure bring an 
enforcement action following the dx;tftingof a ~dls'notice; 

3. 	 the reasonsfor declining to proceed with an enforcement action; and 
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4. 	 the degree to which more aggressive action by the Enforcement Division 
may have led to an earlier and more complete understanding of the issues 
that contributed to the collapse of Bear Stems. 

Request far Audit 

In addition to this investigative request, I would also like your oflice to follow-up 
on previous audit work relevant to issues suriounding Bear Stearns. The Division of 
Trading and Markets (Division) is responsible for regulating the largest brokerdealers 
and the associated holding companies. Offices within the Division am staffed with 
acco- and economistswho are responsible for reviewing the &ket and credit-risk 
expomres ofthe broker dealers. Theirreview includesassessing.brokerdealers' 
.quarterlyfinancialf i l i n s  ensuring broker-dealers are meeting net-capital requirements 

. 	 and that other f b c i a l  ratios, suchas liquidityratios, are adequate. There is a special. 
emphasis in reviewingthe fivevery large brokerdealers, including BearStearns, known 
as tlie Consolidaied Supervised Entity (CSE)Program. The Division staffexercises 
additional oversightof these firms and examinestheir riskmodels. 

I und-d thatthe OIG conductedaprior audit of these responsibilities in 
2002. Please providean update of the previous findings, determine whetherearlier 
recommendations werebp1emented, and analyze the currentfunction of these offices. 
Thereview shonldinclude a descriptionand assessmentof their missions,howthe 
programsaremu,their policiesand procedurts, the adequacyof any r e v h i s  conducted 
regardingBearSteams, and mmm&ons for improvements in the prow&. 

If you haveany questions abouttheserequests,please contactJasonFoster or 
Emilia DiSantoat@02) 225-4515. 

charliE. ~rassl&y 
RankingMember 
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Q& February 25,2007 
Cum- Charles E Smith F'rofessor of Fkmm, Robert H.SmithSchoolof Business 
B&es Address: University of Marylaud, 4433Van M u ~ c h i ~ ~ g  20742Hall,CollegePark,MD 
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' 
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PUBLICATIONSIN REFERRED.TOURNAIS 

&1 co-authored articles, all authors have equal seuiority and approximately equal coiitribution.) 


Ahlash K. Dixit aid Albert S. Kyle, The Use of Protection and Subsidies for Euby Promotion and 

Deterrence,' Amerim Fkonomic Review, VoL 75, No. 1,1985,pp. 139-152. 

Albert S. Kyle, 'Co~huousAuctions aud W e r  Txachg,' Econornetrica53,1985,1335-1855. 

Albert S. Kyle, 'Improving brc Performauce of the Stock Market,'Cal i foh  Manamme~lt Review,30:4, 

Summer 1988,90-114. 

Peter R W e y  aud Albert S. Kyle, "EquiliiriumInvestment in au Iudushy with Moderate Illvestment 

Ecauomics of Scale,"TheT a d  99:W,June 1989,392407. 

PeterRHartleyandAlbert S,Kyle, 'Real R?es and Home M.
ATwo PuiodModel,' TheEconomic 

Recotd. 64186, Stpteder  1988,168-177. 

AlbertS. Kyle,WormedSpmhio~lwithImperfectCompetition,' &view of Economic Studies56:3,No. 

187,J@ 1989,317-356. 

AlbertS. Kyie andJeanLucVila, 'NoiseTmhgaudTakemers,' RruId.loundofEconomics,VoL22,No. 

1, Spaing1991, pp. 5671. 

JohnY.CampbenandAlbert S.Kyle,'SmartMoney, NoiseTradiug, audStockPriceBehavior,'Reviewof 


S e1993,60pp. 1-34. 

Albert S. KyleaudAIbertWaug, '-on DuopolywithAgreunwtto Disagree: CauOvaconfideruz 

Survivethe hlargetTdUJoundof Fmauce,volume LTI,umber 5,Decembal997, pp. 2073-2090. 

Albert S. Kyle andWei Xiong, 'contagion as aWealth Effu:~' loumal ofF i ,vohnm LVI, No. 4, 

August2001, pp. 1401-1440. 

Albert S, Kyle, Hui -0u-yang,aud WdXiong, "Pmspcct'Iheoryaud I iqdahn  Decisions,'Jod of 

EconomicTheory,Elsevier,voL 127 (I), July2006,pp. 273-288. 


~ ~ . K s ~ ~ C o ~ ~ ~ a n d ~ r y I s s u e r , ' i U F l u a u c i a l M a r k e t s a u d  

ZnmmnleteI n f d w  F d mofModemF wTheomVoL2,editsd bySudiptoBbklmyaaud 

M.Co, ' " 'dts,Rtmmand litddidd, 1989,153-161. 

aS. Kyie, *ATheory of Futures Mark& ManiptMo& hldnshial Ornanization of Futures 

Mark+ts, edited by Ronald W.AUdeCKRL Ldngtm, Mass, L s h g b n  Boolrs, 1984, pp. 141-178, also 

reprintediu Paul Weller (editor), TheTheorvof FuhnesMarkets,BkckoPelI,1992pp. 272-808. 


PUBLICATIONSINm . ~  CONFERENCEVOLUMES 

. Albert S. Kyle,TradingHalts and Riot Lknits,' TheReview of FuhuesMarkets, 7:8,1988,426434. 
A l k  S. Kyle, IMarltet&ucture, Information,Fubues Markets, . adRice orm mat ion,' @ b x d o u a l  

A m i a h d  T d e :  A b ~ c l dBeadi~wsinRiaFormation.MarketSttuctore. andPria lushbili& edited 

by Gary G.Stony,- Schmik,and A l d n n H .Sank. Boulder, Weshriew, 1984, pp. 45-64. 


i Albert& Kyle, "Discllssiond'lk.PricingofOil.andGas:SoaneFwtherKedb',' (by Mertw Miller.and 
CharlesU m ,T h t . T o d  of F w ,Paum and Proceedinns, Vol. 40, No. 3,July 1085,101810~0. 

pet&^. Hardey a n d m  S. Kyie, TheEcom& of Medical Iusurauce,' inMedical-Careand Medical 


-edited by C LBdxulanaulEW. %or; Wn~hter,Mass.,Allen&Unwhhlc., 1985, pp. 77-104. 
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MISCELLANEOUS PUBLISHED ARTICLES 

Albert S. Kyle and Teny A. Marsh, 'Computers aid the Crash:Is Technology the Problem or the Solution?" 
Iiistitutio~mlLlvestor filaicial Techliolortv Forum 2,Julie 1988, pp. 6-7. 

UNPUBLISHEDPAPERS 

Albert S. Kyle, 'A Ratioual Expectatiolls Model of Equilib~iurn hi Speculative Markets with Imperfect 

Liquidity aud Costly hIformaijot~,' Thesis seminar aid job-market paper, 1980. 
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Tao IjU (Chair,F i a ,ma) ,  U&er& of HongKong. 

giishna Narisimhan ( E m ,e004),WhatonBBusiness School (visitor). 

Rujing M a g  (Chair, Fn-), Univasityof Houghag .  

Molran Gopalan ( F i ,W,BardaysGlobalIuvestors, Loudot~. 

LakshmanEas~arau@ ' i iW),IrhnunnBrothers. 

~chen(Ecou&,expcded2005),Gal~Sachs,HougEiollg. 

SanmaIizarma (Eoonomi~ma, lTAM,?vkiw city. 

OgsaaaLoginova Uhmmics.2005). UnivasityofMissouri,Columbia 

WillXu (Chair, Economics,2005), Hong IGmgUuksity. 

Mhg Guo (Chair, Economics,2005), CimaM In- Group. 

H o r i n D a r o b a U b l ~ ~ u r p e d e d e 6 0 6 ) .  

Em Wei O x h a i r ,  F'i,uqrecded2007). 

Fei Ding (chair,F-a, expeccwlm7). 

Bruce Cadin~~, F i e , expected 2007). 


Albert Wang(Chair, F i1994, Cdomb'iUniwrsiwRice U~kemity. 

BUFN 758V: SpecialTopics iiFmce: Veliture Capital aid PrivateEquity 
Fall2006:35 students. 

BMGT 808J:Doctoral Seminar:Market MicrosbucWe a ~ dhidustry Equilbiium 

Fall 200& 10studats Ci1cludiug auditors) 
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Duke Uidversity: (One daytime MBA course meets for 2 hours 15 mkiutes twice a week for six weeks, plus 
exam. Ph.D. courses are one a semester system) 

Klauce I -Fmt-year'~lauce Theory course for W.D. studeuts 
Fall 2002: 30 stude~lts. 
Fall 2001: 20 students. 
Fall 2900: 20 stuh~ts. 
Fall 1999: 20 studwts. 
Fall 199& 15 stradmts. 
Fall 1995: 15studeuts. 
Fall1994: 15stud&. 
FaIl199a: 10stud-. 
Fall 1992: 10 shadeuts. 

~ ~ R C ZIII-M - y e a r  Fiance Hedivefor PhD. students (Market Miaxstmume and Duivatiues) 
Spring 1998: 15 students. 

Venturc~andPrivattEquity 
summa2004:weebuadMBA,oneStxrioll,50 stud-. 
Fail 2003:GlobalEKcartiveMBA One-DayMiuicoum,55students. 
Fall~:D;n,~MBA,twosedions,withRebeccaZanuski,1 O O s t u ~ .  
Fall Zoo& ~ ~ E r e c o t i v eMBA,50students, *as Adva~lcedCorporate F-
Summcs W e e k 4  MBA, one d o n ,  50~tudwUs. 
Fall 2002: GlobalE x u m h  MBA One-DayMiuicwrse,50 studeuts. 
Fall 2002.Day- hfB.4, twosadions,withStephenWallenskiu, 110studem. 
Fall 200&Cr&-- MBA, 50stud-, tau&tas "AmauccdCorporateFmm" 
Fall 2081: GIobaIExecutive MBA OncDayMini- 50 students. 
Fall 2001: Day-time MBA, two dw,widlstephmwaknstdu,110 shidcuts. 
Fati 2001: C r - m  MBA, 2.5 &dents, taught% "AdvancedCorporateFi=" 
Fall 2OKk Day& MBA, two&om,with StephenWahenstein, 110 studem. 

Admud CorporateF m 
Fall 2000: Day& MBA, t w o d o n s .  70 students. 
Fall 1995: DaydmMBA, twad o n s ,  90 s t u b .  
Fall 1994: Daytime MBA, twcr secttons, 90 students. 
Fall 1998: Daytime MBA, two sections,90'sbrdents. 

Co-F-
SummerW:Week-eudMBA, o w  section,55students. 
Fall 2005: Daytimeb5A, fonrsections,210students. 
Fall1996:DaytimeMBA,two sectious, 100 &dents. 
Fall 1995: Daydme MBA,twostctiolls,100 StllW. 
Fall 1994 DaytimeMBA,two sectious, 100 students. 
Fall 199& Daytime MBA,oned o g60stndmti. 
Fall I992Daythe MBA, ow section,60sbde11$. 

UiliversitvofCaiifonlia;Berkeley (MJ3Aq ~ dPh.D..courses on semester system) 

FiumlceI -First-year Fmtce Theory course for Ph,D, students 

F d  1989: 15 studeuts. 

Fall 1988: 15 studeats. 

Fall 1987: 15 students. 
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APPENDIX Ill CONTINUED.. 

Fkmlcial Theory: Gatemy hlvestmaits elective for MBA studelits: 
S p h g  1988: Daytime MBA, two sections, 80students. 
Spring 1989:Daytime MBA, three sectious, 130studaits. 

CorporateFilce:Elective for MBA studenk: 
Fall 1990: Daytime MBA, two sectioils, 80 students. 
Fan 1990: Even@ MBA, one section, 40stude~its. 
Fall 1989:Ern~ingMBA,o i ~ .section, 40stuuits. 

Futurea aud Options:AdvanceUndwgduateEl& 
S e1989: W~th David Modest,20 students. 

Priruxton UiJversi& (Courses onsemester system): 

FbmceI -F-ear F'iTheoiycourse for W.s t u b t s  
Fall 1981: W1thRaymondHill,20 students. 
F d  1982:15studcnt.l. 
Fall 1984: 15 studem. 
Fall 1985:Wm Word Gmssman, 15 studu1ts. 
F d  1986: 15studen&. 

F dMaduts -FiuanceElectbz for WoodrowW h u  Mastersof Public Affairs students. 
Fall 1981: 25 studeds. 
Fall 1981: 25-. 
Fan 1 W25 s&dcnk 
Fan 1985:s audents. 
Fall 1986: 25 sadras. 

Topicsin Miawmnomics -Elective for WoodrowWitsoll Masters ofPublicAffairs smdmts. 
Fall 1981: 25 studem. 

' Fall 1982: 25 students. 
Fall 1985: 25 students. 

Busi~essSchoolPh.D. OversiefitC o d ,  22006-2007. 

FinanceArm F'h.D. Camittee, 20062007. 

F iArm Ikcdmat Co& 20069007. 

F iAreaShategyColud, W2007. 

Business SchoolFiaaudalLab Commit&.e,20062007. 

M W r  to AssistautProfWr Georgiw SlrwkIds 


Duke Unhs iQ 

Member, h ' s  Advisory Committee, 2002-2008. 

Membo~y, Duke Global Capital MarketsAdvisoq Committee,2000-2004. 

F i c e  Area Coo-T, Fail 1995. 

Fiuance Ph.D. ProgramAdministrator, 2000-2003.Helped with Ph.D. adrniss~olls other years. 

Health Sector Mauagemeut Curriculum Review Committee,2003. 

TeraData CenterResearch Review Committee, 2002-2004. 
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APPENDIX Il l  CONTINUED.. 

Faculty Techlology Committee, 2000. 

Organized Dukc NYSE Collference ou Market Microstructure, 1995. 

Extend  Ad Hoc Committee Chahan:  1996. 

Internal Ad Hoc Committee Chairman: 1992,1993,1995. 

hltemalAd Hoc Committee Member; 2003,2004, 

CuniculumCommittee,1995-1996. 

ElectedAcademic Cou~lcilRepresentative, 19941995. 

Rhodes Scholarship Advisov Committee, 2001-2004. 

Juuior aud SeniorFacultyR& 1992200.5,iududingn $ c ~ e w i n gat ASSAmeetings most years. 

CaruegieCase Competition Advisor, 1999-2002. 


Unkmitv of California Berkeley 

Ph.D. ProgramAdminis-, 19881991. 

Facultykxdhg, 1987-1991,iIdu&ngintenkingatASSA meetiugs. 

Ek&d Academk CouncilR e p e e ,  1988-1989. 

Adive ParticipanthBc&eley ProgramiuFie,1987-1991. 

Acbive M- iu F iInvestmentT&ogy (Executive Education) Program, 1989-1991. 


Rhodes S c h o ~ ~ r y  1984-87.C h m & e ,  

F iFaculty Reauiting, 198!?-87,inclu~interviewingatASSAmeeriagsseveral years. 

WoodmvVlrilsonQualifyhrg~Cormntttee,1984-87. 

WoodrimWhnm.Committee,198587. 

Emnomicsik-Ph.D. Admi&- 1984-85. 


NBEX Resea& Assodate, 1982-1985. 

Xnstitutefor tfie Study of Seaxities Markets, Member,Board Qfkc to r s ,1988-1992-

Ecole Nationate des Poi* et Chwees,ViL&turer, tmmeekfmancecomse, 1991,1992,1993. 

CEPRSummerWtute,Gertensee, Switmhd, Participant,Jdy 11-23,1993. 

FrankfurtUnivcmity,Guestkhn-er, PI&. lechnes on market miccostructnt~,Aug 1515.1999. 

Rhodes Scholarship Selection Committee, JBhois (1979,1980).Florida(1998,1999,2000~001,2002). 

American F iA s s d o n ,  Board of Directors,Member,2OObpresent 

NASDAQ EconomicAdvisory B o d ,  Member,ZOWpresenf. 


I~yreferet6 lOpapersperyear ,  

I occasionally serve on progamcomm3te.e~for confuences. 

Referee Reporb and F k h d  Revim, 2P004:J o d  of Fmnd Economics ( 3 ) J dofFularm (2), 

Review bf l%ancial Studies, American Economic Review, Ec~nomettica, Jounlal of Political b ~ i o r n y ,  

Jound of Economic Theory,EconomicJ o u  NSF,severalmiem for tenure or promotion. 

Utah W n w  F i l c e  Conference P r u m  Committee,2004,2005,2006. 
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APPENDIX Il l  CONTINUED.. 

s- CONSULTING 

Goodma1-hhmter a id  Compauy, 1981. Futures hadL~g,risk mauagemeut 


Pepper, Hamittoll, and Scheetz, 19841986, expert wihiess. Railroad deregulation. Reports with Robert 
we. 
Co~~sulta~itsin h~dushy &o~lomics, hc.  1983-1986, 1988, expertwihless. fk~ti-hust 

New York StockExchnw, 1987,1990,co~~sulta~~t.
Market surveillaace,hider  hading. 

Commodity Futures Tradiug Commlssio~~, Hunt silver marketmanipulation.
19861989, expertwih~ess. 

hpofi 

StaffMember,PresidentialTask Force on MarketMecharisms (Brady Commissio~~),
1987-1988. Stock 

marketcrashof 1987, stocg iudex futures, iudexa r b i w ,  portfofo inwm~ce. 

Opti011~ClearingCorparatiq 1989. C1eaiug ad settlement. 

Berkeky F ~ T e c h u d o g i c s ,1989-1991. Leuum on futmes aud options 

~ w i t n e s s f a r R o b a t G ~ 1 9 9 1 . 
~ c t a I v s . C F I Y : C r ~ ~ F u t u r e s t i c k s i E e ) . R e p o r t  
and testimony. 

Law and l h m o d x  ConsnltingGroup, 1991, mauipdation 

BARRA, 1991,mamhg marketliquidity. . 

The LongTexm CreditBank ofJ- 1991-1996iuterestxatesa ~ d 
dmidves pricing. 
NationalEcommicRawchAssociates,1996 , exputwi~ ,~es f raud ,damages .  

SalonmuB+ NVachteU,Iipton, Rosen andW,1991-1992, expertwitntss.Cocoafnturesh-adin& 

damages. Deposilion. 

I n t m d R e ~ ~ u e 
Sesvia, 1996.Expertwhes. TreasuryBond Futurestradiug. 

Justice Departmentl996. &pqtwhcss. NASDmad& makacompetitionad tick size. 

ChaseSeclbiticc.e000,ForeignExchaueeOrderElow 

~ W ~ t n e s s , A U e g e d R i a ~ o n o f N Y M E X Q ~ F u h u c ~ I n v d v i u g C a s h S e t d e d O n :, .llermms,22003-2-2004.Report 

&pwt Witness,Bani& Cold Corporation,2006200.5,pricemanipuhioudamages. 


Industry Dynamics and Valuation of Firms: Au InteMon of Corporate Fmce a d  Indushial 
oqanbtioll  


Cash Setdemev&Market Ivfa~lipulation,and the Modigbi-MillerTheorem 

TradingVohune adOverccuMeuce 

Applicati011~of Numerical Tedmiquesin Fhame 

SetdemeutNegoWm withEudogenous Discovery 

FluancialCol~tagi~~ 

Moral Hazard in Coutiuuousflme. 

Tradiugwith'hwacho11 Cosol. 

Algoridum for PriciugI .rates audDerivative Assets. 

ConthmousTradiugwith Ma~vMcmnedTdemand RiskAVU~OIL 

Optimalh i d e r  Tradiugwith Smooth Noise Order Flaw. 

Applications of complex adpisto bee. 
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USDA Universities Iliten~atiollal Tmde Consortium Meeting, December 1981. 'Market Structure, 
hdoxmatio~i, Fuhlres Markets, wd Pxicc Fonnatioll." 

! Centerfor the Study of Fuhues Markets, 1982. "A Theory of Futures Market Malipulatio~ls." 
NBER-KGSMCo~lfem~ce February 1982."The Efficie11tMarketso11Tii aud I11fonnation hEco~iomics, 
Hypothesis aid the Supply of Speculative Servks." 
Ceutre of Policy Studies ColIfereuce 011Distributional Issues ~ I IHealth Care, 1983. T h e  EEo~iomicsof 
Medid Insurance"(with PeterHardey). 
Awtrab Meetings of the Ecmometrics Society, August 1983. "Equiliiriumina Specdative Marketwith 
StrategicIuf&T-
AUiedS dScialaAssociatio~uNational Con~Itiou, December 1984. SessionChainnau.Disawaut iu 
MO sessions. 
Berkeley Propm iu FiuauccSemiuar, T& Stmegies, April, 1984 ' 'TdiqinCosts and T d ~ g  
Markeoi WhenBuyem May Have BetterUomafbu" 
NBER - NYC Confemuxon AppM011s of Gamt Thebry to Fiuanct,Demnber 1985. %formed 
Spemhioil with Jmperfkct Compctitica." 
ASSA Cowention, December 1985. *On luautivesto Acquire F % h kI u f o d o u  with Cautiuuous 
Tradillg" 
Conferencem~MarhetMakiug,J 1987, LondonSchd ofEconomia,-Markc& andOrgauized 
Ex-.* 

A S S A ~ o u , I # s c u s s a n t ( t h n e ~ l t ~ o l l s ) .  
ASSA Coxmation, December 1987. "DealerMarlretsaud OrganizedEdangs." 

! Discover Cal,Bedeky, February 12,1988. Discdon ofstock market crash. 

i FhuandalInvestmentT&ology Propam,Bakeky, February 1988. Cechrreson fumesmarkets. 

i M t u h n a l  hmsbrPensionRoundatable, LosAxqdes, February 25,1988. P a d  discussionon the stock 
marketcrash.1 
NBER C d m ,Cambri*, MA March 10-11.1988. hd discussionon the stock-t crash 
Berkeley Program in F m aSemiuar:Stockand F iMarkets:Lessons audRwpecb,March 28-30. 
1989,SamBarbara,Ck "WhatHappenedDutingheWeek of the Crashs(withTerryMarsfi). 
WellsFargoIweshnentAdvisors~,SauF~,Apri l l l ,1 9 8 8 . ~ m 0 f c h e s t o d t m a r k e t  
crash. 

CRSPSemiuar,DrakeHotel,Cbicago, May 1988.Paqeldiscnssiou. CausesaudbusequencesoftheStock 

MarketC d  

hutihlteforKduciiuyEducation, Carmel\talley. Ranch,C k  May 1988.P a d  dircussion on the1987stock 

marketcrash. 

Westuuh o m i c  Assoc, Meetings,July 1,1988. 

lkkdey Program m Fmce Snoinar. 011Tmdiugand Fud Mamgumut:Thc Rok of Tuhology. 

September23227,1988, S i i 4  CA. CosrgaizmbithTeny Marsh). 

CaIBnsiuewAlumni,MeridianHotel, ?miFraucisos,October20,1988, discussionon"IheStodkMarket 

Gash: A Yearand aDay Later." 

Azh+medF& TechpoioeySemiuar of Fumes ?darkets,December 610,1989, Tokyo, lecaneswith 

David Modest 

Chicap Board ofTrade Colfereuce011Fu- MarketReguMo~i,November 19,1988, Mayflower Hotel, 

W&@oii, D.C., ''Tradhg Haltsaud.Price M&." 

ASSA Co~~veutioii,
December 1988. Dbcussa~t 
ASSA Cotlventiol~, December 1988, "EstimahghihadayPriceVolatility during the Crash, presented partof 
"Irnproviug the Performuice of the Stock Marketn 
btitntefor QuautitativeResearch uiFitm~ce (Q-Group), Spriug Seminar, Orliudo,Rorida,April 18,1989, 
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"An h~hlitive Inttoductio~l to Agency Theory with Applications to Money Mauageme1ltn 
New York Stock Exchange AcademicSemu~ar, May 5,1989. Rouldtable discussio~l. 
STEP-CEPR Semiuar, Bocco~li Uuiversity, M i l  Italy, May 26,1989. "Smart Money, Noise T d l g ,  and 
Stock Price Behavior." 
University of BOIUI Summer Workshop, Bo~m W. Germany, J n ~ e  2gJuly 8, 1989, hivited guest 
French F m c e  Associatioll Co~ferem (AFFI),Juue 28,1989, "SmartMoney, Noise T&q and Stock 
Price Behavior." 
New York S t o d r E x h ~ n d o n  o~~MarfretSchool of Economics Co~lFm~ce Microstructure, h i ~ d o u ,  
Faglad, November 15,1989. Discussant. 
WashingtDil U16vwsity, Regional F m c eCoIlfere11ce,November 1990,lectureon d lgwi ihasynnnehic 
i u f 0 ~ 0 1 l .  
University of Iowa, MarketMimstructllre Collfemm, November 1990. W e r  Markets and Ch&ml 
Exchanp.es." 
ChicagoBoard &Trade C w f .VaxkMtUuiversity, Ikctmba3,1990. Discussant 
ASSA Conytntion,W- D.C, DecembaSO, 1990.Sessionchair. 
~ e y R o g r a m i n F ~ ~ 5 7 , 1 9 9 2 . ~ t  
A d a m  FederalResem Bank, February 20,199e.Discussaut 
New York Stock Confkmxx, Las Angeles, CaMomia, March, 1992. Discussant 
( h m o d i ~FuhnW Tradingc€Immis$on,March 3031,1992. 
Konstanz,Gumany, April 34,1992. "Inkrkqmral MaTradh~.." 
Jerusalem,Mar& 11,1992. %te&mpral IusklerTd&..a 
WestesllF m a  -on, Jum%24,1992. Diswsaat 
Stockholm, M e u ,-&wt 2 1 - a  1m."MarktFailurcsand the -on of F dMarkets." 
AlliedS dScba=sAssxiahon,Jawary57.1993. Dipcussant 

Berkeley Programin Fluana, LakeTahac, Womb,March 1416,1993. WacilceS--
AILied SocialScimcesAssociation, Bosfon,January 36,1994. Discussaut 
WesaanFinanceAsm&tion, SantaFe, Juue 23-26,1994. 
NationalBurcau &Economic Reseafih Confereucc, Key M,Florida,july 11-12.1994. -t 
FedtralRescrwe Bank ofAtlanta Miami, March 34,1995. D'1Scussant. 

CK:roupC o n f wNovcmbtr22-eS, 1995. "Active -t" 
AUied SocialSdenasAssociation,San Fmmko, 1996. Sessionchair. 
Berkeley Programin Fluance,!hta Bahua, t3eptmk-rMaoba 1,1996. Essay iu HolmofF& 
Black. 
WesternF m ; u u : e ~ o nMeetings,Los AugelqJuue 19,1999, discussant 
DukeUniversityGlobalC;lpibal b4arket.s Ceuter,Conference onBoud MarlrttMi-, Washiugtou 
DC,October 19,1999, presenter. 
SIR CA MhJGonferwce on Insider Tmdiu&Sydney, Austda, November 5,1999, keynote speaker, 
W e r  Tm3ug.F 
DukeUanaistyGlobalCamMarkets Center,ChfetenceouHedgeFunds,Duhm,N ,November 19, 
1999, moderator. 
NBER Asset F'riciug Conference, BWU, May S,2WO, d i s t m t  
WesternF m c eAssociatioq Sun Valley,Idaho,Jw21-24,2000, -L 
Review of b l ~ o m i c  Studks CoiIference, FrauMurt,w , Jtme 30,2000, *Co~~tagion y as aWealth 
Effect" 
FederalReserveBade ofAtlanta CoiIfereilce,A h t a ,  September 15,2000, "Co~l@po~ias aWealthEffeet" 
Federal Reserve Balk of Atlanta CotIfem~ce on ERilifllce, October 14,20OO,discussa11t 
Berkeley Program i l  Firnice, Squaw Valley, CA, March 17,2001, program &scussallt 
ASSA Meetings,New Orlea~s, LA,January 6,2001, "Colltagioll asa Wealth Effect" 
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Q-Group, Tampa, FL, April 4,2001,"Co11ta~o11as a Wealth Effect." 

Westen] Finance Assn., Tucson, AZ,June 22-23,2001,session chair Market M~aostructure),disc~~sa~t. 

New York StockExcha~ige Confereice, Zustitutio~~alTrading, 
Palm Beach, FL,Dcc. 6,2001,sessionchair. 

Utah Wulter F i ~ c eConference,Salt Lake City, Utah,Februay 26-28,discussaut 

RFSCo~lference,Nordnvesteni U~~iversity, 
April 26-28,2002,discussant 

Federal Resaw Baukofh ! aCollference on Vel~hnz CapitalSeaIslau& GA,May 24,2002,discussant. 

Conferaxe in Hoilor of David Whitcomb, Rutgers Uuiversity, October 11,2002, discussant. 

SEC Roundtable Discussion onMarket ' l h w a ~ ~ ~ c y , 
November 12,2002,prficipant 

NYSERoundtable Discussion011M&t Q d i ~ 
Statistics,Dccember6,2002,participiil~t 

ASSA Cawention, Jau~ary4,2003,session chair.
GII@&XI, 

UtahWintu F'icc Couference,February6,2003,discussa~t 

FRBAdauia Cxfemxe  on Buskss MethodPalmts, Seabhd,GA, April 3,2003,discussaut. 

NBERMarket MiaostruchneMeetiug, Chicago,April 12.2003.dismwu~t 

ASS& SanDiego,January5,2004,discussaut 

UtahmiterF i a  Werence, February 5,2004,dkmsaut. 

DukJNYSE coufe~p~ce
011 hemdollal CmIistineg, Sarasota, FL, March 11-13,Duke GCMC 
re-. 
NewYork StockExchange Cod-, MarketMirrostru- hbBeach, FI.+December12,2003,p a d  
OII marketr n i m c t u r e .  
FRBAdautaCoufm~eonMarbetTaasparmcy,~SeaIsland,GA,l5,2~,~ 

W F i c e  Symposium,Houg Kong, uA%o-Fad~r Mod4 of Value a d  Grawth with 

AdplstmentCosts: Deoember13,2004. 

Keynote Speaker, 'bvelfth Annual Coufc~ceon The 'Ihmrics ad Practices of !kcssities Markets, 

Naiioual Sun Yat-sen Uuiversity, Kaohsiung, Taha5 "hider Tradiug and Caporate -" 

December 17,204. 

Ass& F'hiladW.Jauw 8,2005,-

UtahWintalhaaa CoIlfuma, February 10,2005,discus& 

c ~ G c o + T e & I u t e m a t i o u d F ~ C o ~ A s s l ~ a u t L e c t u r e , % t U ~ a n d  
Ratiollal w o r n :  A Rimer,'' April 8,2005. 

Oxford F iSummerSympo&m, aATwo-FactorModelofvalue audGrowthwithA@sfmmt&ts," 

Juue15,2005. 

Col- on I u f d o n  a dBehavioralBii inF dMarkets. F m d a d hRam& Areces, Madrid, 
"hhtanpotal~ssetAi&~~odel+dhShategicWonnedlhdiugad Risk-AverseMadrethfakms'3uly 
8,2005. 

Oxford SummerF'iceSymposium,"ATwo-Fador Model of Value and Gmwth." Jme16,2005. 
Confemlce on Idonnation @Fkldoral  Biasesiu f i ~ c i aF+uket~, Madrid, Spain, "Anb p o r d  
Asset F'riciug Model S-c Informed Tradingand Risk-Averse MarketMakers,"July 7,2005. 
Alpha StsategiesCo11fereuce011Quautitative Money Ma@r.ma~tt c~mmentator,April 10.123006-

&rend011 Lecium in F 12-14,zoo6.
iuStcckPrice Dpmuicsand Iudwtq Equilibrium,"J~~~ 
LSE C o b =  011NewDireciio1~- AssetPricingandRisk 'Dynamic S ~ c h f o m e d  
TradiupwihRisk-Averse MarketMakers,"Juue 16,2006. 

Western Fi1~11ceAssociation. session chair, discusswtJune 21-22.2005. 

EuropeanSummerSymposiumiuRmcidMarkets, Gemixee, Switzeriand,focus sessiolichair,July 2 4  

28,2006. 
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IIWl'nm l-m'MmrnRESEARCH SEMINARS 

School of O r p d o n  aud Management, Yale U~liversity, March 1982. 
New York University, April 1983. 
Australia11 National University, October 1983. 
U ~ d i t yof New England, Armidale, NSW, AustraIia, October 1983. 
Aushalian Graduate School of Malagemellt, University of New South Wales, October 1983. 

r b t r e  of Policy Studies, Mollash University, Melbourne, August 1983 aid November 1983. 
School of Qrganhtion and Managemcait,;Yae University, March 1984. 
Columbia University BusinessSchool,April 1984. 
Uuiversity of Rocbester, April 1984. 
NBER Trade Group, April 1984. 
NBER Fmcial Ibhkets Group, November 1984. 
HanardBusiness school,May 1985, 
Univusity of ChicagoBusiness!khool, May 1985. 
KclloggGraduate School of Mamgumat,N o r h w e m  Unkr&y, May 1985. 
Sloan School,ha,Obober 1985. 
Graduate School ofBuniness. StaufordUniversity, March 1986. 
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Scope and Methodology 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted 
Government Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan and 
perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a 
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. 
We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. 

Scope. We performed our audit from April 2008 to August 2008. Our audit 
scope included a review of the CSE and Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment 
program, as requested. Although our audit scope focused on TM's oversight of 
the CSE firms, we also considered the role of other Commission divisions and 
offices (for a Commission wide perspective) in the oversight of the CSE firms. 

Our scope emphasized the CSE firms (especially Bear Steams) that do not have 
a principal regulator because the Commission has much greater oversight 
responsibility for these firms. Our period of review was from October 2002 until 
August 2008. However, it varied depending on the nature of the issue. The 
scope of our review considered when: 

Bear Steams collapsed; 

The subprime mortgage crisis started to become apparent (based on our 
audit work, we used December 2006); 

Two of Bear Steams' managed hedge funds collapsed; and 

The CSE program began and the Commission issued the Order for the 
particular.firm. 

Lastly, our scope either did not include or was limited in the following areas: 

We completed our audit fieldwork prior to September 15,2008 when 
Lehman Brothers announced it would file for bankruptcy protection and 
Bank of America announced that it agreed to acquire Merrill Lynch & Co. 
As a result, our fieldwork did not emphasize these firms, unlike Bear 
Stearns; 

We did not evaluate the effect(s), if any, that mark to market (i,e., "fair 
value") accounting had on the valuation of mortgage securities and the 
ensuing write-downs which subsequently caused the firms to raise capital; 

We did not evaluate the role of rating agencies in the securitization 
process of mortgage loans; 
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We did not visit the CSE firms and perform an independent assessment 
of the firm's risk management systems (e.g., internal controls, models, 
etc.), or their financial condition (e.g., compliance with capital and liquidity 
requirements). As a result, we may not have identified certain findings 
and recommendations (i.e., improvements); 

We did not determine (i.e., recalculate and determine the accuracy) of the 
capital and liquidity data provided by the CSE firms to TM. OClE and TM 
performed some inspection testing on the financial data during the 
application inspection. Also, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 
(FINRA) routinely performs inspection testing on the registered broker- 
dealers capital calculation; 

We did not determine the cause of Bear Steams' collapse. For instance, 
some individuals have speculated that short sellers may have caused 
Bear Steams' collapse by intentionally spreading false rumors. This issue 
is beyond the scope of this audit; 

The CSE program consists of four interrelated activities: an application 
process, inspections, the review of required filings, and periodic meetings 
with CSE staff.lg3 We performed limited testing on some of these 
processes, as discussed below:lg4 

o 	TM relies mainly on meetings with the CSE staff to administer the 
CSE program. As a result, we viewed compliance testing in this 
area to have limited value; instead we (our expert, primarily) 
focused on the substance of these meetings. Thus, we excluded 
the meeting process from our compliance testing; and 

o 	In July 2007, in response to a GAO audit report (as discussed in 
the Prior Audit Coveraqe of this Appendix); Chairman Cox 
transferred the responsibility for conducting inspections of the 
consolidated entity from OClE to TM. OClE retained within the 
Commission, the responsibility for conducting inspections on the 
CSE's broker-dealers. TM had not completed any of these 
inspections as of mid-September 2008. As a result, we only 
performed limited compliance testing on TM's inspection process. 
Instead, we emphasized the design of the TM inspection program; 

The Congressional request also asked the OIG to investigate the closing 
of a Commission enforcement investigation involving Bear Steams. This 
issue is beyond the scope of this audit, but is the subject of a separate 
investigative report; and 

The role of federal regulators (e.g., the U.S. Department of Treasury) in 
the sale of Bear Stearns to JP Morgan is beyond the scope of this audit. 

1g3 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Comoanv Suoervision Proaram Descriotion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http:llwww.sec.govldivisions/marketreg/hcsupewision.htm~. 

lg4 The purpose of our testing was to determine whether the CSE program is compliant with its policies and 
procedures and the CSE rule. 
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Methodology. Our methodology included reviewing required filings, inspection 
reports, and documentation surrounding periodic meetings between TM and 
CSE staff. We also reviewed other types of supporting documentation such as 
TM's policies and procedures, prior GAO audit reports, newspaper articles, etc. 
We also conducted interviews with staff from the Commission, CSE firms, GAO, 
and the FRBNY. 

Lastly, we hired a contractor (i-e., an expert) to provide us with technical 
expertise.'" The expert reviewed the adequacy of TM's review of models, 
scenario analysis, etc; as well as, the associated internal risk management 
controls. We have incorporated the expert's opinions, findings, and 
recommendations into this audit report. The expert focused his review on the 
Commission's oversight of Bear Steams. 

InternalIManagement Controls. We did not review management controls 
because they did not pertain to the audit's objectives. However, we identified 
several improvements in the CSE program's internal controls (e.g., tracking of 
issues). 

Use of Computer-Processed Data. We relied on data from the Commission's 
Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment (BDRA) computer system. Firms use the BDRA 
system to electronically transmit filings (and BDRA stores the filing) to TM. The 
BDRA system does not process any of the data contained in the filings. As a 
result, we considered the relevant risks to be: 

TM's failure to receive a filing sent by a firm; and 

Whether information in the BDRA system could be compromised 
(information security risks). 

We did not identify any instances where TM failed to receive a filing that a CSE 
firm transmitted through the system. However, TM told us about situations 
where finn filings made under the Broker-Dealer Risk Assessment program did 
not completely transmit to TM through the BDRA system. Given how we used 
the BDRA data in this audit, if a similar situation occurred with the CSE filings, 
we would have been aware because the firms transmit the filings at known 
intervals (e.g., month end). 

We considered the risk surrounding information security. The Commission's 
Office of lnformation Technology recently certified and accredited the BDRA 
system, as required by the Federal lnformation Security Management Act of 
2002. Therefore, we believe that we can rely upon the information in the BDRA 
system as it pertains to information security. 

195 See Appendix Ill for our expert's (Albert "Peten Kyle) Curriculum Vitae. 
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We identified a few issues with the BDRA system, but they do not affect the 
reliability of the data. We discuss the issues in our related audit report (No. 446-
B). 

Judgmental Sample. We judgmentally selected twenty issues that TM or OClE 
staff identified for our testing on TM's tracking of material issues (see Report 
Finding No. 5). Our sample included issues from all the CSE firms including 
those with principal regulators, although our audit work emphasized Bear 
Steams. We generally selected specific issues such as an internal control 
weakness, as opposed to more generic issues (e.g., exposure to subprime). We 
selected samples from: 

The TM action memo recommending that the Commission 

OClE inspection reports; andig6 

The monitoring staffs monthly memoranda (which discuss significant 
issues) to senior TM management. 

Although we believe that our sampling methodology is reasonable and 
representative, our results should not be projected onto the universe of issues. 

Use of Technical Assistance. We received technical assistance from an 
expert, as discussed in the Methodology section of this Appendix. His expertise 
is described in his Curriculum Vitae in Appendix Ill. 

Prior Audit Coverage. GAO Report Financial Market Regulation: Arrencies 
Engaged in Consolidated Su~ervision Can Strenqthen Performance 
Measurement and Collaboration, GAO Report 07-1 54,dated March 15, 2007 on 
strengthening performance measurement and collaboration for the agencies 
(i.e.,the Federal Reserve, Commission, and the Office of Thrift Supervision 
(OTS)) involved in consolidated supervision. They made several 
recommendations involving the Commission: 

GAO Recommendation: 	 To better assess the Commission's achievements, 
the Chairman of the Commission should direct his 
staff to develop program objectives and performance 
measures that are specific to the CSE program. 

The Commission has developed program objectives and performance measures. 
These documents are available on the Commission's website.Ig7 

196 We did not use TM's inspection reports because they had not completed any inspections (as of when we 
performed our testing) since the Chairman transferred (from OClE to TM) the inspection authority for the 
consolidated entity. Lastly, TM has implemented an automated method to track the inspection issues 
(i.e., findings). 

I97 Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Company Supervision Proaram Descri~tion. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http:/lwww.sec.gov/divisionslmarketreglhcsupervision.htm~. 
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GAO Recommendation: 	 To ensure they are promoting consistency with 
primary bank and functional supervisors and are 
avoiding duplicating the efforts of these supervisors, 
the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, the Director of 
the OTS, and the Chairman of the Commission 
should also direct their staffs to identify additional 
ways to more effectively collaborate with primary bank 
and functional supervisors. Some of the ways they 
might consider accomplishing this include: 

Ensuring common understanding of how the 
respective roles and responsibilities of primary bank 
and functional supervisors and of consolidated 
supervisors are being applied and defined in 
decisions regarding the examination and supervision 
of institutions; and 

Developing appropriate mechanisms to monitor, 
evaluate, and report jointly on results. 

In response to Bear Steams' collapse, the Commission and the Federal Reserve 
have agreed on a MOU involving coordination and information sharing. 

GAO Recommendation: 	 To take advantage of the opportunities to promote 
better accountability and limit the potential for 
duplication and regulatory gaps, the Chairman of the 
Federal Reserve, the Director of OTS, and the 
Chairman of the Commission should foster more 
systematic collaboration among their agencies to 
promote supervisory consistency, particularly for firms 
that provide similar services. In particular, the 
Chairman of the Commission and the Director of the 
OTS should jointly clarify accountability for the 
supervision of the CSEs that are also thrift holding 
companies and work to reduce the potential for 
duplication. 

The Chairman and the Director of OTS are still discussing the jurisdictional 
issues raised by the recommendation. This issue was recently discussed at a 
Congressional hearing.lg8 

GAO Recommendation: 	 The Chairman of the Commission should direct the 
staff to develop and publicly release explicit written 

Ig8 Source: Risk Management and its Implications for Systemic Risk Before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee 
on Securities, Insurance, and Investment on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 110'~ Cong. (June 19, 
2008) (statement of Erik Sini, Director of TM, Commission). 
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guidance for supervision of CSEs. This guidance 
should clarify the responsibilities and activities of the 
OClE and TM's responsibilities for administering the 
CSE program. 

The Chairman transferred the inspection authority of the consolidated entity from 
OCIE to TM. Ig9However, as discussed in the audit report, TM and OClE can 
still improve collaboration. Lastly, the Commission developed and publicly 
released written guidance describing the CSE program (e.g.,TM's roles and 
responsibilities). 

199 The transfer was in response to a GAO audit report (Financial Market Reaulation: Aaencies Enuaued in 
Consolidated Suoervision Can Strenuthen Performance Measurement and Collaboration. Report 07-
154, March 15,2007) recommendation. In response to the report Chairman Cox told GAO: "To 
implement this recommendation, Ihave carefully considered the question of which organizational 
structure will best achieve the goal of the CSE program. Ihave concluded that the success of the CSE 
programwill be best ensured if the supervision of the CSE firms is fully integrated with, rather than 
merely coordinated with, the detailed onsite testing that is done of the documented controls at CSE 
firms. As a result, I have decided to transfer responsibility for on-site testing of the CSE holding 
company controls to the Division of Market Regulation [now called TM]. This will better align the testing 
and supervision components of the CSE program, will strengthen its prudential character, and will most 
efficiently utilize the Commission's resources. With the new structure, ongoing supervision activities will 
be more directly informed by the results of focused testing of controls, and field inspections will be more 
precisely targeted using information from ongoing supervisory work. In addition, the Commission's 
expertise related to the prudential supervision of securities firms will be concentrated in the Division of 
Market Regulation, which will foster improved communication and coordination among the staff 
responsible for administering various components of the CSE program." The Chairman made his 
decision after carefully evaluating proposals from TM and OCIE, and after consulting with the four other 
Commissioners, who unanimously supported the decision to consolidate CSE oversight under TM. 
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List of Recommendations 

Recommendation I: 
The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System and the Basel Committee should: (1) reassess 
the guidelines and rules regarding the Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) 
firms' capital levels; and (2) identify instances (e.g., a firm's credit rating is 
downgraded, or its unsecured debt trades at high spreads over Treasuries) when 
firms should be required to raise additional capital, even if the firm otherwise 
appears to be well capitalized according to CSE program requirements. 

Recommendation2: 
The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Board of Govemors 
of the Federal Reserve System, should reassess pillar 2 of the Basel II 
framework and the Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) program guidelines 
regarding liquidity and make appropriate changes to the CSE program's liquidity 
requirements. Changes should describe assumptions CSE firms should be 
required to make about availability of secured lending in times of stress 
(including secured lending from the Federal Reserve) and should spell out 
circumstances in which CSE firms should be required to increase their liquidity 
beyond levels currently contemplated by CSE program liquidity requirements. 

Recommendation 3: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that it adequately 
incorporates a firm's concentration of securities into the Consolidated Supervised 
Entity (CSE) program's assessment of a firm's risk management systems (e.g., 
internal controls, models, etc.) and more aggressively prompts CSE firms to take 
appropriate actions to mitigate such risks. 

Recommendation4: 
The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Board of Governors 
of the Federal Reserve System, should reassess the Consolidated Supervised 
Entity (CSE) program's policy regarding leverage ratio limits and make a 
determination as to whether, and under what circumstances, to impose leverage 
ratio limits on the CSEs. 
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Recommendation5: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) should ensure that: (1) the 
Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firms have specific criteria for reviewing 
and approving models used for pricing and risk management, (2) the review and 
approval process conducted by the CSE firms is performed in an independent 
manner by the CSEs' risk management staff, (3) each CSE firms' model review 
and approval process takes place in a thorough and timely manner, and (4) 
impose limits on risk taking by firms in areas where TM determines that risk 
management is not adequate. 

Recommendation6: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should be more skeptical of Consolidated 
Supervised Entity firms risk models and work with regulated firms to help them 
develop additional stress scenarios that may or may not have not have been 
contemplated as part of the prudential regulation process. 

Recommendation7: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) should be involved in formulating 
action plans for a variety of stress or disaster scenarios, even if the plans are 
informal, including plans for every stress scenario that the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity (CSE) firms use in risk management, as well as plans for 
scenarios that TM believes might happen but are not incorporated into CSE 
firms' risk management. 

Recommendation 8: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should take steps to ensure that mark 
disputes do not provide an occasion for Consolidated Supervised Entity firms to . . 

inflate the combined capital of two firms by using inconsistent marks. 

Recommendation 9: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should encourage the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity (CSE) firms to present VaR and other risk management data 
in a useful manner, which is consistent with how the CSE firms use the 
information internally and which allows risk factors to be applied consistently to 
individual desks. 

Recommendation 10: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity take appropriate valuation deductions for illiquid, hard-to-value 
assets and appropriate capital deductions for stressed repos, especially stressed 
repos where illiquid securities are posted as collateral. 
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Recommendation I 1: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM), in consultation with the Chairman's 
Office, should discuss risk tolerance with the Board of Directors and senior 
management of each Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firm to better 
understand whether the actions of CSE firm staff are consistent with the desires 
of the Board of Directors and senior management. This information would 
enable TM to better assess the effectiveness of the firms' risk management 
systems. 

Recommendation 12: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should require compliance with the existing 
rule that requires external auditors to review the Consolidated Supervised Entity 
firms' risk management control systems or seek Commission approval in 
accordance with the Administrative Procedures AC?" for this deviation from the 
current rule's requirement. 

Recommendation 13: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that reviews of a firm's 
Contingency Funding Plan include an assessment of a Consolidated Supervised 
Entity firm's internal and external communication strategies. 

Recommendation 14: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should develop a formal automated process 
to track material issues identified by the monitoring staff to ensure that they are 
adequately resolved. At a minimum, the tracking system should provide the 
following information: 

The source of the issue; 

When the issue was identified; 

Who identified the issue; 

The current status of the issue (e.g., new developments); 

When the issue was resolved; and 

How the issue was resolved. 

200 The Administrative Procedures Act (5 U.S.C. $500 et. seq.,) sets forth the basic procedural requirements 
for agency rulemaking. It generally requires (1) publication of a notice of proposed rulemaking in the 
Federal Register, (2) opportunity for public participation in rulemaking by submission of written 
comments, and (3) publication of a final rule and accompanying statement of basis and purpose not less 
than 30 days before the rule's effective date. 
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Recommendation 15: 

The Division of Trading and Markets should: (1) reassess all the prior Office of 

Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) issues to ensure that no 

significant issues are unresolved (given the belief that OCIE followed up); and (2) 

follow up on all significant issues. 


Recommendation 16: 

The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that they complete all phases 

of a firm's inspection process before recommending that the Securities and 

Exchange Commission allow any additional Consolidated Supervised Entity firms 

the authority to use the alternative capital method. 


Recommendation 17: 

The Divisions of Corporation Finance (CF) and Trading and Markets (TM) should 

take concrete steps to improve their collaboration efforts and should determine 

whether TM's information on the Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firms 

could be used by CF in its review of the CSE firms. 


Recommendation 18: 

The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) and the Office of Compliance 

Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) should develop a collaboration agreement 

(e.g., discussing information sharing) that maintains a clear delineation of 

responsibilities between TM and OCIE with respect to the Consolidated 

Supervised Entity program. They should inform the Chairman's Office of any 

disagreement(s) so that the issue@) can be resolved. 


Recommendation 19: 

The Division of Trading and Markets and the Office of Risk Assessment should 

develop an agreement outlining their roles and responsibilities, as well as 

methods for information sharing such as communicating project results. These 

two offices should inform the Chairman's Office of any disagreement(s) so that 

the issue(s) can be resolved. 


Recommendation20: 

The Division of Corporation Finance should: ( I )  develop internal guidelines for 

reviewing filings in a timely manner, and (2) track and monitor compliance with 

these internal guidelines. 


Recommendation21: 

The Division of Corporation Finance (CF) should (1) establish a policy outlining 

when firms are expected to substantively respond to issues raised in CF's 

comment letters, and (2) track and monitor compliance with this policy. 
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Recommendation22: 

Chairman Cox should create a Task Force led by the Office of Risk Assessment 

(ORA) with staff from the Divisions of Trading and Markets, and Investment 

Management, and the Office of Compliance lnspections and Examinations. The 

Task Force should perform an analysis of large firms with customer accounts 

that hold significant amounts of customer funds and have unregulated entities, to 

determine the costs and benefits of supervising these firms on a consolidated 

basis. If the Task Force ultimately believes that the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (Commission) should supervise these firms on a consolidated 

basis, it should make a recommendation to the Commission that involves 

seeking the necessary statutory authority to oversee these firms on a 

consolidated basis. 


Recommendation 23: 

The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Chairman's office, 

should determine what additional changes need to be made to the Consolidated 

Supervised Entity (CSE)program in light of the collapse of Bear Steams and 

changing economic environment. 


Recommendation 24: 

The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) should fill critical existing positions, 

and consider what any additional staff it believes will be needed to carry out the 

CSE program's function going forward. TM should also establish milestones for 

completing each phase of an inspection and implement a procedure to ensure 

that the milestones are met. 


Recommendation 25: 

The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Office of 

Compliance lnspections and Examinations and the Commission's Ethics office, 

should develop an ethics manual. 


Recommendation 26: 

The Division of Trading and Markets should continue to seek out ways to 

increase its communication, coordination, and information sharing with the 

Federal Reserve and other Federal Regulators. 
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Chairman Cox's Comments 

September 25, 2008 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: H.David Kotz 
Inspector General 

FROM: Christopher Cox 
Chairman 

SUBJECT: Draft Report on SEC's Oversight of Bear Stearns and Related 
Entities: The Consolidated Supervised Entities Program 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft Report on SEC's Oversight 
of Bear Stearns and Related Entities: The Consolidated Supervised Entities 
Program. I welcome your report and recommendations on the CSE program. 

There is much value that the agency can take from an independent and 
arms-length review of its programs, and your report provides an invaluable and 
fresh perspective for the agency to carefully review and consider. The staff of the 
Division of Trading and Markets and the Division of Corporation Finance, who as 
you know have been working around the clock for months in the current market 
turmoil, have provided detailed comments on specific aspects of the analysis in the 
report. As head of the agency, I would like to address your major findings and 
recommendations. 

Your report makes 26 specific recommendations to improve the CSE 
program, all of which are well-considered and worthy of support. Some of these 
recommendations had already been undertaken and many will have potential 
applicability beyond the CSE program. 

Your report also underscores the fundamental flaw with the CSE program 
that I have reported to the Congress on several occasions in recent months: 
voluntary regulation does not work. When Congress passed the Gramm-Leach- 
Bliley Act, it failed to give the SEC or any agency the authority to regulate certain 
large investment bank holding companies. Because of the lack of explicit statutory 
authority for the Commission to regulate the large investment bank holding 
companies, the Commission in 2004 created a voluntary program, the Consolidated 
Supervised Entities program, in an effort to £illthis regulatory gap. 
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The inherent weakness of the CSE program from the beginning was that 
investment banks could opt in or out of supervision voluntarily. The program had 
no explicit statutory authority to require these investment bank holding companies 
to report their capital, maintain liquidity, or submit to leverage requirements. The 
fact that investment bank holding companies could withdraw from this voluntary 
supervision at  their discretion diminished the perceived mandate of the CSE 
program, and weakened its effectiveness in a number of ways. 

Lacking a statutory mandate to regulate these investment bank holding 
companies, the CSE program was patterned after the regulation of commercial bank 
holding companies. I t  used the capital and liquidity measurement approaches from 
the commercial banking world -with unfortunate results. 

Thus, a s  your report confirms, a t  the time of its near-failure Bear Stearns 
had a capital cushion well above what was required to meet supervisory standards 
calculated under the internationally-accepted Base1 framework and the Federal 
Reserve's "well capitalized standard for bank holding companies. 

Your report also highlights the consequences of a critical issue that existed 
throughout the financial services sector. Prior to the spring of 2008, the bank risk 
models in use throughout the US., including those relied upon by the CSE firms, 
did not include scenarios premised on a total mortgage meltdown on a scale so 
devastating that  it would cause the failure of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 
Throughout this year, national and international banking regulators have worked to 
strengthen and improve the capital and liquidity standards that are used 
throughout the banking system. The SEC has been a leader in this process through 
institutions like the Base1 Committee on Banking Supervision, the Senior 
Supervisors Group, the Financial Stability Forum, and the International 
Organization of Securities Commissions. Those efforts are ongoing and vital. 

I am pleased that  the SEC has already undertaken several of the actions 
listed in your recommendations, and look forward to working with you to implement 
others. Thank you for your role in helping to ensure that the SEC is faithfully 
executing its mission to protect investors, facilitate capital formation, and maintain 
fair and orderly markets. 
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Management's Comments 

MANAGEMENT'S COMBlENTARY' 

Tho Division of Trading and Markets ("Division") appreciates the opportunityto 
coininexkt on the Ofice of Inspector General C'OIG") Report "SEC's Oversigl~t of Bear 
Stearns and Related Entities: The Consolidated Supervised Entity Program" ("OIG 
Report"). This comment process is of critical importance to the Division because 
previous modes of feedback to OIG have proven ineffective in correctingwhat the 
Division believes are factual errors and unsupported conolusions. This OIG Report 
therefore becomes the mechanism by which the Division can attemptto set the record 
straight. 

We believe the OIG Report is fundanentally flawed in its process, premises, analysis, 
and hey findings. The Division understands the importance of an active and independent 
OIG, and supports 111and fair investigations of mattersby the OIG. However, with 
respect to this OIG Report, the Division's calls to correctmistakes, misumletstanding, 
and misrepresentations have had limited effect on the final document It is our view that 
theresuhing OIG Report startsfrom incorr.ectassumptionsand reaches inaccurate, 
unrealistic, and impracticable conclusions. 

Few would argaeBatthe*demise,ofBearStearns was asignificanteventfortheU.S. 
fmrmcialmarkets. This demise deserves a danalysisto assess its causes and to 
presctibe fiaureactions. This OIG Report' does not provide suchan analysis;rather, it 
attemptsto explain Bear's collapse in nutshell fashiort The Divisionbelieves that the 
010Report isflawed in several respects. 

& a t k x h ~ l c lmatter, the Division believes it was not providedwitha fair and 
rneanin&I processto addressthe issues raisedinthe OIG Report. In particulm: 

r 	 OIG failed to intendewthe Division's senior manapmententSeniormanagerswere 
in aposition to address many of the concerns raisedinthe OIG Report and 
provideinformationtheaOIGcould n o t o wk m staffwokpapem.

* 	OIGdid not intervisw Bear Steamsmanagersregding  d c a l  aspects of the 
OIG Report. Firm.management constitutesap h m y  source ofW~mationthat 
could serve to me-1y support or refttte anumber of the OIG Repart's 
statementsaboutthe Divjsion2sCSE supervisionof the firm. Sucha o~ss-check 
and vd1cation should be inmrporatedin sucha OIGReport. 
OIG's expert spent only three hours %i& DiGsion staffbefw preparing his 
portions of ale OIG Report The issues associatedwith supervision of a complex 
f m such as Bear Steams cannot be evaluatedwithout developing a context for 
the infamation Without the benefit of conversationswith Division staff, suoh 
contex* is missing mid the OIG's conclusions are datined to lackproper 
foundations. 

* 	 Large portions of OIG's Report -and in particular the portion prepared by the 
OIG expert-rely extensively, if not exclusively, on infomation contained in 
informal Divison staff  mem~randathatrecordednotes, not find conclusions, md 
do not represent d l  the fads or work perhrmed by Division staff, These notes 
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'Illis chain of events mises very significant questions about the supenision of all types of 
financial institutions, not just investment banks. For our part, the Division has engaged 
with domestic and internationalregulators in a concerted effort to answerwhat are very 
bndamental questions about how large and complex fmancial institutions should be 
supervised, capitalized, and kept liquid. With respect to Bear Steams, the staff applied the 
relevant international standards for holditlg company capital adequacy in a conservative 
mamer,.and added a holding company liquidity requirement: and yet they could not 
withstanda '%unsn-the-bank" Where the globally accepted standards required an eight 
foot high levee, Division staffraised aten foot levee, which was ofcourse little use in fhe 
face of a' f 3 k n  foot storm surge. The relevant question now%not whethtxthe levees 
were hi@ enough, because they clearly were breached. Rather, the central issue is 
whether levee systems, no matterhow hi&, aEord suff~cimtprotection fromthe financial 
environment, or arc additionalmeasures needed to complement the levees? 

In particular, thm is widespread mgnit ion that the international standards forholding 
companycapitaladequacy, relied uponby both commercial and investmefit banks, 
requirerevision. Also, new standardsfor iiyidity need to be calibrated and applied to 
laigeiristibitions. There are many venues in khich relevant discussions are progressing 
and ivhme\&danoe will soon be issued The CommissionstaflFlias been active in all of 
t h b s  imi.udiilgtlieSeizior;SupetyisorsGroup, the Base1 C o d e e ,  fhe Financial 
St&ilitry;,Porum, and tht: htemafional Organization of Securities Commissiw. Rather 
&an waitforthiscollaborative work to be complete, havever, the Division responded 
quicklyta the collapse of Bear Steamsbyrequiringthe retnaining,CSE firms to increase 
their liquidity pools, which already were significantly in excess of any applicable 

inkmatimal standard. 


Given continuing market events, we feel it is not possible to responsiblymake the type of 
statementsthat were made in this OIG Report about the &mise of Bear Stearns, and the 
role of the CSE propm. We expect that after these data are analyzed with proper care 
and reflection, responsible lessons can be dram But the events subsequentto the failure 
ofEear Stearns strongly suggest that tire statements made in this OIG rqart are 
premature at afst. For our pzirt, we believe that the key conclusions of the 010Report 
are inwc;irrate and without empirical foii~datjon. 
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OIG Report 446-A: SECfsOversight of Bear Stmnls and RdaW Entities: The 
Consolidated Supervised Entity Program 

Please indicated your concurrenceor nm-concurrencewith each reco~mendation 
that appliesto your Division or Office. 

Recommendation 1: 

The Division of Trading and h4arkets7in consultation with the Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve Systen?and the Basel Committee should: (1)reassessthe guidelines and 

rules regarding the Co~~solidated capital levels; and (2)
Supervised Entity (CSE) f m ~ '  
idedify instances (e,g., a fm's credit rating is downgraded, or its unsecured debt trades 
at high spreads over Treasuries) when fumsshould be requiredto raise additional capital, 
even ifthe fum otherwise appears to be well capitalized according to CSEprogram 
requirements. 

Management Response (Concur or Nm-concur): 

The Division of Tnding and MaFkets concp~swith thisrecommenddon, even though we 
believe it is based on ahdarnentally flawed understandingofthe Bear Steamscrisis. 
Nonetheless, we have already undertaken efforts thatrespond to the recommendation, 

Actions: SinceBear Steams' failure, we have: 
Workedwith the Base1 Cormnittee on Banking Supervisionto amend capital 
adequacystandards for internationallyactivesophisticatedinstitutionsto deal 
explicitlywith liquidity risk 
Supported the work of theBasel Accord Implementation Groupon ''inc~mntal 
default risk oapital," which aims to supplement Value at Risk-based capitalto 
ensumthat "tail riskexposures7'in the trading bookan;adequatelycapitalized. 
Developed and entered inta af d Memorandum of Understandingwith the 
Federal Reserve 2o -@rove sharing of information and provide a mechanism for 
oooperatioainsupervisionofCSEs. 
Jointly with the FederaiReserve, disowsed withthe senior managementat emh 
CSE firrnits low-term finding plans, includingplansfor raising new capital by 
&cass iag  the equity andlcm&-tertl~debtmarkets. 
Required public disclosure of capital adequacymeasures computed .underthe 
Basel Stmdard, 

Flawed Assumptions and Findings: TM believes that l l e  OIG Report's~fmdhgsam 

fimdamentally flawed GI the followingways: 


The OIG Report's ex~lusive forms on capital imisplaced. As explainedin 
Commission public statementrr w d fe~timony,Bear Steams's failurewas due to a 
run on liquiditysnot capital. The primary reason that Bear failed was cowem by 
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secured lenders that it wodd slzffer greater losses in the fi~htre.These concerns 
caused secured lenders to stop providing financing, even on a fully-sawed basis, 
despite the fiml's cornplianco with applicable net capital requirements. 

The OIG Report misconstn~es the nsrtun- ofthe Basel Standard. The CSE rules 
incorporateby reference the W e 1  Standard, the capital adequacy regime 
applicable to internatiolially active financial institutions, including commercial 
banks, on a global basis. The Basel I1 Standard is a capital ratio, not a capital 
requirement. However, the CSE program requires reporting of the capital ratio 
and incorporates the 10%Basel capital ratio threshold as constituting a "well 
capitalized" institution consistent the threshold usedby banking 
supervisors. Falling below tO%triggers certain obligations on the firm, but . 

because there is no capital requirement is not necessarily a "violation." 

At the time of its failure, the Bear Steams holding company actually exceeded t l ~ e  
Basel I1 "well-capitalized" standard, and Bear's primary broker-dealer maintained 
tentativenet capital above $5 billion. 

The OIG Report questionswhether Bear's "capital requirement amountswere 
adequate," but the real issue is whether the international Basel standard that all 
international banking institutionsrely on is sflicient. 

r 	The OIG Report's assumptions regarding leverage based onthe Pickard article are 
iaaccurate. 

r 	The statement of Mr.Pickad, used in the OIG Report, is inapplicableto the 
relevant capital and liquidity requirements at Bear's holding company. The 
quotation appearsto confuse holding company Basel 11capital standardsand 
brokerdealer net capital requirements. 

Mr. Pickard's statement does not accwatelyreflect the letterand operation of 
the SEC's cmmt net capitalrule and has IIumerous analytical m n  as a 
result. Forinstance,the CSEbroker-dealerswere not subject to an explicit 
12%leveragestatadatd before the CSEamendments,as implied by Mr. 
~iclzard.%e article saysthat brokerdealers were finmerlysubjectto a 
1e~erag-e.d i o  limit of 129net capital in computingminimumnetwpital, and 
&is limit was removed by the net capital requimnents.applicable to broker-
dealersubsidiariesofCSEs. (This limit is in the "aggcegak indebtedness" 
methodfor calculating net capital.) Htwever, CSEbrokerdeal& were not 
subjectto this leverage limit even before the CSE net capital standard was 
created. These broker-dealers u s 4  an sitennative capital standardthat has 
been inthe rulesince 1975. Underthisrequirement, broker-dealers thatcarry 
customer acoounts maintainminimumnet capital equal to no less than hvo 
percent of "aggregate debit itenls", not aggregate indebtedness standard 
referred to by Mi.. Pickard. Thisdtemstivremethod to compute the minimum 
net capital requirement is applied by all the CSE brokef-dealers and most 
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otlm large broker-dealers. LJ~lderthe "aggregate debit hems'' ~rlethodfor 
calculatingnet capitd, nbroker-dealer's ability to increase leverage is limited 
through tlic application of haircutsto proprietary positions rather ihatt througll 
the appfioatio~lof a leverage sbi~&rdfrom 1 1 ~aggregate ilidebtedness 

standard. 


The OIG Report's conclusion regarding the interactionof copital and secured 
fi~ndingis misguided. 

In analyzing Bear Stems's effortsto incrase its relative reliance on secured 
ratherthan unsecuredfunding, the OIGReport states that this shii called illto 
question Whether Bear had enough capitalto su,& its business madd." 
This statementfwuses on capital -- not liquidity --as the primary issue 
causing Bear's collapse, aud T'h4 believes it is fUndamentdJyincorr- in 
conoiudiag that such activity psh~tsto inadequate atpita1at Bear. 

Further, the OIGReport states that even though Bear had increasedits 
reliauce onsewred fi,tnding, itwas "unableto obtainnenough to save the firm 
in March. TM submits thatBear never would have beenableto obtain enoragli 
funding becausethe6mwas experiencingarun-on-thebankby 
cwtiterpartia that provide securedfunding. 

A finds &cision astothe fomof  funding is b a d  onmany factorssuch as 
term, diversification,collateral, stability of lender, maintainingrel&imsfiips 
and cost., It was widely believedthat securedfmdingwas more stable md 
reliabletbanu n s e dh d i i .  Also, the cost of &secured funding 
increased substantiidlyforall financial institdons during andaRerthe 
Summer of2007. In&these citcumstanoes, it is und6fstandab1sthat many 
fftlmialcampatlies,including Bear,sought cheaper, more stable sources of 
ki8rtcitlgthrou@1secwedfundig. Also impaxtantwa$the oollapse ofthe 
imd&i io t l  Wiaess. mehighcostof-fundingwas an &&of thecoUapse 
ofsecuriWon ratherthas its cause. 

TheOTSi Report incmctlystates,based on a e e w  @inf~mdstaffn& 
and h t e i dmemoranda,that I'M did not believe it bad amdatefo compel 
b a r  Steamsto raise additional capital if#s firm's Basel II capita1ratio wits 
gtwm than f0% 

As TM explained in informal comments,the CSEmles expressly and bmdly 
statethat the Commissioncan impose additional conditionsoneitherthe 
bn$er-dezrler orthe holdingw m p y  StheCommission finds itnecessary 
and appropriate in &c public itdimst or far3heprotedionof investors. SIX 
Exchange Act R d e  1S&-ie(e)(7). There areafso specificconditionsthat 
would triggerCommissionaction. Exehange Act Rde ISc3-Ie(e)(1]-(6). 
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Th,Ihas always believed and represented Erom the beginning of the CSE 
program tlid it had broad autllority relat~d to financial rasponsibility to 
mandate that a broker dealer and or its ultimate holding company raise capital 
or achieve the same end by reducing the balance sheet, as well as directthe 
finn in the sale of assets or customer accounts as the facts and circuznstat~ces 
may warrant. 

BBCk~ro~uidon the CSE Rules 

ThiI believes that it is useful for the reader to lad erst and certain fu~~damental features of 
tlie CSE rules. lire CSE rules incorporateby reference the Basel S t a n d 4  the capital 
adequacy regime applicable to illternationally active financial institutions, including 
commercial banks, on a global basis. The Commissionhas soughtto apply this standard 
in a oonservative manner, in particularwit11regard to charges for the positions held with 
trading intent, which are a significantshare of those held overall by securitiesfirms. 
Specifically, fvnrs have been required to augtnent value-at-risk charges (VaR), computed 
usii~g internally-developed statistical models, with fixed percentage haircuts. These 
additional haircuts are, in fact, amultiple ofthe value-at-risk charges, and so, are more 
conservative. 

Because the Commission recognized that the primary risksto securitiesfirmsare those 
a s s o c i ~with funding, the CSEprogram imposed a liquidity requirement in additionto 
the Basel Standard. It is importantto note thatthis requirement, which mandated f i  
hold significantpools of liquid assets, is notpart of the Basel StanM. 

Inthe wake of crisesatBear Steams, Northern Rock, Comlqwide, and a number of 
other institutions,the Basel Committee anBanking Supervision,which developed and 
promulgated the Bawl Standard, has initiated anumber of projects intended to mod* the 
Basel Standardto reflect the lessons of recent events. TPjI staffhasactively engaged in 
tfiis -effortatthe behest ofChairmauCox TM staff GO-chairone Basel committee dealing 
withlhese issues, and participate in another, which are working to strengthen in a number 
of areas the capital standardsapplicable to internationally active institutions. The Bast1 
C.omm&ee has expanded itsmrorkto include consideration of guidance, andperfiaps 
explicit standards,regarding liquidity rlskmanagementfor f w c i a l  hstitdons. Here 
ag&n, TM staffhasbeen actively involved So while the Commission staff believed that 
capital.and.liqzdditys t s n W  applicable to CSEs were ansemative relativeto 
idemational normspridr to the collapse of Bear ~~, they:join other regplatom in 
recdgriizingthat m e r  st6engtheriing snd f:%pandingthesestan- to d u d e  liquidity 
is necessary i s  the wake <rfrecbnt events. 

Reoommendation2: 
The Division of Trading and Markets,in consultation with the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve S j w t a  should reassess pillar 2 of the Basel EI framework and the 
Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) program guidelines regarding liquidity and make 
appropriate changes-tothe CSE program's liquidity requirements. Changes should 
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describe assutnptions CSE f i r m  should be required to make about availability of sec~lred 
lending in times of stress (including secured lendingfromthe Federal Reserve) mid 
silould spell out circu~nstances in whicli CSE firms should be required to increase their 
liquidity beyond levels currently contemplated by CSE program licluidity requiremetlts. 

Manageintillt Response (Coilcur or Non-concur): 

We concur wit11 the recommendation, and have either already undertaken or already 
completed work that responds to the recommendation. 

Since Bear's collapse we have: 

Worked with the Basel Committee on Banking Supervisionto implementthe 
Chairman's call for amended capital adequacy standards for internationally active 
sophisticated institutions to &st explicitly with liquidityrisk 

Jointly with the Federal Reserve, established new stress scenarios asa basis for 
sizing liquidity pool reqyirernents based on the response to shorter, more extreme 
events entailing a substantialloss of secured funding,more severe liquidity 
outflows fmm prime brokerage activities and liquidity drains due to operations 
frictions such as in derisatives settlementsand timing considerations related to 
margin postings. 

0 	 Jointly with the Federal Reserve, stmngthenedthe liquidity requirements for CSE 
fumsrelative to their unsecured fimding needs, and closely scrutinizedthe 
securedfundingactivities of each CSE firm,with a view to lengtheningthe 
average duration and broadening the dimity of all funding arrangements. 

Like Recommendation 1,Recoinmendation2 isfundamentallyflawed, as it based on the 
same analysis. Inaddition, as we informedthe OIG in our informal oommerrts, the 
analysis isinaccukate inthefollowingwa9: 

The OIG Report's statementthat~CSEprogram liquidity guidelines were 
inadequate because thetime horizonfor a liquidity crisisto unfold is likelyto be 
lessthanthe one-year perid and secudlending facilitiesarenot automati~all3~ 
available in timesof stress, presuppcsesthatthe loss of dl seoaredfunding was 
reasonablypredictable. ll&o ignores the difticnlty ofproviding adequate 
liquidity for this event. 

* 	TM has stated clearljrthat its liquiditypool requi~ments, like those of other 
international md domestic regulatm cunrteql&g similarissues, did not 
anticipate a completeunwillingness of lendersto provide tlinancingon quality 
assets (such as Treasuries or agency securities). This would includethe 
availabilityof committed secured lending facilities. 
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From the standpoint of unsecured funding, applyinga one year liquidity 
wq~iirementto replace unsecured fwtding tva? itself a logical approach Tile 
concept underlying the one-year licluidity requirement for unsecured funding was 
that, should afirm experience a severe event such that unsecured lenders decide 
on day one to cease lending, t l ~ e  firmwould have a licjnidity pool sized to  allow it 
to replace the unsecured funding as it matured over a one-year period. 

The 60-day cash flow a~mlyskis a different metric illat provides the f i m ~  another 
perspective. It is a short-tern1 cash flow analysis focused on a more acute event. 

Also, given that US and international credit markets have been in crisis for over a 
year, the one-year unsecured funding liquidity pool requirement remains relevant 

The OIG Report's suggests that TM staff should have recognized that 
terminations of Bear's committed secured evergreen facilities were a predictor of 
a "nmn-on-the-bank." However, during 2007 availability of longer-termsecured 
funding including evergreen facilities was declining for most investment banks, 
so that by hlarch, an increasingamount of secured funding was provided ona 
short-termbasis. ?his was phenomenon visible at many firmsand was well , 

understood at the time by TMM. 

* 	 The OIG Repat's statement that OIG couldnot determine whether TM staff 
received informationonsecured lendingfacilities, including evergreen is 
unsupportable. As we explained in informal comments to OIG ,since at least 
August 2007TM s M ~ o d i c a l l yreceived information on the availability of 
securedevergreenfacilitiesin Fixed Income Inventory Analysis reports compiled 
by Bear Stearns. Also,lX1s t a .  e~plained that in weekly and dailydiscussions 
withBear's fixed income fundingdeskand withtheTreasurymanagers, Bear 
informed TM staff ofsignificant losses of such evergreen facilities. 

Reeommendatim 3: 
The DivisionofTrading andMarkets should ensurethat itadequately incorporates a 
firm's concentrationof securities ititothe ConsoIidattxl Supedsekl Entity (CSE) 
program%assessmentof afirm'srisk managem$& systems (e.g.; internalcontrols, 
models, etc.) andmore aggressively prompt CSE fmsto take appropriateactionsto 
mitigate suchrisks. 

We concur withthe recommendation, and either already had in place processes, or have 
since undertaken efforts that respond to the recommendation. 

The CSE program kcorpaiates an assessment o f a f i ' s  concentration of 
securiti~sinto the firm'srisk management processes and kysteulls. 
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* 	 Th4 staff have in the past instructed CSEs to reduce outsized, or concentmted 
exposures related to lending to specific sovereigns, partic~llllrinstnxn~entsor risk 
factory . 

However, the recomn~endation misapprel~sndsthe role of the Con~missionin overseeing 
CSEs. 

The OIG Report's co~~clusion 	 CSE program'sat base is a11indictment not of t l~e 
assessment of risk managanent systems, but of Bear's fundanel~tnl business 
strategy. 

r 	 At the time of Bear's CSE approvaland thereafter, it was apparent to the 
Comnission and CSE st*, as well as to Bear's equity and debt investors and the 
market, that Bear Steams business strategy was fwused on US-based fixed 
income generally and mortgages in particular. 

r 	 It is worth noting that a number of other institutions supervised under a variety of 
regulatory regimes, itlcluding Indy Mac, Countrywideand Northern Rock, 
likewise collapsed because of abusiness model that relied heavily on mortgage 
originationor securitiisdion. Moreover, as announced by theUS Treasury 
Department on September 7,2008, the US Governmenthas placed Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac in conservatmhipas a result ofthe losses they suffered ontheir 
mortgage-based lloldings. 

The Commission's responsibility was not to dictate business strategies toBear 
S t e m .  Rather, it was to review whether the exposures takenon by E3ear Steams 
were properlycontrolled and mmured.Thc focus of Commissionstaffon Bear's 
governance processes was intendedto insureihaithese exposures were reported 
to senior manaGement in a matmeithat acRlratelyreflected materialrisks. 

To discharge this responsibility, Commission st& monitoredthe risk profile'of 
thefirm in the aggregate and atthe desk level using avariety of rnetrics, and 
discussedwith the W s  independent riskmanagement instances where limits 
were exceeded. These exposures were repmedboth to Bear's seniorbusiness 
Heads as well astothe Executive Committee regularly. 

Reeommendatian C 
The Division bf-~*ng and W e t s ,  incotlsultation~4ththe B o d  of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, should reassess the Consolidarbd Supervised Ehtity (CSE) 
program's policy regandingleverage ratio limits and make a determination asto whether, 
and under what circumstmces,to impose leverage ratio limitson the UEs. 
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Managmalt Response (Concur or Non-concur): 

Given the current public discussions about the utility of leverage ratios for securities 
fms,  we concur with the reconunendatiol~ and believe it is important to address this 
issue with fellow regulators. The Reco~mnendatiol~, the problems however, n~ini~nizes 
wit11 imposing limits through leverage ratios. 

r Financial institutioi~s are, by their very nature, highly leveraged businesses. 

The Commission has not sought to impose e,qlicit leverage limits on CSE 
holding oompanies fw several reasons. First, anal3rsts can easily assess leverage 
from public financial information. Second, a leverage ratio is a crude measure, 
and implicitly assumes that every dollar of balance sheet involves the same risk, 
whether due to atreasury bond or an emergingmarket equity. Further, leverage 
tests do not at all capture the potential exposures of derivative products that 
remain off balance sheet. Finally, a leverage limit creates an incentive for firms to 
move exposures o E  balance sheet, through instruments ranging fi-omover-the-
counter derivatives to the SIV structures that proved highly problematic forother 
fmancial institutions (not investment banks) in the lastyear. 

+ 	 While a leverage limit may be effective for an institution that dws not deal in 
derivative products, highly oomplexinstitutionscan easily evade any leverage 
limit imposed, oftenwith the unintended consequenceof increasing the fm's 
exposure to complex instruments. 

Reconmendation5: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (IM)should ensure that: (1) the Consolidated 
Supervised Entity [CSE)fmhave specific criteriafor reviewing and approving models 
used for pricing and &management, (2)the review and approval process conducted by 
the CSE fims is pedomed in an independentmanner by the CSEs7riskmanagement 
staff, (3) each CSE fm'model review and approval processtakes place in a thorough 
and timely manner, and (4) impose limits onrisktaking by fumsin areas where TM 
determineslhatrisk management is not adequate. 

Management,Response(Concuror Non-eoncur): 

TM concurswith the goals of recommendation 5, andthe CSE program does ensure that 
these standardsare satisfied. 

r 	However, the OJG Report does not mognize the progress mhievedthrough the 
review proms. While the OIG Report c6rredlynotes that the staff raised 
concerns with Bear Stearns regatdingits coverage and steffing of its Ibiodel 
ReviewFundon, the OIG Report &s not refladthe resulting subsequent 
progress. Infst; the firm did respond to staff concerns, and created a~d 
implamented d o n  plans to address them. 
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With respect to the risk metria thatthe fiml used in managing its market risk to 
mortgage products, the OIG Report coi~tainskey onGssions, and iimmct 
cm~clusions. 

The fm in fact made significantprogress h improving itsVaR idrastructure 
subsequentto approval in resp~nseto Commission staff concerns. For example, 
the firm followed through on reco~nrnendationsto enhance control over the Val2 
system. 

Sincethe beginuing ofthe SEC oversight of Bear as aCSE, Bear regularly 
improved and expanded its data sources. In some instances where data sources 
were limited, the imhments were immaterial. 

w e  

The OIG report assmptiotlsand conclusion regardingdingBear'smodel review .- .. 1 .-st~ffxmare inirccma' 
2( ' i r r  

--

Recommendation 6: 
The ofTrading and Markets sh~uldbe more skeptical of%onsolidated 
Sup-ed Entity h x sriskmodels3lndworkwith regdated firmstohelp themdevelop 
additid stxsss scenarios that may ormynothavei ~ t b v e'beencontemplatedaspart 
bffhepm- r*m pr0Bess. 

MsnagemebltRespmm (CmmorNm-ooncur): 

TA4 conmihat slkpticismis wananted when revimrhghriskmodels; but we 
believethat Reolmmendation6 is based on hcomple2e infomirtion. 

* 	 BearStems' use of scenario analysiswas consistentwith industry pqactices: 
virtually the entire bankingsectorfailed to anticipatethe magnitude a d  scope of 
the housing declinetlrat is st11 ongoing. 

TM staff did --m fact discuss repeatedlywith Bear risk offtuers the firm- . 

--positions hadditionto subprime. 
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* 	 Therefore, the OIG report conclusioi~s, which are based 011theOIG expert's 
review of internal Th4 melnoranda that did not menlion forward-lookiilg risk 
scenarios, such as a complete meltdown of mortgage market liquidity, are based 
on i~~completeu~formation. 

Recommendation7: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (mi)s110uld be involved in formulating action 
plans for a variety of stress or disaster scamrios, even if the plans are informal, including 
p h ~ sfor every stress scenariothat the Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firms use in 
riskmanagement, as  well asplans for scenarios thatDf believes might happenbut are 
not incorporated into CSE firms' risk management. 

Management Response (Concuror Non-concur): 

We concur with the recommendation, but believe that it reflects what "I31 and Bearhad 
already accomplished. 

Contrary to the OIG Report statements,Bear did incorporate into its risk 
scenarios thoserisks discussed in meetings with TM staff, such as a housing-
led recession scenario. 

Recorrrmendatian8: 

The Division of Trading and Markets should'take steps to ensurethat mark disputes do 

not provide an occasion for Consolidated SupervisedEntity k s to inflate the combined 

capha1oftwo h s  by usinginconsistentmarks. 


MimagemmiResponse (Concur or Nonxoncur): 

We concur bvith'therecommendation as writtea but we believe it reflects a 
misundemding of the markingprocess and the oversight capabilities ofsrzpervisors. 

TM did inauire into the mark disoutes referenced in the OIG Report. 

Tn9acknowledgescertain, persistentmarkdisputesindicate illiquid assets and 
valuationissuesthat TM should i n q h  into. However, mediating most or all of 
any individualfm5sdisagreements over marks across allits counterparties is not 
ferrsible. Additionally, manyofthe disputed margin calls r e M  toproducts such 
as ctiBt&d sWcturedcreditderiiraes where pric.6trmspafency is an isslie 
and variations in marks iscon'ceivabie. 

The OIG report <foesnotprovidetheproper contextwhea discussing certain-
rnark disputes Bear had wit11counterparties. Bear had more than 

trades with nd, given the nature of the counterparty, a highlyrated financial 
institution, the capitalimpactunder Basel 11would be &minimis. 
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* 	 Therefore, Th4 Believes that the OIG report assumption thi~tt tms are 

collaboratii~gto create capital was not properly substantiated. 


The OIG report confow~ds marking versus price verification processes at 
invest~netltbanks, and does not consider all the information provided to OIG by 
TM regarding price verification processes. 

Backwound on Industru Practice: 


First, we should point out tlmt margin disputes are unavoidableparticularly when markets 

become less liquid or illiquid. This is an issue that all dealers are facing today 


With respect to the ON3 report assertion about usingtraders' marks for pofa and loss, it 

is universal industry practice (and endorsed by various descriptionsof best practices such 

as the Group of 30) for traders to markf m inventory for purposes of books and records. 

It is then thatan independe~it control group hasthe role of validating or substantiating 

those marks via an independent price verification process. 


Recorun~endation9: 

The Division of Trading and h4arkds should encouragethe Consolidated Supenlised 

Entity (CSE) f m s to  presentVaR and other riskmanagement data in a usem manner, 

which is consistentwithhow the CSE f m s  uw the information internallyand which 

allowsrisk factorsto be applied consistentlyto individual desks. 


MhnagementResponse (Conr~ror Wa11-concur): 

TMconcurs withthe recommendation, but we believe the fmdingsam inaccurateate 

r 	 Owfrary to the OIG Report assertion, Bear did not use inconsistent VaRnumbers: 

* 	 The OIG expert supportsthis conclusionbynotingthatBeat'stradingdesks 
evaluatedprofits and risks individually and soassumes YaR was not implemented 
ky i&.  

* 	As TM alreadyexplainedin informal comments, Bear's tradingdesks and 
businesses uspd a variety of metric$ to measwe .andn?aaage its risk VAR, 
however, was implemented&-wide. 
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Recomn~e~#datiw~10: 
The Division of Trading md blarkets should ensure that the Cmsolidated Supervised 
Entity take appropriate vatulrtion deductions for illiquid, hard-to-value assets mid 
appropriate capital deductions for stressed repos, especially stressed reps  where illiquid 
securities are posted as collateral. 

hlanagemat Response (Coilcur or Noil-concur): 

TM concurs with the recommendation and either already had in place processes, or have 
sinceundertaken efforts that respoi~dto the recommendation. However, we believe the 
findings underlyhtg Reco1nmendatio11 10are unsupported. 

The report asserts TM should have considered eqandingthe list of assetsthat require a 
1 1 1  deduction fiom capital. However, the Report did not present evidencethat TM did 
not follow Basel II or did not apply suffioiently conservative capital treatment in light of 
the relative illiquidity of assets. The analysis to support this assertion is incomplete or 
without basis. 

As emlahe-d in informal comments to the OIG. TM amlied Basel 11 correctlv and did 
emvlov conservative cmital treatment where ~womiate. 

r 	Specifically, with respect to illiquid assets, Base1II does not require full 
deductionofmost illiquid asset&,many ofwhich attract capital ~hargesof 8%. 

r 	For assets held in the tradingbook, Beartooksigdicant mark-downsin 
murtgage-related assets which resulted inareduction of Tier 1capital, as it 
should. 

IE 	 With respect to the report's descriptionof Bear's loan tothe BSAM High Gcede 
hedge b d ,  as Tnil explainedin informal comments,the loan was 
overcollateralizeti,and Basel II did not require Beartoreduce its capital by the 
Ml amount ofthe loan. 

* 	S p e ~ ~ c a l l y ,TM explainedto fieOIG thatBear provided the replacement 
sewed fimding to'BBAILZ fun& at mrmt~rnarJCs,that is netdwrite-downs, and 
with haircuts. -
f 	

2 --

r 	 Whentlre BS&f funds failed to make rnatgitl calls in July, the assets were indeed 
taken onto Bear Sbarns' books. 
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Recomma~datia~11: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM), in consultation with the Chairman's Office, 
sho111d discuss risk tolerance with the Board of Directors and senior nmqenlent of each 
Co~solidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firmto better understand whether the actions of 
CSE firm staff are consistent with the desires of the Board of Directors md senior 
management. This information rvould enable Th4 to better assess the effectivel~essof the 
firms' risk management systems. 

Management Response (Concur or Non-concur): 

I34concurs with this recommendation and we have aiready had in place processes, or 
have since undertaken efforts, that respond to the recommendation. 

e 	 TA4 acknowledges that SEC senior officials should engage the CSE boards of 
directors periodically to review risk managenlent issues ond assess risk tolerance 
or discuss particular issues. 

Re~~mmerulatiion12: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should require compliancewith the existing lule 
that requires external auditors to review the Consolidated Supervised Entity firms' risk 
management control systems or seekCommission approval in acoordancewith the 
Administrative Procedures ~ c t 'for this deviationh m the cufient rule's requirement 

TM uuderstandstfterecownendation and will present to the Commission whether to 
requim compliancewiththe existing rule orto propose rule amendments that would 
permit the internalauditor to perform this =view. 

However, we believe thntthe finding is incorreot. We raised the following issues xv i th  
respect to this fmding and recommendation: 

Th4 has specific authorityto issue exemptionsh r n  thenet capital rule of which 
15~3-lgisanappendix. S ~ G  The fundions ofthe17CFR 20lI.30-3(a)(7Xii]. 
Dkstorof Tradingand Mark& inolude responding tono-action requests fiwn 
CS%. See 17%FR200.19a. 

TM ;stronglydisagreeswiththestatementthat there mx serious-questionsabout 
the wisdom of its decision. The Rule pennits the externalaudit tobe based on 

-

TheAdministrative.Pr0cedure.sAct (5 U.S.C.$500st. sq.,)sets forththe basic~aceduralreqhents 
fat agency rulemaking- It generallyrequires(1) publicationof anotice ofproposedrulemaking.inthe 

Fe&ral Register, <Z).ogpo~tndtyfo~publicparticipation inrwlemakingby submissionof written 
cmniefitr,rord (31 publicatibn ofa finalrule andaccompanyingstatment oftmi's andpupme nat les 
fbm30daysbefore the rule's effe&ve date. 
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"agreed upon procedures" between the firm and its external ai~ditor. Atter muoh 
negotiation between the Division of Trading and Markets,ff~eCSEsand tie 
external auditors, the external auditDrs rvould not agree to perfom1 more thana 
"check the box" review of the risk management co~ltrol systems for fear of 
liability. 'Illus, it was apparenttlmt the "agreed upon procedures" would be of 
mitritnal benefit. 

* 	 IIIcontrast, TM believed that a substantive review of procedures by internal audit, 
which included a determination of whether the procedures used by the fimwere 
sufficient for the purposes intended, would be amore effective check on the 
firms' risk management process. As a resuit, the internal audits undertaken by the 
firm were greater in scope and substance thm would have been perfmed by the 
external auditors under their agreed upon procedures. The internal audit 
department's review of internal risk management controls also \ d d  be 
conducted throughout the year rather that1as a once a year audit process. The 
independence, staffing levels, and audit scopes of the internal audit departments 
were reviewed by OCIE and the Division of Trading and h4arkets as part of the 
application process. 

The report's statementthat "lheexternal auditorBs work is more strictlyregulated 
as the PCAOB regulates external auditors" is misleading due to the lack of 
substantiveauditingstandardsfor reviewing a firm's riskmanagement control 
systems. Italso is not clearthatthe PCAOBhas inplace a process for reviewing 
such auditingwork. 

Recommentlatian 13: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should ensure that reviews of a fum's Contingency 
Funditig Plan include an assessment of a Consolidated Supervised Entity T i ' s  internal 
and external ~ommunicaaionstsatt3gies. 

ManagementRespmse (Concuror Non-concur): 

The Division of Trading a d  Markets doesnot conax with this &commendation. 

.i AsTM i n f i dOIG in earliercomments, there isno requhment inthe CSE 
d e sthatCSEs b v e  an internal or'exiemal cmmunication policy. -wise, 
thweare no SEC rules requiring non-CSE broker-dealers to maimin such 
cmninmieati6n policies, and wre are unaxvare of any suchrequirafimt for- aay 
otherSECrega&d entities. Although TM noted that Bear Stearns had a 
comrnwic~onsstrategywithinitS Contingency Funding Plan, there wasno TM 
"assessment'' ofthatstrategy, as t#ed by OIG. 

What OIG has f d e d  to appreciate is that the CSEs part of public holding 
companiesthat have se~~uitiesregistered with the SIX and listed and trading on 
U.S.szeurities exchanges. As public companies, the CSEs are subject to niyriad 
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SEC disclosure requirements, including Regulation S-X and Reguldion FD. 
Corporate disclosures such cts those covered in Bear Steams's CFP 
commut~icationstrategy are subject to those disclosure rzquirements, and the. 
SECSs Divisions of Corporation Finance and Enforcement actively enforce 
compliancewith these requireme~~ts. Accordingly, it would be inappropriate for 
Th/l to opiae on, or otftenise influence, the corporate con~nrt~nications of these 
public companies. 

Recammendation 14: 

The Division of Trading and Markets should develop a formal automated process to track 

material issues identifiedby the monitoring slatrto ellsure tl1aithey are adequately 

resohed. At aminimurn,the tracking system should provide the following information: 


The source of the issue; 

Whenthe issue w a s  identified; 

Who identitied the issue; 

The current status of the issue (e.g., new developments); 

When the issue was resolve4 and 

How the issue was resolved. 


ManagementResponse (Concnr orNonconcw): 

TM concurs withthe recornmendation, and will undertake efforts that fullyrespond. 

However, the analysisunderlyingthe recommendation does not show evidencethatthe 
CSEprogram failed to adequatelyresolve issues, or thatmatorial issues were not 
monitored. 

Rather, ihe OIG report reaches its conclusion that the program doesnot adequately 
-trackissuesfrom its nitioim of the readkeeping of thoseissues. While we 
recognizethat an automafed sadittrail is desirable, its absence is notproof thatissues 
arenot adequately tracked, merelythatrecording ofthose issueswuld be improved 

Recommendation 15: 
ThiDivision of Tradiig and Marketsshod&(Ijrewess all theprior Wice of 
Complianoe InspedimandExPminatlomCOCIE)issuesto ensure that no signisoant 
issuesareumesolved (&yen the'belbf&at -0CEfollowed up); anit (2) followup on all 
significantissues. 
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b3magementResponse (Co~lcaror Non-concur): 

We understand the recommendation, but believe that tliese issues are either moot or long 
since addressed. 

Moreover, as we explained in out i I l fmal  comments, the recommendation is 
predicsted on mi incorrect understanding of the division of responsibilities, past 
and present, between the Dinrision of Trading md Markets and OCIE. The report 
criticizes TM staffthat "ass~~rned" the responsibility of OCIE,issues were 
whereas in factforeighteenmorrths subsequent to the Bear Steams application 
examination,the issues were in fact OCIE's responsibilities. 

III addition, as we informed OIG in our infmnal comments, TM monitored the 
material issues to assure thatthey were resolved. -

-
Qtz. 

a. 


Subsequent oversight b$-TM personnel 
relied on ao- to these workpapersand so verifiedthat corrective aotionhad in 
fsrrt ocmed. 

-

--. The DIG expertdid not dvecuy revleime 
models,&lated documents, andthe fmn's books andrecords. Without a 
thoroughreview and reasonablebasis for thestatement, its materiality fmding is 
conclusory. Appendix III indicatm dearly thatneitherOIGnortfieexpert 
cond~~ctedan independentanalysis of Bear's risk management system 

The Division of Trading and Markets should ensurethat they complete allphases of a 
t*um's insgectionprocess before recommending that tile S e d e s  and Exchange 
Commission allow any additional ConsolidaiedSupervisedEntity f m .the authorityto 
use.the alternative capitalmethod. 

3Ianagem~atResponse (ConcurorNim+oncar): 

The Division of Trading and Markets does notconcut withthis recammendation. 

As 'the DivisionstaEaxp1'ainedininforid ;oomnien%+,ttKCommission was 
clearly infmedof ttK examinatianfindidgsandtheirstatuswhenthey approved 
the CSEapplications. 
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In addition, the OIG report's characterization of the applioation process as "less 
meaningful" is inaccurate. The Con~mission was well within its authority to 
approve such applications, given they were notified ofOCIE's findings, of Thf's 
assessment of the materiality of the issues with respectto the application, and of 
TM's direct follow up with Bear Sbarns (or other CSE) regardingthe identified 
issites and resolution. 

The OIG report fails to appreciatethat CSE examinations were an ongoing 
process. As part of its normal business operations, a CSE constantly reviewed its 
risk management systems to assure that those systems adequately dealt with 
marketplace changes. Consequently, the o continually monitored a firm's risk 
management systems to identify changes a CSE made to its risk management 
system and to determine wht7therthose changes appropriatelyadhssed the 
perceived issues and that they were adequately implen~ented. For instance, if 
n~arketplacechanges caused an increasein a CSE'sbacksting exceptions, the 
CSE could amend its models to capture additional data points in an effortto 
decrz-ase such exceptions. In such casesthe staff would rex4ew and approve those 
changesto the CSE's models. 

With respect to Bear in particular, the European Commission's Conglmemtes 
Directive set a fixeddeadlineby which the f mneeded to be sup-d on a 
consolidatedbasis. Giventhistimeline and the level of materiality ofthe issues 
involved, TM did not believe it necessary to wait for the formal transmittal of a 
written deficiency letter or the receipt of a written response before reconunending 
the Commission approve the order. 

Finally, the OIG report's statement that TMfailed to followup on issues raised by 
WIE duringits inspection of Bear is incorrect. As explained to OIG staff in 
TM's informal comments, 'I'M indeed resolved material issues i-ied by 
OCIE andthe report has not cited any factual basis for fmdiugothemise. 

Reeomn~endation17: 
The Divisions of Corporation Finmoe (CF)and Trading and Markets (Th4) should take 
concrete steps to improve theircollaborationeffortsand should determine w%~&erTM's 
informationon the Cwoiidated Supervised Entity (CSE) firms couldbeused by CF in 
its review of the CSE firms. 

.ManagementRespame (Cancaror Nan-concur): 

TM concurswiththis recommendation, and will work witk CF to assess the degreeto 
which additional i d d o n  and inforinationwould be useful. 

Ho~vever,as t l ~ estaff explainedin its informal comments, TM M m e t  
repeatedly with CF s M  during 2007 and 2008 to discuss the issues citedin the 
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report around public disclositre of capital irrfonnatioi1. No ncknowledgement of 
those efforts is made in the formal haft report. 

Reeomrnellllation 18: 
The Division of Tnding and Markets (lM)and the Office of Con~pliance Inspections 
and Examinations (OCIE) should dev~lop a collaboration agrem~ent (e.g., discussing 
information sharing) that mintaim a clear delineation of responsibilities between 
and OCIEwith respect to the Consolidated Supervised Entity program. They should 
infonn the Chairman's OfEce of any disagreement(s) so that the issue(s) can be resolved. 

Management Response (Concur or Non-conm: 

Th4 conam with this recommendation, and will work with OCIE and the Chairman's 
office to determine how collabontion should be fbrther formalized. 

AS we inf-d OlT in our informal comments, however, and what is not 
described in the OIGreport, is that Thjl and OCIE issued joint guidanceto all st& 
regarding the division of responsibilities and the sharing of infmnation with 
respect to the CSE fims onMarch 19,2007, shortly after the Comfnission 
transferred inspections responsibility h r nW Eto TM. Tlvf has compliedwith 
all provisions of that guidance. 

Recammendation 19: 
The Division af Trading and Markets andthe Mice of Risk Assessment should develop 
an agreement outliningtheirroles and respoi~sibilities,aswell asmethods for i t r f o d o n  
sharingsuch as communicating project results. l'hese two offices should itrfom the 
Chaimlan's OfEce of any disagreement@)sothat the issue@) can be resolved. 

Management Response (Co~~cur or Non-concur): 

Th,l concm with this recommendation, and will work will1 OR.4 and the Chairman's 
office to determine how collaboration should befurtlier formalized. 

We; note, however? that TM's relationshipwith ORA is strong; as evidenced by 
collaboration on anurnber.of issues ranging b m  credit rating agencies to 
analysir,dBar btarns' fdure. 

Formalizing an agrment betvaenbvo oEces bvithin the C o ~ s s i o r iwo~aldbe 
rel&tely unusual, in cmtrmtto concluding a formal MOU with m external 
agency such as the Federal Reserve. 
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Recon~nlaldntion20: 

The Division of Corporation Finatice shotld: (1)dev~lopi11terna.l guidelines for 

reviewing filings in a timely manner, and (2)trackmid motlitor compliance with these 

internal guidelines. 


bXanage~na~tResponse (Co~lcuror Non-concur): 

Pleare see CF letter submittedseparately. 

Recomn~endatian21: 
The Division of Corpor&ion Finance (CF) should (1) establish a policy outfining when 
firms are expected to substantively respond to issues raised in CF's conunent letters, and 
(2) track and monitor compliance with this policy. 

h.imngemmt Response(Concur or Non-concur): 

Please see CF letter submitted separately 

Chairman Cux sfxould create atask force led by the Office of Risk Assessment (OIW) 
witit st&'bm the Divisions of Trading snd Markets, a d Investment ikhmgement, and 
t l ~ eOffice of Compliance Inspections and Examinations. 'Ihe Task Force should perform 
an analysis of large firms with custonler accounts that hold sirnoant amounts of 
customer funds and have mgulated entities, to &teimine the costs and knefits of 
supervisingthese f m on a consolidated basis. If the Task Force ultimately believes that 
the Securities and Exchange Commission (Commission) shouldsupenrise these firms on 
a consolidated basis, it shouldmake a.recmmdationto the Cmnmission that involves 
seekingthe necessary statutory authorityto oversee these f*ums on aconsolidated bask. 

Management Response (Concur or Nan-concur): 
Th4 conctws with this recommendation. 

We note, however, that this issue was previously considered when implementing 
therules for Supervised Investment Bank Holding Compqie~:(SIBHCs). 

&I Exchange A.& Release 49831, the Conmission found that its supmisiox~ of an 
&vestment ba& holding ccrmpmy as s SJBHC would be necessary and 
appropriate only w11er1the IBHC is aiElhkd with s broker-dsiiler that has a 
"s'chsk-wdialpresencetthl the se~uri.fies havebx~shzss. The requirement that a f ~ m  
a "subsrmrtial preser~cs"was to identify brokm-dealers and thcir holding 
companies b'~ffio$l; fdlxire could have a materially d-uerse impact on ather 
sscuritiesn~arketpaaticip=&, thus reducing syst~micrisk. 

r Under tke SIBHC rilles, ainong other things, svidtsnce tirat ;trs h ~ ~ e s b ~ e n tbat& 
hold538 con~pmyowlzs or coi~&olsa broker-dealer that nlaintains $100 n~illiunin 
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tr;nb;tivenet capita! tvould be sufXicietrt to dcnlonrtmtz a substantial presence in 
the sccuritizs business. One fim has applied to be s~~pcrvisedas a SSTBHC. 

Recomruendatiol~23: 
The Divisio~i of Tnding and Markets, i.11consultation witb the Chairman's office, sfiould 
determine what additional changes need to be initde to tlre Consolidated Supervised 
Entily (CSE) program in light ofthe collapse of Bear Stems and changing econon~ic 
environment. 

Management Response (Co~lcur or Nowconcur): 
We understand the recommendation, and are now actively working with the Chairman's 
mce to consider wlm clmges are appropriate in light of recent developments. In 
addition, the Chairman has made a number of requests for legislative changes that could 
require further nmdificatimls of the CSE program. 

Recommendation24: 
The Division of Trading and Markets ('I'M) should fill critical existing positions, and 
consider wlm any additional stafTitbelieves will be needed to carry out the CSE 
program's fun~eon going fonvard. Th4 should also establish milestones for completing 
each phase of an inspection and implement aprocedure to ensm that the milestones me 
met. 

Management Response (Concuror Non-concur): 

TM concurs lvith this recommendation, and we have alreadyundertaken efforts that fully 
respond to it. 

* 	We lmve posted a position for an Assistant Director (CSE Inspections) in New 
Ywk, as well as staffjobs for theCSE h1specti011s units in both New York and 
Washington. 

* 	 It is worth noting, however, that this recorntnendaticnl arises in psrt fi-oma 
misperception of the CSE inspections program. 

r 	As we informed the OIG in ow Mmmalc m e n t s ,  three inspediom have been 
conducted andtwo inspection reports have progressed to the final stagesof review 
in the 13months since responsibility was transferred,fi*omOCIE and in the 9 
months since TM's inspections unit became operational. 

In addition,OiG stsff was provided with atenn sheet document, shared .~viththe 
Con1rnksion in FA 2007, bvhioh set out the specjfi~ milestones used to assess 
progress in each inspactionsproject. Uqiile the l[hl staffwould cerhinl.~~ prefer 
that all three inspections were klly ooinglete at thispoint, the unprecedented 
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fitlmlcisllmarket conditions that have prevailed through nluch of this yew have 
affected the pace of this work, and much else. 

Recolt~mendation25: 
The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultationwith the OffXce of Compliance 
Inspections and Exatninations and the Coinmission's Ethics ofice, should develop an 
ethics matlual. 

h-~gernent Response (Concur or Non-concur): 

Th4 concurs with this reconmendation, and we have already undertaken efforts that kUy 
respond to the reco~nmendatiori. 

Ar;we infonned the OIG in our infom~dcoiments, the finding is based upon 
flawed understanding ofthe current situation. Inparticular, onhdarch 1,2005, the 
Division Director of TM directed the Division staff to follow OCIE's Ethics 
Guidelines withtwo minor variations. 

For simplicity's sake, TM managementrecently concludedtttat staiTshould 
follow the OCIE guidelines. An email has been sent to the staff providing that 
cWc8tim. 

Recommentlation26: 

The.Gvision of Trading and Markets should continue to seek out ways to increase its 

communication, coo~mtion,  and information sharingwith the Federal Reserve and 

other Federal Regulators. 


ManagementResponse (Concuror Noll-~oncur): 

Th4 concurs with the recommendation, and we have already undertaken efforts that fully 
respondto the reca~mendation Since inception, Th4 has collaboratedwith a large 
number ;ofother regulators in the context of the CSE program, includingthe Federal 
Resenre Board,theNew YorkFederaf Resenre Bank,the FDIC, the State ofUtnh,and 
others. Efforts continueto expandthe rmge ofboth bi1atRd and rmrltilatem1 dvities. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: David Kotz 
Jill Lennox 
Office of Inspector General 

FROM: Lori Richards, Director 
Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations 

SUBJECT: OIG Draft Report 446 -A: "SEC's Oversight of Bear 
Stearns and Related Entities: The Consolidated 
Supervised Entity Program" 

DATE: September 24,2008 

The Office of Inspector General provided a draft of its report, OIG Report 446 -A 
"SEC's Oversight of Bear Stearns and Related Entities: The Consolidated Supervised 
Entity Program" and has requested that  we provide a written response indicating 
whether or not we concur with each recommendation that refers to the Office of 
Compliance Inspections and Examinations. This memo outlines our response. 

There are three recommendations in the Report that are directed to the Office of 
Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) (Recommendations 18,22, and 
25), and one recommendation that references the Office (Recommendation 15). Our 
response to each is discussed below. 

Recommendation 18: 
The Division of Trading and Markets (TM) and the Office of 
Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) should develop a 
collaboration agreement (e.g., discussing information sharing) that 
maintains a clear delineation of responsibilities between TM and 
OCIE with respect to the Consolidated Supervised Entity program. 
They should inform the Chairman's Office of any disagreement(s) so 
that the issue(s) can be resolved. 

OCIE concurs with Recommendation 18. We believe that a collaboration agreement 
that maintains a clear delineation of responsibilities between TM and OCIE with 
respect to the Consolidated Supervised Entity (CSE) program would improve the 
effectiveness of the oversight by both offices. While the two offices issued a 
memorandum on March 19, 2007 to all staff involved in CSE oversight that 
described the allocation of responsibilities and the reallocation of CSE examination 
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oversight from OCIE to TM, a more detailed agreement could enhance the 
information sharing and corroboration between the two offices. 

Recommendation 22: 
Chairman Cox should create a task force led by the Office of Risk 
Assessment (ORA) with staff from the Divisions of Trading and 
Markets, and Investment Management, and the Office of Compliance 
Inspections and Examinations. The Task Force should perform an  
analysis of large firms with customer accounts that hold significant 
amounts of customer funds and have unregulated entities, to 
determine the costs and benefits of supervising these firms on a 
consolidated basis. If the Task Force ultimately believes that the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (Commission) should supervise 
these firms on a consolidated basis, it should make a recommendation 
to the Commission that  involves seeking the necessary statutory 
authority to oversee these firms on a consolidated basis. 

OCIE concurs with Recommendation 22. A joint TM, OCIE and IM task force led by 
the Office of Risk Assessment to determine the costs and benefits of supervising 
firms with significant customer assets and unregulated affiliates could be very 
valuable in producing evidence supporting the need for consolidated oversight. At 
the current time, the SEC is generally limited in its oversight authority of financial 
firms to registered broker-dealers, investment advisers, and transfer agents; the 
Consolidated Supervised Entity oversight is a voluntary program. In the current 
environment, where firms are highly diversified and deal in very complex products 
and businesses, with much of this activity in unregulated material affiliates, 
consideration of additional statutory authority would be valuable. 

Recommendation 25: 

The Division of Trading and Markets, in consultation with the Office 

of Compliance Inspections and Examinations and the Commission's 

Ethics office, should develop a n  ethics manual. 


OCIE concurs with Recommendation 25. OCIE has implemented strong written 
ethics procedures for the OCIE examination force, with requirements and 
prohibitions that  are more stringent than the SEC procedures that apply to all SEC 
staff. Examiners are entrusted with special responsibilities that require the utmost 
integrity, avoidance of even a remote appearance of a conflict of interest, and the 
highest level of professional conduct. Because SEC exam staff are evaluating 
compliance with the law and effectiveness of risk management controls, their 
credibility, judgment, and independence must be above reproach. For this reason, 
OCIE believes that  the stringent ethics procedures that apply to OCIE examination 
staff should apply consistently to all SEC staff that perform examinations, and 
would work with TM to develop an  ethics manual for the CSE program. 

While Recommendation 15does not require any action by OCIE, it does reference 
the Office and therefore we add the comment below. 
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Recommendation 15: 
The Division of Trading and Markets should: (1) reassess all the prior 
Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations (OCIE) issues to 
ensure that no significant issues are unresolved (given the belief that OCIE 
followed up); and (2) follow up on all significant issues. 

We note that the OCIE examination process generally involves requesting and 
receiving documents, reviewing and evaluating those documents and conducting an  
onsite review, determining if any deficiencies or weaknesses exist, conducting an  
exit interview with the firm, producing an  examination report and detailing 
deficiencies in a deficiency letter sent to the firm examined. The OCIE staff request 
that the firm provide a detailed written response to the deficiency letter that 
describes any corrective action. OCIE evaluates the response and determines 
whether the firm has responded appropriately. For significant findings that do not 
appear to be appropriately resolved, OCIE works with the firm on resolution. All 
responses to findings that required action by the firm are then followed up in the 
next examination. The most recent CSE examination of Bear Stearns that was 
conducted by OCIE resulted in an  examination report issued by OCIE in December 
2005, and Bear Stearns provided its response in January 2006. The results were 
provided to TM. TM subsequently assumed responsibility for the overall CSE 
examination program in March 2007, and OCIE ceased CSE examination activities 
as of that date (OCIE examiners continue to be solely responsible for examinations 
of broker-dealer firms that are part of CSEs). 

As an  additional matter, on page 37 of the report you indicate that in 2007 the 
Government Accountability Office commented on our method of tracking 
recommendations regarding Self-Regulatory Organization ("SRO") inspections. 
Please note that following receipt of that comment, OCIE developed a formal 
tracking system for recommelidations in SRO inspections, and deployed the system 
for use in SRO inspections in early 2008. 

Finally, you requested that OCIE indicate whether there is non-public OCIE 
information in the report. Any non-general examination-related information would 
be considered non-public. Examples of this are found on pages 20, 37, and 39 of the 
report. 
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UNITED STATES 


SECURlTlES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20549 


DIYIBION OF 

ZORPORITION FINANCE 


September 24,2008 

H. David Kotz 

Inspector General 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street,NE 

Washington, DC 20549 


Dear Mr. Kotz: 

Thankyou for the opportunity to respond to the recommendations relating to the 
Division of Corporation Finance in your August 18,2008draft report SEC's Oversightof 
Bear Stearns and Related Entities: The Consolidated Supervised Entity Progrmn (Audit 
Report No. 446-A). 

In 2007, Corporation Finance selected Bear Stearns' 2006 Form 10-K for review. 
On September 27,2007, two months prior to its internal guideline for issuance of a 
commentletter to a company selectedfor review, Corporation Finance issued its 
comment letter to Fkar Steams. That letter included a focus on subprime mortgage 
matters. Soon after receivingthis letter, and well before Bear Steams' collapse in March 
2008, Bear Steams began addingimprovements to its disclosures about subprime 
mortgage securitiesin its publicly avaiIab1e filings. Those additional disclosures appear 
in: 

* Its Form 10-Q filed on October 10,2007 (details on net inventory markdowns 
relatedto loses in residential mortgages and leveraged f b n w  areas); 

Its Form 8-K filed on November 15,2007 (updated information on collateralized 
debt obligations and subprimerelated exposures); 

Its Form8-Kfiled on December 21,2007 (fourth qu-r financial results, 
including a detailedexhibit of CDO and subpime mortgage asset exposures); and 

Its Form 10-K filed on January 29,2008 (schedule of subprime exposure). 
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Division of Corporation Finance concerns about Audit Report findings on Bear 
Stearns filing review 

In Finding 8 of your audit report, you recommend what could be sweeping 
changes to Corporation Finance's full disclosure program based upon conclusions you 
draw fiom a single Corporation Finance review -the review of Bear Steams' 2006 Form 
10-K. You include conclusions regarding that review in Finding 8 with which I cannot 
agree, the two most significant of which are: 

1. 	 That Corporation Finance's "untimely review deprived investors of material 
information that they wuld have used to make well-informed investment 
decisions," and 

2. 	 That Corporation Finance's review of Bear Steams was "untimely." 

TheDivision of Corporation Firtance review of Bear Stearns resuifed in 
improved and timely disclosure for investors 

As to the first of these conclusions, you indicate that "Bear Steams' response 
letter (coupled with CF's comment letter) contained material information that investors 
could have used to make well-informed investment decisions." You also conclude that 
"theinformation (e.g., Bear Steams' exposure to subprime mortgage securities) could 
have potentially been beneficial to dispel rumors that led to Bear Stearns' collapse." 
While you go on to identify information in that letter and state that Albert S. Kyle, the 
OIG expert, believes that this information would have been "helpful" to investors, you do 
not note the significant redactions of information I do not understand the basis for your 
or Professor Kyle's conclusions. 

First, as I indicateabove, Bear Steams began making additional public disclosures 
concerningitssubprime exposures in its public filingssoon after it received our 
September27,2007 comment letter. In addition, the information that was in Bear 
Stearns' responseto our comment letter, which we later posted on our website, was 
heavily redactedunder the coddentidity provisions of Rule 83. Inote that in well over 
100places in the letter, Bear Steams redacted significant infarmation.' I have difficulty 
agreeing with Professor Kyle that this heavily redacted letter, which would not have 

Redacted information included: various metrics utilized to determineFICO scores and designation of 
loans as subprime; loan to value ratios; subprime production in 2005 and 2006; trend data for loan-to-value 
ratios and full-document loans during 2007; percentage of loans with fiill documentation; size of data 
sample upon which risk models are based; table of margin requirements by coflateraltype; far value of 
subprime loans at various dates; fair value and balance of non-performing subprime loans; fairvalue of 
retained interests in subprime securitizations; reduction of subprime exposure fiom hedging; fair value of 
securitization trusts; amount of subprime loans serviced; amounts securitized through SPEs; amounts 
provided to hance subprime collateral to counterparties; fair value of other subprime related instruments; 
revenues derived from subprime activity for all periods presented; iitigation reserves. 
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become available under our posting policy until at least 45 days after we completed our 

review and after Bear Stearns had made additional subprime disclosures (which included 

actual numeric data and dollar amounts), would have been "helpful" to investors or 

would have provided material i n f o d o n  that Bear Stearns had not already provided in 

the public reports it filed with us. The redacted letter, however, is publicly available and 

I urge investors and other readers of this report to review the Bear Stearns response letter, 

and reachtheir own conclusions about the importanceof the additional information 

appearingin the redacted letter, particularly in light of public disclosures in the Forms 8-

K, 10-Q and 10-K I reference above.2 


TheDiviswn of Corporation Finance revjew was timely 

As to the second conclusion with which I cannot agree, you conclude that "CF's 

filing review of Bear Stearns' 2006 10-K was not timely." This isnot correct and the 

implication of your conclusion is that we should review Forms 10-K immediately upon 

filing and that a failure to do so means that we are ''untimely." As background, we have 

a selective review program, guided by Section 408 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, 

through which we review all public companies on a regular and systematic basis, at least 

once in a rolling three-year period. Following this statutory direction, we select for 

review between 35% and 40% of public companies each year -which results in 

approximately 4,000 to 4,500 company reviews. We do not have a requirement to review 

each company each year and there are many companies that we do not select for review 

in any given year. Although most Forms 10-K are filed in February and March, we 

conduct our reviews of those companies we select for review throughout the year. 


As you correctly point out, our long standing internal guideline is that we should 

issue our initial comments to a company we select for review before the end of the 

company's fiscal year. By following this guideline, we give the companies we select for 

review time to reflect our comments, if appropriate, in the disclosurein their next Form 

10-K.As you state in your repor&,we met this internal guideline in our review of Bear 

Stearns' 2006 Form 1O-K,Sled on February 13,2007, by providing comments on 

September27,2007 -over two months prior to the end of Bear Steams' fiscal year on 

November 30,2007. Thus, I cannot agree with your statement that the amount of time 

we spentto m i e w  Bear Steams' filing is "simply'una~eptable."3 


In fact, in 2006, the Inspector General (Audit 401) recommendedthat CorporationFmance consider ways 

to manage workload peaks resultingfim the bunching of Form 10-K filings in February and March. This 

recommendation reflected the Inspector General's acknowledgement of the difficulties we face in meeting 

our Sarbanes-Oxiey mandated and internal review guidelines. The implication of this Inspector General 

recommendation in 2006 was actually that we should consider lengthening the timehme for our filing 

reviews, not condensing it closer to the February and March filing peak. 
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As an aside, I should point out that our comment letters to the other four CSE 

firms, all of which we selected for review in 2007, were sent out well before their fiscal 

year ends in November and December. We issued comments to Lehman Brothers 

Holdings Inc. on August 1,2007; to Morgan Stanley on August 30,2007; to Goldman 

Sachs Group, Inc. on September 20,2007; to Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. on September 25, 

2007; and to Bear Stearns Companies, Inc. on September 27,2007. 


Current and periodic reports are the appropriate disclosure mechanism 

Separate from any discussion of these two conclusions, I thought it would be 

useful to provide some background on our review process and its role in prompting good 

public company disclosure. Our comment letters and company responses are not the 

mechanism for disclosure of material infomation to investors envisioned by our full 

disclosure program. The goal of disclosure of material information to investors, which is 

paramount in our efforts, is achieved in our program by seeking improvements to a 

company's public disclosures in its periodic and current reports. Those reports are 

readily available to all investors. These changes in disclosure are subject to the full 

liability provisions of the federal securities laws applicable to information appearing in 

these reports and, when they are included in a periodic report, the safeguards provided by 

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 apply, including senior officer certifications and the 

disclosure controls and procedures process. 


The public posting of comment letters and responses is only a recent development 

in our fulldisclosureprogram and is intended to increase the transparency of our review 

process and to make this correspondence available to all interested persons at no cost. 

We believe that companies like to look at the comment letters we send to their 

competitors to see what commentsthey might expect, aswell asto gleancompetitive 

information. To address company concerns about public dissemination of competitively 

harmful information in their comment response letters, we permit companies to redact 

suchinfomation pursuant to aRule 83 confidential treatment request. Companies 

6equently take advantage of thisprovision, as Bear Steams didinits response letter in 

the review of its 2006 10-K. 


. We intentionally wait until at least 45 days after we complete a filing review 

before we post correspondence. Our separation of the exchange of views reflected in tdis 

correspondence fromthe disclosure public companies provide in their filings is 

intentional -we seek to promote a free give-and-take in the review process and to avoid 

having conclusions drawn from our questions before a company has an opportunity to 

respond. Frequently, a company's explanation or analysis of an issue will satisfactorily 

resolve an issue without any changes to previously filed or future disclosure. When a 

company improves-its disclosure, it makes those improvements in its widely available 

periodic and current disclosure documents, which is where investors expect to find 

material disclosures. To my knowledge, investors do not use review correspondence, 

which may be heavily redacted, and which we do not post until 45 days after we 
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complete our review, as a source of disclosure. To revamp our program to make this 

back-and-forth correspondence with a company a disclosure vehicle to investors would 

require significant, and I believe unwarranted, changes to our program, which would 

significantly undermine its effectiveness for investors. 


TheDivision of Corporation Finance seeks timely responses to its comments 

You also discuss Corporation F i c e ' s  general practice of requesting, but not 
requiring, that companies respond to comments within ten business days. While it is true 
that we rarely insist that a company respond in that t i m e h e ,  it is important to note that 
in many cases, companies do respond during that time period. You recommend that we 
establish a policy outlining when we expect companies to substantively respond to issues 
we raise in our comment letters and monitor compliance with this policy. 

Our disclosure review program is built on the common goal we share with 
companies -to enhance disclosure and improve compliance with the disclosure 
requirementsof the federal securities laws. Although the l i i t ed  consequences of not 
responding to our comments can be quite significant -for example, a company is 
required to disclose material staff commentsthat have been outstanding for six months in 
its Form 10-Kandfor Corporation Finance may refer a non-compliant company or one 
with faulty disclosure to the Division of Enforcement for fbrther investigation -they are 
rarely the outcome of a staff filing review. While you recommend that we change our 
policy in this area, our experience is that most companies do respond to us, in some form, 
wifhin the ten business days in which we seek a response. Our experience is also that, 
similar to the Bear Stearns review described above, a company may respond to staff 
comments in its public disclosure documents. Although we believe that extending the ten 
business day request-for-response time period will be counterproductive to our ongoing 
efforts to enhance public disclosure, we will consider your recommendation and how it 
would impact our program. 

Division of Corporation Finance's rolewith respect to the CSEprogram 

The Commission's CSE program is the focus of your ~eport. You explain in the 

Executive Summarythat your objectives in this audit "were to evaluate the Commission's 

CSE program, emphasizingthe Commission's oversight of Bear Stearns, and to 

determine whether improvements are needed in the Commission's monitoring of CSE 

finns and its administration of the CSE program." You also summarize the work of 

Albert S. Kyle, the expertyou obtainedto assist you with your audit, and indicate that 

Professor Kyle's focus was on "the Division of Trading and Markets' oversight of the 

CSE firms,with a particular focus on Bear Stearns." 


The Division of Corporation Finance is not directly involved with the CSE 

program and,as I understand your report, neither the Division of Corporation Finance, 

nor its full disclosure program generally, was the focus of your audit or of Professor 
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Kyle's work. However, in connectionwith your audit of the CSE program, you did 
review Corporation Finance's review of Bear Stems' 2006 Form 10-K, filed in February 
2007, and, based on that single review, you have recommended what could be sweeping 
changes to Corporation Finance's full disclosure program. In our full disclosure 
program, we review the filings of more than 4,000 companies each year. I believe it is 
inappropriate for you to have reached conclusions, and to have made recommendations, 
about our program based upon your examination of our review of just one company's 
filings. 

I believe, based on the scope of your audit work, that your comments and 
recommendations to Corporation Finance would have more appropriately focused on our 
full disclosure program as it relates to the CSE program. To the extent your 
recommendations do focus on Corporation Finance's interaction with the CSE program, I 
wee fully that we should examine the interaction between our reviews of the CSE firms 
and Trading and Markets' administration of the CSE program. For example, we will 
consider whether we should review CSE firms promptly after they make their annual 
Exchange Act filings and issue comments, if any, within a specific time period. We will 
discuss our thoughts on thiswith Trading and Markets. In addition, in Finding 7, you 
recommend that we should take concrete steps to improve our collaboration efforts with 
Trading and Markets and that we should determine whether the information Trading and 
Markets receives from the CSE firmswould be helpll in our reviews of the filings these 
companies make. As you note, we were not able to respond to your questions during the 
audit about thepotential usefidness of this information since we did not know what it 
was. Furthermore, as we previously conveyed to you, we are concerned about basing our 
comments to a company, which we will make public, on non-public information that a 
company provides to another Division or Office for different purposes. That being said, 
we will take steps to work closely with Trading and Markets to pursue this. 

I appreciate your giving me the opportunity to present my views on your report 
and I very much appreciate your commitment to present thisletter as an attachment to it. 
Doing so will allow readers to draw their own conclusions, and is consistent with the 
transparent full disclosure review process I and the staff of the Division of Corporation 
F i c e  are proud to administer. 

Sincerely, 
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Office of lnspector General Response to 
Chairman Cox and Management Comments 

The Office of lnspector General (OIG) has received responses to its audit report 
entitled "SEC's Oversight of Bear Stearns and Related Entities: The 
Consolidated Supervised Entity Program" from Chairman Christopher Cox, the 
Division of Trading and Markets (TM), the Office of Compliance Inspections and 
Examinations (OCIE), the Division of Corporation Finance (CF), and the Office of 
Risk Assessment (ORA). 

In total, the Commission's responsible management officials have concurred with 
21 out of the 26 recommendations contained in the report. 

Response to the Chairman's Comments 

We are particularly pleased that the Chairman has commented that he believes 
that the 26 specific recommendations are well-considered and worthy of support. 
We also appreciate his comment that the report provides an invaluable and fresh 
perspective for the agency to carefully review and consider. 

Response to the Comments of the Division of Tradina and Markets (TM) 

The OIG is pleased that TM concurred with 20 out of the 23 recommendations 
addressed to them in the.OlG audit report. The OIG, however, is, quite 
disappointed in many of the assertions made in TM's "Management's 
Commentary." 

The OIG made supreme efforts throughout the entire audit process to engage 
and consult with TM on every aspect of the audit report. Over the five months of 
fieldwork, OIG auditors had weekly and sometimes daily conversations with TM 
management, including senior officials, on all issues relating to the audit work. In 
many cases, TM management did not provide full responses to questions posed 
and issues raised by the OIG. 

It is important to point out that specifically because the OIG recognized that this 
audit involved numerous issues of a technical and complex nature, the OIG 
retained a renowned and highly-regarded expert on many aspects of the capital 
markets, and market microstructure in particular, to assist the OIG's efforts. The 
expert worked closely with the OIG's auditors, providing technical expertise and 
guidance. The expert also spent countless hours reviewing detailed notes and 
memoranda that TM staff had prepared during the time periods pertinent to the 
audit and conversed in detail with TM management and staff. 
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Even after having numerous conversations with TM staff throughout the audit 
field work, immediately prior to finalizing the draft report, the OIG convened a 
meeting with the Director of TM and several senior management officials to 
discuss the findings and recommendations in the report. TM officials stated that 
they were unable to provide any substantive responses without viewing the 
report in writing in its entirety. 

Shortly after this meeting, the OIG also provided TM officials with an initial 
working draft of the report, complete with findings and recommendations, for 
their comment. TM management provided in response a red-lined version of the 
report and an additional memorandum containing substantive comments. OIG 
staff painstakingly reviewed both TM's redlined version of the report and its 
memorandum. Thereafter, the OIG incorporated many of TM's suggestions, 
including making major revisions to one finding, and removing another finding 
altogether. The OIG then provided TM with a second draft for comment and 
invited another round of substantive responses. The OIG also posed two 
separate sets of questions to TM officials regarding some of the assertions they 
had made in response to the working draft of the report. TM failed to provide 
any response to these two sets of questions. 

Instead of responding to the OIG's questions or providing additional substantive 
suggestions regarding the OIG report, TM decided to issue its "Management's 
Commentary," which claims the report is flawed and inaccurate, and asserts that 
TM was not provided with a fair and meaningful opportunity to address the 
issues raised in the report. It is worth noting that notwithstanding the rhetoric 
contained in "Management's Commentary," TM concurred with nearly of the 
report's recommendations. Moreover, while the commentary asserts that the 
report in fundamentally flawed in all aspects, it provides only a few examples of 
actual statements being inaccurate, all of whom are relatively minor, even if true, 
and have no impact on overall findings and conclusions of the report. 

We sincerely hope that the tone adopted in TM's "Management's CommentaryJ' 
is not indicative of TM's unwillingness to take the OIG report and its findings 
seriously and responsibly as these matters are of utmost importance to the 
Commission and the country, particularly as lawmakers consider the 
administration's proposed unprecedented bailout of the nationsJ financial 
markets. 

Response to the Comments of the Office of Compliance Inspections and 
Examinations (OCIE) 

The OIG is pleased that OClE has concurred with all 3 recommendations 
addressed to it, and commented favorably on an additional recommendation. 

Specifically, OCIE concurred that the development of a collaboration agreement 
that maintains a clear delineation of responsibilities between TM and OClE 
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would improve the effectiveness of the oversight by both offices and that a joint 
TM, OClE and Division of Investment Management task force led by the ORA to 
determine the costs and benefits of supervising firms with significant customer 
assets and unregulated affiliates could be very valuable in producing evidence 
supporting the need for consolidated oversight. OClE also concurred with the 
recommendation that TM develop an ethics manual, agreeing that stringent 
ethics procedures should apply consistently to all SEC staff that perform 
examinations, and indicated that it would work with TM to develop an ethics 
manual for the CSE program. 

Response to the Comments of the Division of Corporation Finance (CF) 

The OIG is disappointed that CF concurred with only 1of the 3 
recommendations addressed to it. The OIG also disagrees with several of the 
comments contained in the management response submitted by CF. 

First, CF indicates that the OIG recommends what could be "sweeping changes" 
to its program. The OIG1s finding concluded that CF has not established 
guidelines for the timeliness of second level filing reviews. We recommended 
that CF establish such guidelines and thereafter monitor compliance with the 
established guidelines. We do not view these improvements to be "sweeping 
changes" but rather reasonable and necessary management practices. 

Second, CF points out that its current view of timeliness, as it pertains to the 
entire filing review process, is dictated by the requirements of Section 408 of the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) of 2002, as well its internal guideline of issuing 
comments before a company's next fiscal year-end. While these factors may 
guide the timeliness of filing reviews (and the issuance of comment letters) as a 
general rule, CF ignores the need to address high-risk filings in an expeditious 
manner. As evidenced by developments in recent years, a company's stock 
price can have a dramatic downward swing in a very short period of time. Under 
the particular circumstances involving Bear Stearns, we simply disagree that 
CF1s review of its 2006 10-K was "timely." 

Third, CF questions what value to investors an earlier release of its comment 
letter on Bear Stearn's 2006 10-K and the company's response would have had 
because those documents were heavily redacted when publicly disclosed. 
During our audit, we considered whether the information would still have been 
useful, even though it was redacted, and we concluded it would have been quite 
useful. Further, the OIG expert opined on the redacted version and found the 
information to be beneficial. 

Fourth, CF notes that under Section 408 of SOX, it is not required to review 
every company each year, and there are many companies that are not reviewed 
at all in a given year. While this may be true, CF is overlooking a critical aspect 
of Section 408, which contemplates that CF will consider the risks associated 
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First, CF indicates that the OIG recommends what could be "sweeping changes" 
to its program. The OIG1s finding concluded that CF has not established 
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Second, CF points out that its current view of timeliness, as it pertains to the 
entire filing review process, is dictated by the requirements of Section 408 of the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) of 2002, as well its internal guideline of issuing 
comments before a company's next fiscal year-end. While these factors may 
guide the timeliness of filing reviews (and the issuance of comment letters) as a 
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Third, CF questions what value to investors an earlier release of its comment 
letter on Bear Stearn's 2006 10-K and the company's response would have had 
because those documents were heavily redacted when publicly disclosed. 
During our audit, we considered whether the information would still have been 
useful, even though it was redacted, and we concluded it would have been quite 
useful. Further, the OIG expert opined on the redacted version and found the 
information to be beneficial. 

Fourth, CF notes that under Section 408 of SOX, it is not required to review 
every company each year, and there are many companies that are not reviewed 
at all in a given year. While this may be true, CF is overlooking a critical aspect 
of Section 408, which contemplates that CF will consider the risks associated 
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Gross Leverage Ratios 

Figure 1.CSE Firms- Gross Leverage Ratios 

Gross Leverage Ratio: August 2006 - February 2008 

Date of Quarter Closing 

Source: This data was provided by TM. They obtained the information from public filings (i.e., 10-K) and 
Bloomberg. We verified each firm's year-end gross leverage ratio amount, but did not verify its quarterly 
ratios. 
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Criteria 

Basel II Standards. 

Final Rule: Alternative Capital Requirements for Broker-Dealers That Are 
Part Of Consolidated Supervised Entities" (Release No. 34-49830).~" In 
2004, the Commission adopted rule amendments under the Securities and 
Exchange Act of 1934 (which created the CSE program) that allowed firms (the 
broker-dealers) to apply for an exemption from the net capital rule and instead 
use the alternative capital method. 

TM's Policies and Procedures describing its administration of the CSE 
program. 

Publicly Disclosed Information about the CSE The Commission 
has posted the following documents on its website about the CSE program: 

Program Overview & Assessment Criteria; 

Program Description; and 

SEC Holding company Supervision With Respect To Capital Standards 
And Liquidity Planning. 

201 Source: Final Rule: Alternative Net Capital Reauirements for Broker-Dealers That Are Part of 
Consolidated Supervised Entities (69 Fed Reg. 34.428). Commission. 21 June 2004. 
chttp://www.sec.gov/ruleslfina1/34-49830.htm>. 

202 	Source: SEC [Commission] Holdina Companv Supervision Proaram Description. Commission. 5 June 
2008. ~http://www.sec.govldivisionslmarketreg/hcsupewision.htm~. 
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Audit Request and Ideas 


The Office of lnspector General welcomes your input. If you would like to 
request an audit in the future or have an audit idea, please contact us at: 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
Office of lnspector General 
Attn: Assistant lnspector General, Audits (Audit Requesttldea) 
100 F. Street N.E. 
Washington D.C. 20549-2736 

Tel. #: 202-551 -6061 
Fax #: 202-772-9265 
Email: oin@sec.gov 


